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Eastern Roots in Western Soil:  Gender, Class and Interior Space on Officer’s Row, a Material 

 Culture Analysis of the Commanding Officer’s House at Fort Hoskins, Oregon, 1856-1865 

 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Brief History 

 As the United States expanded westward during the first half of the nineteenth century, 

the Military Elite of the American Army led companies of soldiers stationed in disputed and 

sparsely settled territories across the Continent. “Manifest Destiny" fostered a compelling image 

of the western territories as open lands of opportunity waiting to be exploited. Lured by the 

agricultural possibilities in Oregon, California and Texas, settlers began moving westward in 

ever increasing numbers. In the Pacific Northwest, the Indian Wars of the 1850s raised concerns 

over continued conflicts and violence between various Indian tribes and Euro-American settlers. 

In Oregon, specifically, treaties relocated dozens of Indian tribes and concentrated them in the 

relatively small Coastal and Grand Ronde Indian reservations. At the same time thousands of 

Euro-American settlers poured into what were tribal lands of the Willamette Valley, most 

arriving by way of the Oregon Trail, others from the south, California, Utah, and Nevada. The 

discovery of gold in California in 1848 turned a stream of settlers into a flood, and in the decade 

of the 1850's, the population of the west increased more than threefold (Ultley 1967). Cultural 

differences as to ownership and use of the land produced a tinderbox that threatened to ignite 

(Brauner & Stricker, 1994; Goodwin, 2008; Potter, 1997). 
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 In 1849, soon after Congress established the Oregon Territory, the federal government 

authorized the U.S. Army to install a regional headquarters at the former Hudson’s Bay 

Company’s Fort Vancouver. With passage of the Indian Removal Act in 1855, Congress created 

a network of forts across the country to manage the potential conflicts between Indians and 

settlers. In Oregon, working out of Fort Vancouver, the Army built three forts, even though 

Indian-settler skirmishes in the territory were far less dramatic and deadly than in other parts of 

the West. Nonetheless, the forts – at Yamhill and Hoskins in the mid-Willamette Valley and at 

Umpqua on the Pacific Coast – were garrisoned in 1856 to manage the strained relations between 

the white newcomers and those whose lands they claimed. Commanding the outposts were 

officers schooled at West Point and soon to be whisked off to the Civil War. Two, Captain 

Christopher Columbus Augur and Second Lieutenant Philip Henry Sheridan, eventually rose to 

the rank of general and played significant roles in the War Between the States (Brauner & 

Stricker, 2006; Onstead, 1965). 

 These American military officers, some with wives and families took their Eastern 

culture, reinforced at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, with them when posted to these 

western frontier forts. The social and cultural conventions they possessed, the military and 

political mandates they learned at West Point, and the ideological tenants they lived with as part 

of American society in the mid-nineteenth century, combined to create a replication of the 

culture, ideology, and landscape of the established Eastern society at the forts. 

 Fort Hoskins, along with other forts in the west arrived within a new pattern of Western 

Frontier Fort settlement pattern in a new form, the New England Village.  This development 

began in the West Point and now extended to the Pacific Northwest, were designed first 
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ideologically and strategically, then literally, in drawn plans for the built structure, for 

configuring and siting in the geography, to reproduce and replicate, model and espouse, the 

American-European idea of cultural beliefs. 

  

Overview of the Study 

 Little has been written about the interior spaces of military architecture or the U.S. 

Army’s built structures in general, and even less about the officers’ quarters in the far Western 

Frontier. The remoteness of the region, the abrupt shift of garrisoned troops and their return 

eastward to the Civil War, and the relatively late settlement of the Pacific Northwest had a great 

deal to do with this reality. Scholarly research is almost non-existent concerning uses (functional, 

aesthetic and personal) of the interior spaces of these commanders’ houses. 

 Only two extant U.S. Army officers’ quarters from this pre-Civil War period remain in 

Oregon. One, at Fort Hoskins, in what is now Kings Valley, has been known historically by 

various names, including the Sheridan House, the Augur House, the House at Pedee and House 

01.  At Fort Yamhill, in the Grand Ronde Valley, the commander’s house is known as the 

Sheridan House or Officer’s Quarters No. 01. Both are examples of mid-nineteenth century 

traditional domestic architectural design. The forms are classic vernacular Greek Revival 

variations and good examples of the era (Dole 1983; Vaughan, 1974). They feature formal 

parlors; private bedroom quarters downstairs, and additional bedrooms upstairs. Both had side 

and front porches, and the Yamhill site includes a traditional commander’s bay window, which 

was built to accommodate full view of the fort site, entrance gate, and the valley beyond. The 

Fort Hoskins Commander’s House has a second story porch, additional back porches, with views 
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of the entire fort site and sightlines of the Old Luckiamute Road, which the travel route between 

the Coast Reservation and interior valley.  

 There is scant extant material informing as to the interior furnishings and finishes of these 

houses. Archaeological recovery indicates the presence of women at Fort Yamhill. Primary 

military documents support that Captain Auger had a wife and seven children while occupying 

Fort Hoskins. Two of these children were born in the house. In this mid-nineteenth century era, 

Captain Augur’s wife and family may have influenced interior furnishing decisions of this time, 

but the Commander himself would have decided, within military and personal presentation 

protocols, the final public face of the interior of his quarters (Adams, 2009). 

 

Purpose of the Study 

 The goals of the study have been the examination of two extant structures, gathering data 

about their interior spaces, and to developing a narrative of the history and culture, both material 

and social, of the occupants. My research questions concern the interpretation of material culture 

and the presence of gendered objects at these two sites, the uses of these space and the links 

between the interior furnishings in the far western frontier with the prevailing American culture 

and thought in the mid nineteenth century. My investigation focused primarily on the 

Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins, and the Commander’s house at Fort Yamhill, as well as a 

smaller second structure (House 02) between House 01 and House 03 on Officer’s Row, offered 

comparative data for analyses. The Commander’s house at Hoskins was built for a family, while 

all of the Officers’ houses at Yamhill were built for single men. These differences are essential to 

understanding and interpreting the material culture of the Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins. 
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Research questions: 

1. What was the material culture of the Commanding Officers’ Quarters and what does it 

convey about the occupants’ lifestyle, gender and use of the interior spaces?   

2. What do the material culture and the built structure (including interior) tell us about the 

social systems (consumption, aesthetics, gender) and the class distinctions of the culture 

of the U.S. Army officers and the families who occupied these houses?    

3. Do we see elements of the larger mid nineteenth-century American society and culture 

reflected in these far-flung Commanding Officers’ Houses, particularly in their interior 

spaces and furnishings?  

4. If so, how do these reflected elements present themselves in the Commander’s Houses?  

If not, what cultural forces would contraindicate this influence?  

 Investigating these questions involved a cultural resource inventory of the Commander’s 

House at Fort Hoskins and a supporting background from the Commander’s House at Fort 

Yamhill. Documentation of interior spatial arrangements, interior finishes, decorative elements 

and embellishments was explored develop a framework for an interior restoration plan.  This 

study involved the interior spaces (and porches) exclusively: their spatial configurations, 

materials, finishes, furnishings, and personal paraphernalia within the houses as they form a 

portrait of the families who lived within their walls. 

Additional research located the commanders’ lifestyles as they related to the built 

structure and the material culture therein. I articulate the elements of each officer’s material, 

social, and cultural worlds as evident within the houses, and address symbolic meanings. What 
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these data suggested hypothesis about links between the Oregon Fort culture and a larger 

trajectory of pattern to American culture in pre-Civil War America. My study outcome goal has 

been to develop a narrative of the Commanders’ Quarters and their inhabitants for eventual use 

in cultural heritage interpretation for public education.  This activity will include an outline of a 

preliminary interior restoration prospectus. The two houses hold important information, are yet 

unexplored, and stand as significant pieces of American past.  

 

The Forts 

 Fort Hoskins was founded on a site overlooking the eastern entrance to the Siletz 

reservation, and, like the installation 40 miles to the north, Fort Yamhill, it had been chosen 

because it overlooked the Luckiamute Indian trail, one of two trails known to lead to the Siletz 

Valley. The other trail was managed by Fort Yamhill. Companies at both forts had the task of 

preventing Indians from returning to their homelands and keeping lawless settlers away from the 

relocated tribes. The forts were strategically placed to guard the mountain passes and to protect 

the easiest access to and from the reservations. Although the general assumptions by the public 

were that the military presence was to protect the white settlers, in reality, their role was to 

establish settlement boundaries established in Washington, D.C., and to protect the Indians from 

the settlers and miners who came north from California (Brauner & Stricker, 1994, 2006; 

Trussel, 1996). 

Construction began on Fort Hoskins in the winter of 1856 and continued into 1857. This 

was not a fortified military outpost but a series 15 to 20 buildings consisting of barracks, officer 

houses, blacksmith shop, infirmary, bakery, barns, and corrals, all surrounding a two-acre parade 
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ground. A traditional picket fence encircled the fort, which sat on a bluff overlooking the 

Luckiamute River. (Hilleary, 1965). 

 Captain Christopher Columbus Auger was the fort’s first commanding officer and lived 

in the officer’s house (now commonly called the Sheridan House after the officer who supervised 

its construction and was one of its most notable inhabitants.) The 1860 government census, the 

first for the new state of Oregon, shows Auger and his wife Jane living at the post with their 

seven children. Augur served as commanding officer from 1856 until 1861, when he was 

summoned east at the start of the Civil War. (Brauner & Stricker, 1994; U.S. Census, National 

Archives, 1865). 

 Second Lieutenant Philip H. Sheridan was detailed from Fort Yamhill to Fort Hoskins 

from July 1856 to April 1857 as the junior officer on the post. He served as quartermaster, 

responsible for the construction of the commanding officer’s quarters, and contracted with local 

carpenters and workers for its design and construction. He left Fort Hoskins for Fort Vancouver, 

and soon returned to Fort Yamhill where he was given the task of building the quarters for the 

men and officers at that post. He employed civilians and Indians as laborers during the 

construction (Hilleary, 1965). Sheridan remained at Fort Yamhill for four years, was promoted to 

captain in May 1861, and left Oregon to join the Civil War that September. 

 Two years into its short service, Fort Hoskins was described in the site inspection report 

filed by Colonel Joseph Mansfield, the Inspector General of the Union Army, as an outpost that 

boasted “a good barrack two stories high for two companies, a good hospital, a good store house 

for Quartermaster & Commissary supplies, kitchens, mess rooms, a good bakery, five small 

houses for laundresses, mule stables, and a sutler’s store….” (Mansfield, 1858. p. 35).
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 Decommissioned at the end of the Civil War, the Fort Hoskins site and any remaining 

buildings and property were sold at auction in 1867. The majority of the structures were quickly 

removed from the site, dismantled for repair and building supplies, or used for firewood (Brauner 

& Stricker, 2006). When the fort was closed down, one building, in particular, was moved 

several miles away to the community now known as Pedee, and was used as a farmhouse for 

decades. Then, 145 years after Fort Hoskins was decommissioned, the structure was 

authenticated in 2012, (D. Brauner, personal communication, October 18, 2013), as the original 

Commanding officer’s quarters built by Sheridan, and occupied by Augur. In October 2012, the 

house was moved back to the fort site, now a Benton County Park, The Fort Hoskins County 

Park, and is undergoing restoration on its original site, facing the parade grounds and the old 

Luckiamute Road. 

 

Archaeological History of Fort Hoskins and Fort Yamhill 

 Archaeological record at Fort Hoskins and Fort Yamhill, dating from the 1970s, is the 

basis of my research data for material culture of the officer’s quarters at each location. Both sites 

have been subject to examination by the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department and Benton 

County Natural Areas and Parks Department for long-term historical archaeology and 

interpretive planning.  

 Interest in Fort Hoskins has a long history.  John Horner, history professor at Oregon 

Agricultural College in the 1920s spearheaded efforts to reintroduce this part of history to the 

public. Two decades later, another faculty member at Oregon State University, Preston Onstad, 

an English professor with an interest in military history wrote about Fort Hoskins. In 1974 the 
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site of Fort Hoskins was placed on the National Register of Historic Places.  In the mid-1976, the 

combined interests of Preston Onstad with newly arrived David Brauner, historical archaeologist, 

began an historical archaeology field program at Oregon State University which continues to the 

present day. 

 In 1992 the Fort Hoskins site and the surrounding land went into public trust and became 

a Benton County park. (Brauner & Stricker, 2006) In 1976 Dr. David Brauner conducted the first 

field season of a multi-year historical archaeology program at Fort Hoskins, which continued 

through 1977. This first phase was designed as a testing operation, intended to locate the activity 

areas and the approximate positions of each structure. 

 The Officers’ Quarters, the enlisted men’s sink, the Commanding Officer’s Quarters and 

associated privy, the bake house, and the armory all were investigated. In 1976 archaeological 

testing was done around the Frantz-Dunn House, the 1867 Farmhouse located on the site of Fort 

Hoskins. (Trussel, 1993) In 1977 an additional privy was located. Attention during this field 

season went to the slope below the officer’s quarters, the Officers houses and privies, enlisted 

men’s privy and the barracks and probable commissary. (Bowyer, 1997) The 1993 through 1994 

field seasons excavations conducted at the site addressed the site of the Fort Infirmary. (Trussel, 

1993) 

 During the field seasons of 1993 and 1994, excavations were conducted at the site of the 

Infirmary, which operated at Fort Hoskins, 1856-1865. Initial surveying and testing was done 

around the footings of the extant farmhouse once thought to be the original infirmary. Test pits 

were established from this structure outward to attempt to locate site boundaries and the original 

infirmary (Trussell, 1993) 
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 Early archaeology at Fort Yamhill used metal detection, whereby numerous buildings 

were correlated with historic maps. From 2004 through 2009, the field seasons excavated the 

Officers’ Houses 01 and 03, the Company Kitchen and the Post Bakery. (Eichelberger, 2010). 

 In 2011 and 2013 field sessions at Fort Yamhill investigated Officers’ Row and in 2011 

House 01was excavated and in 2013, excavations focused on House 02 and a side area trash 

throw behind House 01.  

 During these years of archaeological excavation, the artifact collections have been 

identified, preserved and catalogued for research. While examining the material culture in the 

collections that are most relevant to the Commander’s House, I have framed hypotheses about 

the occupants and their social roles. These artifacts offer insight into gender and class aspects of 

social and military life within the fort life and framed into the American society beyond. The 

artifacts from the Fort Yamhill site excavations provided additional, confirming, comparative 

extant material culture.  
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

 The organization of the materials in this review of literature is arranged with the most 

general and broadest topics first and progressively narrower, targeted topic areas following. I 

begin the review with a discussion of Material Culture, as this grounds the research in the object. 

While the field can be highly theoretical, the end point is one of how to approach and interpret 

the excavated artifacts. I follow this discussion with the 19th Century American Society and 

Culture. Early 19th Century Architecture, Interiors and Decorative Arts are then outlined and 

discussed with specific emphasis on the ties between cultural and national self-definition and 

architectural concepts and built structures. The focus is on the domestic dwelling, ultimately, but 

the context of what American intellectual and political thought consisted of in the late 18th 

century to the middle of the 19th century is essential to framing a context for the building of the 

forts – how and why they were built as they were. Military Architecture and the Forts follow this 

larger discussion of architecture and interiors, with emphasis on the specific kinds of architecture 

and its purposes in the Western Frontier setting. Included in this section is the discussion of U.S. 

Army Wives. The final section of the literature review addressed the Commanders’ Houses 

themselves, with the most limited of literature available. From the examination I have made of 

the historical research about these structures I will outline what is known of their provenance and 

construction and purposes. 
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Material Culture 

 Over the last twenty years, the study of material culture and attending theoretical schools 

has broadened beyond what were initially strictly historical archaeological applications. Material 

culture now includes scholars in American studies, literature, anthropology, linguistics, folklore, 

vernacular architecture, semiotics, decorative arts, consumerism, museum studies, cultural 

geography and landscape and more. Scholars in the fields of architecture, social history and the 

decorative arts have developed interpretive models that are interdisciplinary, rather than simply 

either “historical” or “structural” in nature. Material culture is generally recognized in the 21st 

century as the study of society’s values, ideals and assumptions through artifacts. American 

Studies scholar Thomas Schelereth comments that material culture is made up of tangible things 

crafted, shaped, altered, and used across space and time. It is inherently personal and social, 

mental and physical…it is the weave of these objects in the everyday lives of 

individuals…customs and practice, production and consumption that is American history and 

help reinterpret the past (Schelereth, 1999). 

 Historical archaeologists have long acknowledged the pivotal role of material culture 

studies play in their research (Ferguson, 1997) and James Deetz has even proposed that historical 

archaeology is best thought of as the science of material culture (Deetz, 1977, p12). He write 

further; in his classic work In Small Things Forgotten: The Archaeology of New England, to 

define material culture as “the study through artifacts of the beliefs – values, ideas, attitudes, and 

assumptions – of a particular community or society at a given time.” (Deetz, 1977, p.15).  

 Most scholars in this field agree that the challenge in deciphering the material world is 

the ephemeral nature of part of the culture, and the very materiality of other parts. Kenneth 
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Haltman comments that “while only some of the culture takes material form, the part that does 

records the shape and imprint of otherwise more abstract, conceptual or even metaphysical 

aspects of that culture that they quite literally embody. These are the objects that we as 

historians, seek to understand.”  (2000, p. 143) He goes on to explain that the job of those who 

study material culture must conduct investigations – analysis followed by interpretation – 

necessarily begin in the material realm with the objects themselves but gain analytic hold and 

open upon interpretation only through vigorous attention, beyond their state of being:  of these 

objects’ cultural significance; attention not to what they might be said to signify, but as 

importantly, to how they might be said to signify.  

 Henry Glassie, a scholar in folklore and vernacular architecture, suggests that architecture 

gives physical form to claims and names, to memories and hopes. As a conceptual activity, 

architecture is a matter of forming ideas into plans, plans into things that other people can see. 

Architectural shapes relations between people, he comments, it is a kind of communication…to 

be architecture, and it has to be realized in materials. (Glassie, 2000, p. 179).  

 A corollary to material culture studies is the scholarly field of the built environment, with 

its own theoretical base. Amos Rapoport and Edward Hall both discuss theory and models of 

research for the built environment as well as concepts of the “cultural house.” The military 

element in this proposed research adds another layer to the “culture” of the houses, on top of the 

individual’s own social background and beliefs, and the general cultural norms of mid-19th 

century America. Scholars have found that beliefs that shape the spatial arrangement in houses 

represent deep and enduring cultural desires. Rapoport proposes, “all environments are thought 

before they are built” (Rapoport, 1989, xvii).  
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Late Eighteenth to mid-Nineteenth Century American Society and Culture 

 The Industrial Revolution changed the face of England, and had a direct and lasting 

influence on Britain and America. This shift in technology and machinery and labor and goods 

changed the picture of the entire country from one of agriculture to one of industry and 

manufacturing. My purpose for the breadth of time in this inclusion comes follows the impact 

that European social mores, manners, aesthetics and architecture influenced and shaped 

American thought and society in the early 19th century. These ideas and patterns play out later in 

mid-century, and their roots are significant when discussing the culture, gender and class 

distinctions of the U.S. Army Officers and their wives and houses on the Western Frontier. 

Locating pattern, finding influence is how the artifacts within the material culture data will be 

interpreted, supported, and ultimately narrated. The story starts much earlier, in 18th century 

Europe, and moves through the colonies in America. Without this piece of history in place, there 

is no frame of reference, no context from which the occupants of the Officers’ Quarters will 

make integral sense and translate into cultural history and elements of consumption patterns, 

overall distribution routes and fashion diffusion in the decorative arts (in wallpaper and ceramics 

in particular). 

 One of the uniting features of the literature about the late 18th and early 19th centuries is 

the emphasis on manners and class. Wust and Fitts (1999) assert that the goods of the day, the 

material culture” plays an active role…as the symbols that people use to support or reject 

specific ideologies..thus for archaeologists the goal is to understand how people manipulated the 

meanings of artifacts as part and parcel of the negotiations of class relations.” (Wust & Fitts, 

1999, p, 3). They go on to elaborate, explaining that to be a fully accepted member of a social 
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class a person must display the appropriate symbols in their “speech, mannerisms and material 

goods approaching class a symbolic system elucidates that the members of separate classes view 

material culture differently and occasionally attach different meanings to identical objects and 

behaviors.” (Fitts & Wust, 1993 p.1, 6).  

Notions of consumption, acquisition, display and self-identity are embodied in the history 

of these eras. Arjun Appadurai, in The Social Life of Things:  Commodities in Cultural 

Perspective, concurs with scholarship as to the importance of how things are sold and traded in a 

variety of social and cultural settings. There are always social and political mechanisms in place, 

in every culture, to regulate taste, trade, and desire and highlight how people attach value and 

status to objects. (1986). Styles and Vickery (2006) in Gender, Taste and Material Culture 

signals an association between gender, taste and the material life of objects both in Britain and 

America. These scholars present their thesis that it is American researchers in the field of 18th 

century history “who have brought the greatest conceptual range and sophistication to the 

cultural interpretation of eighteenth-century artifacts” (2006, p.2). They assert that gender has 

been a central feature to this scholarship, reflecting a long-standing misogynistic association in 

Western culture between women and material acquisition. (2006). 

 The purpose of including the work of scholars of the 18th and early 19th centuries is to 

support my understanding of the material, social and internal lives of the elite officers of the U.S. 

Army in the 1850s. These elite military men were schooled at West Point and would have 

emulated or already been part of that world that Richard Bushman lays out in The Refinement of 

America. The notion of gentility, of manners and comportment was central to the Continental 

European, British and American aristocracy (or those who wished inclusion in this class). Styles 
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and Vickery comment (in discussing their temporal period, 1700-1830) in Britain and North 

America, that both countries were ripe with interest in goods for consumption, The North 

American colonies shared with Britain the developments in technology and industrialization, 

along with political authority, military force and a common language boosted by a shared 

“material culture constantly nourished by flows of commodities. And the notions of a gentleman 

included image and display of authority and gentility” (2006, p.209) Taste was a key word in the 

18th and 19th centuries. It was the issue of proper aesthetic judgment and public presentation. 

American historians Richard Wrightman Fox and Richard Bushman lay out the social normative 

codes and expectations for this era in terms of the culture of “gentility.” This term is used to 

denote genteel leadership qualities of education, vocation and personal characteristics. Taste was 

a key word in the 18th and into the 19th century. It was the issue of proper aesthetic judgment and 

public presentation. Richard Wrightman Fox editor of The Culture of Consumption: Critical 

Essays in American History, 1880-1980, and Richard Bushman, in The Refinement of America:  

Persons, Houses and Cities, maps out the social normative codes and expectations for the social 

class system in American history during generally the same time frames as that of the Oregon 

fort establishment 

 In the middle of the nineteenth century, middle-class Americans embraced a new culture 

of domestic consumption, one that centered on chairs and clocks as well as family portraits and 

books. How did that new world of goods, represented by Victorian parlors filled with overstuffed 

furniture and daguerreotype portraits, come into being? A New Nation of Goods highlights the 

significant role of provincial artisans in four crafts in the northeastern United States—chair 
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making, clock making, portrait painting, and book publishing—to explain the shift from 

preindustrial society to an entirely new configuration of work, commodities, and culture. 

 Robert Blair St. George, in “Reading Spaces in Eighteenth-Century New England” offers 

a discussion of what spaces were created, and why. This forms the base of the following era’s 

adaptation of space in the domestic sphere. Following the Revolutionary war, American 

marketplaces renewed interest and developed a viable new identity. Within this venue was the 

importance of physical presentation, that element of “gentility.” Linzy Brekke reminds us of the 

importance of dress in “To Make a Figure:  Clothing and the Politics of Male Identity in 18th 

century America.” (In Styles and Vickery, eds. 2006). The idea of gentility and “culture” were 

nowhere more prevalent in the 19th century than the domestic sphere. The interior of the home 

was central to proper presentation of the “right” sorts of things. Katherine Grier (1988) describes 

this “culture” as shorthand for gentility, the international shorthand for personal excellence and 

an international system of material symbols ranging from wall. 

 

U.S. Army Officers’ Wives 

 In the last several decades, historians and scholars of women’s studies have investigated a 

wide range of nineteenth century women – from different regions, ethnic and vocational or social 

classes, but very few mention women married to U.S Army Officers.  

 Often, this attention comes in an anthology, or mentioned with other women’s stories. 

Sandra Myers, in Westering Women and the Frontier Experience, 1800-1915, includes women in 

broader study. Articles appear in regional journals, or focused on one geographic location. 
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Patricia Stallard wrote Glittering Misery: Dependents of the Indian Fighting Army, (1978) where 

she discusses all manner of the stratified members of the Army – enlisted men, servants, 

prostitutes, as well as children. Robin Campbell examines American Army Officers’ Wives from 

180-1880 throughout Mistresses of the Transient Hearth (2005) and Michele Nacy focuses on 

the U.S. Army Officers’ Wives from 1865-1890 in Members of the Regiment: Army Officers’ 

Wives on the Western Frontier. These scholars focus more narrowly on the U.S. Army Officers’ 

wives.   

Edward Coffman (2004) broadly covers all the groups of enlisted men, women and 

children, while many scholars focus on one segment of the army. Dana Prater’s Master’s thesis, 

(“Recreating the World of Frances Roe:  An Analysis of the People, Places and Events Portrayed 

in Army Letters From and Officer’s Wife, 1871-1888”) examines Roe from a code identification 

perspective, “to ascertain historical veracity of the work” (Prater, p. iii) whereby she locates the 

characters developed in Roe’s narrative as (or not as) real historic figures in the world of Roe’s 

writing. Prater’s findings hold that Roe’s is the only published account of army life by a Third 

Infantry officer’s wife, joining only nine other similar works by officers’ wives. Her narrative 

confirms the views of the other army wives about their frontier experiences.” (Prater, 2007, p. 

150). Prater holds that Roe’s references to and descriptions of Army life, its rituals, social 

customs and courtesies; practices and observations are truthful and accurate by her methodology. 

 Additionally, Prater adds that Roe, like other authors, comments on the perceived 

contributions that she and other army wives made to the general welfare of their families, the 

garrison and the nearby community. These wives “were committed to providing a many comforts 

as possible for their spouses at home, orchestrating social events to sustain morale and welfare 
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within the garrison community and supporting needy causes in nearby towns.” (Prater, 2007, p. 

151) Students of Western and Military history and women’s history have examined these 

documents, in varying ways, and to better understand the full portrait of the wives of officers and 

enlisted men in the 19th century US Army.  

 The women who married military men were predominately white, Protestant, upper-

middle-class or middle-class educated members of society, and their fathers’ households.  These 

officers’ wives lived in circumstances that were at great odds with how their upbringing had 

prepared them (Campbell, 2005). Campbell’s study of women’s writings – letters, diaries and 

memories - found that officers’ wives had similar social constructs to civilian women of their 

class. Their beliefs, ideas and perspectives were taken from the larger culture they belonged to 

prior to marrying military men. Given that so many of these women were well educated and 

intellectually aware, they adopted the Cult of Domesticity’s mantle of education in the home. 

Aesthetics and improving the mind were values that these women readily incorporated into their 

lives, even in the far west (Alt & Stone, 1985; Campbell, 2005). 

 The scholarly study of U.S. Army Officers’ Wives has been limited, historically, to 

publications, with introductions by the scholar, of the letters, diaries, or memoires of women of 

the 19th century who were officers’ wives of men commissioned by the U.S. Army. As such, 

these personal writings carry their own form, social and written, that conformed to the proscribed 

behavior for women married to military officers. They have been a rich source in literary genre, 

but have not been analyzed by scholars seeking to examine the subtexts of the writing or the 

class, gendered and racial undertones of these written forms. However, several scholars, among 

them R. Campbell, Mistresses of the Transient Hearth (2005), M. Nacy, Daughters of the 
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Regiment (2000), and Prater (2000), along with Anni Baker’s “Daughters of Mars:  Army 

Officers’ Wives and Military Culture on the American Frontier” (2005), demonstrate that a close 

reading of these published and unpublished documents prove insightful for understanding how 

these women lived on the western fronts, where they grew up, what they did with their time, how 

they furnished their homes and how the experiences in this western frontier shaped or solidified 

their values and norms in their worlds. 

 The emerging portraits of Officers’ wives follow a long tradition of romanticism 

associated with West Point and the dress Officer. 19th century America, although suspicious of 

standing armies, seemed enthralled (particularly the population of romantic young women) with 

the idea of Officers and military culture. This is not difficult to imagine given the images from 

West Point, the immaculate Officers’ uniforms, the pristine architecture and grounds that were 

public images. Terese Viele, born in New York, observed that “Military glory, in all its varied 

phases, had charmed and dazzled me from childhood” in her memoir, Following the Drum: A 

Glimpse of Frontier Life, (1984, p. 13).  When she married, she called it her “enlistment.” She 

described, with grim humor the lure of “that mammoth trap, otherwise called West Point 

where...Military glory appears in its brightest holiday dress, accompanied by all the poetry of 

war…even the atmosphere seems heavily freighted with martial music and martial association” 

(Viele, 1984, p. 17). 

 There are two orientations, within these personal writings and the scholars’ 

interpretations of the contextual elements of them and of the women themselves. First, many of 

the memoirs, and some of the letters written to the War Department once these women had 

“retired” from Army life, spoke of their concern for the US Government and the Army’s 
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reluctance to consider them, provide for them and their families, as well as record their own 

occupations at these fort sites. The Officers’ wives were often seen as outsiders, bringing a 

“feminine” and “refined” quality to the garrison life. These women struggled to orient in the 

Western, the Frontier conditions so unlike their homes in the East. The social and moral 

standards they embodied were at times at odds with the Military restrictions and regulations that 

did not include their presence or needs. The Officers, themselves, many of whom did have 

means, were responsible for the support and maintenance of their own families, even while at 

war, or in war-like settings (Baker, 1994; Nacy, 2000). 

 There is some disagreement among the scholars writing about these officers’ wives while 

regarding the reality of status and position and potential for upward social mobility in the U.S. 

Army society. Alt and Stone (1998) posit, in Campfollowing, A History of the Military Wife, 

which the assumptions of the army and of its personnel are that “no matter what her background 

or schooling, if a woman marries and officer, she became a part of the aristocracy, which the 

army created and reinforced.” (Alt & Stone, 1998, p. 38). This statement sits in direct contrast to 

what is written by a post surgeon (who would be considered an elite member), his diary from the 

period under discussion. The Army Surgeon at Fort Yamhill, Oregon, Dr, Glison, wrote in his 

recollections The Army Life that “the black sheep in military society are the officers and their 

families who have been promoted from the ranks. Their generally unrefined, uncultivated and 

uncongenial manners make them unwelcome members of the army circle…Army society is 

essentially aristocratic” (Glisan, 2005, p.453).  

 As a narrative literary genre from the 19th century, this style has conventions for the 

writer to observe. She would have known what these were, and adhered to them. Memoirs have 
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their own purposes, beyond an attempt at historical accuracy in reporting events to which these 

defending the memory of her husband, whose reputation stood accused of the disaster at Little 

Big Horn in 1876. Another officer’s wife, Frances Boyd might have developed the positive 

picture of her husband; Orsemus Boyd in an effort to counter rumors of her own infidelity, a 

reference in the unpublished memoir of Gen. William Paulding suggests that Boyd omitted 

suicide “because Mrs. B- was raising a lot of scandal by her actions.” (Baker, (2005), p. 24) “A 

substantial part of a woman’s job in creating this home was to pick and choose among the goods 

available in the marketplace” (Campbell, 2005, xiv) and then to use those goods to create a 

haven as a repose and protection in the face of the “worldly” influences upon husband and 

offspring. In the mid-19th c middle-class and upper-middle-class society harbored very specific 

ideas about what constituted appropriate and necessary “for living a genteel and refined life.” 

(xiv.) “Although styles changed between 1840 and 1889, general attitudes did not.” (xiv.)   

This period of time included conflict, commercial expansion and geographic migration. 

Tremendous changes accompanied these dates (Campbell, 2005). By examining how these 

women used the material culture of nineteenth-century middle class America, Campbell 

demonstrates their values and how they adapted the broader cultural norms to suit the needs of 

their own insular tribe. Their intellectual lives closely mirrored those of civilian middle-class 

women, yet their physical surroundings frequently challenged then to find the means to live 

middle-class lives. (Campbell, 2005, p. xxi.). 
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Late Eighteenth to mid-Nineteenth Century American Architecture, Interiors and 
Decorative Arts  

 The literature relevant to the proposed study of the Officers’ Houses is drawn primarily 

from two sources one is the scholarly work available regarding historic American architecture 

and forms of the era (c.1850) and the other is the set of regional examples presented in these 

national and local writings and plan books. 

 Early American identity was knit into British society and culture.  As such, much of the 

colonial behavior surrounding architecture and the decoration of interior spaces reflected a 

conflict, according to scholar Duncan Flaherty (2007) and others, due to an ambivalent wish to 

emulate European ways and establish a new American identity Form the late 18th into the mid-

19th centuries, Americans framed their unsettled political and social states through metaphors of 

homebuilding and architecture (Faherty, 2007; Prown, 1983). Roy Basler, a Lincoln scholar, in a 

detailed discussion of Lincoln’s speeches that use framing of domestic structures, paraphrases 

Lincoln’s suggestion that we may design the buildings, but once built, they design us (Balser, 

1853). Faherty continues with his model of the theme of remodeling and rebuilding as “haunting 

American cultural development” (Faherty, 2007, p.4).  Several scholars hold a thesis similar to 

Faherty’s, which is that of imagining of national history as a constant and unending process. He, 

along with Julia Stern, finds that this process of separating the new American states from British 

influence refocuses the nation on building a new national identity. “Indeed,” Stern argues, “the 

entire notion of the Founding of the republic is in fact predicated on its own architectural – 

spatial, hierarchical, and topographical formulation” (Stern, 1997, p.3) Adding to this argument 

is Robert Stern, in Pride of Place: Building the American Dream. He suggests, regarding the 

British colonists who came to America that “Americans were effectively without a past, without 
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a history. Politically self-invented, Americans felt a painful need to forge an identity for itself.” 

(1986, p. 90). Similarly, Noel Riley (2003) presents documentation through the decorative arts 

that after the Revolution in the eighteenth-century; Americans were involved in building a new 

nation that would reflect the ideal republic in the tradition of Greece and Rome. Early Classical 

and Revival and Federal furniture provided a new identity that was suited to a new nation. 

(Riley, 2003, p.154). 

Finally, Faherty exerts that Americans represented their unfolding history “not simply in 

terms of exterior imagery – the military metaphor of the nation as a middle ground between 

wilderness and European civilization – but in terms as well of domestic architecture and interior 

design” (Faherty, 2007, p.14). David Handlin (1985) predates Faherty’s thesis of nation identity 

linking to architecture and the conceit of remodeling, but his notion’s roots in his chapter 

“Temples of Arcadia” fosters the idea that Americans in the 18th and 19th centuries looked to 

their cultural output as an index of their productivity but also their well-being (Handlin, 1985). 

Travelers and newspapers discussed American architecture and form. The built structure became 

not only the frameworks in which people lived, but were “provocative projections of what 

Americans wanted to be” (Handlin, 1985, p.39). Andrea Tange (2010) links domestic 

architecture with Victorian constructs of middle-class identity. Her thesis holds, often through 

autobiographical literature, that individual identities are often connected to and developed 

through very particular spaces; in both their uses and creation. She clarifies that gender and class 

factor into these spaces through use, meaning and visual impact.  

This preoccupation with the classical world is a hallmark of the 18th and 19th centuries in 

American design. A longtime curator at the Baltimore Museum of Art and scholar Wendy 
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Cooper asserts that during the first four decades of the 19th century, “America was mesmerized 

by the classical world” (Cooper, 1993, p, x.). Further, even after the Revolution, Americans 

continued to look to Britain as well as France, for the latest in fashions and refined tastes. Cooper 

finds that Americans were eager to absorb the European high culture and acquired material 

possessions and social and intellectual attitudes that enlarged their word and contributed to the 

spread of new fashion in America (Cooper, 1993, p.11).  

 Richard Bushman posits that classical taste and its arrival in America at just the time that 

the nations’ leaders were struggling to create a culture worthy of the new Republic’s place in 

history. Concern with fostering the dignity of the nation and an honorable place among 

civilizations of the world, Jefferson’s laws and architecture, with the focus on the Greek Revival 

form, shaped the ideals of architecture and design at this time. (Bushman, p. 23). Other scholars, 

working in American history and architecture from different vantage points, offer a range of 

reflections on the American domestic structure, including Gwendolyn Wright, Building the 

Dream (1981), Alan Gowans, Comfortable House (1986) and Clifford Clark, American Family 

Home (1986). Each uses different methods of approach, with Wright focusing on architectural 

models in American architectural history. Her thesis echoes that of Faherty, that the remodeling 

of the home underscores Americans’ concern and focus about place and identity in the national 

and international identity. She posits that home embodies symbolic values, and an environment 

that shapes character, promotes certain norms in behavior and promises future social harmony. 

(Ames and Ward, 1989, p. 65) 

 Social meaning and structure are part of the built environment. As such, the construction 

of a building involves definition and delimitation of space. The concepts of boundary, threshold 
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and transition are literal, and negotiated by humans. Scholars examine how these spaces or 

domains are associated with or demarcated from one another and how this influences class, 

gender and status. It is through these concepts that meanings are attached to objects and spaces. 

Symbolism becomes embedded in the space of the home, and the domestic objects within it. 

Along with Wright and Clark, Gowans (1964) feels that the home is “an instrument for 

promoting stability in society at large.”  (Altman & Werner, 1985; Lawrence, in Low & 

Chambers, 1989).  

 

Home Furnishings and Domestic Interiors  

 Scholars often focus on the architectural forms in the build environment, and less often 

on the interior realities of the lives of the occupants. Cultural and symbolic weight of these 

objects and their meanings brings greater understanding to the significance of the interior of the 

domestic structure. This longstanding focus in scholarship has left the interior a “secondary” or 

what has historically been referred to as a “lesser art.” The overarching theme found through 

research that examines interior space stands as the absolutely unavoidable connection between 

space and human behavior. Scholars in material culture and the decorative arts, such as Robert 

St. George (2006) address the importance of interior space, particularly the domestic. “Interiors 

are what the walls of dwelling houses define. But, unlike the totally empty floor plans published 

in many studies of vernacular architecture, domestic interiors are social spaces that shape human 

interaction according to the furnishings a given room contains. The domestic interiors connect to 

the rise and fluorescence of consumer culture in England and American and the new sense of 

interiority it sustained.” (St. George, 2006, p. 221)  While general social histories of domestic 
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furniture typically argue that furniture forms have increased in numbers from medieval times to 

the present and that as the numbers of chests, chairs or benches proliferated, their ritual and 

display functions have decreased in emphasis (Mercer, 1969). Interiors had significance beyond 

protection from the elements. Homes were designed to increase their “habitableness” and 

“comfort-affording capacities” for “lacking these qualities they lack everything” (Ranlett, 1976, 

p. 71). 

The popular A.J. Downing plan book, The Architecture of Country Houses, (1850) 

advised his readers that a bookshelf, then hung and stocked with appropriate quality literature, 

had significant meaning. If it was filled, it proved that the inhabitants had an intellectual life, and 

qualities of culture (Downing, p. 423). Understanding the idea of “dining” as a means of 

expressing one’s social standing and he importance of having (and displaying) the appropriate 

goods. 

 The pantry, or kitchen and service quarters as pantry, was considered a bridge of sorts 

between the food-preparation world of the kitchen and the food-consumption world of the dining 

room. It is a space for food presentation, where specialized consumer wares are matched to the 

appropriate foodstuffs and then passed (through the wall opening) to a servant waiting in the 

dining room. The pantry demonstrates and stands as a symbol of the tremendously important role 

that servants played in creating the appearance of gentility and refinement at the table, and the 

pantry should be seen always as a space of transition:  dishes being readied for the table, or clean 

dishes being put away, to await their next use in the furthering the social standing of the family. 

(Ames, 1989; Mayo, 1984).  
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 Typically, houses of this era, in the late 18th and early 19th century had a central hall with 

rooms approximately equal in size, with a fireplace in the main room and primary bedroom. 

Generally, a kitchen and service quarters were located at the back of the house, often parts were 

added over time to increase the size of this area.  

 House historian Ierley (1999) contends “the house, perhaps more than other symbol of 

American life, fulfills the ideals of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” (Irely, 1999, 

prologue). At its most basic, the house as a shelter protects the life of the inhabitant by protecting 

him or her from the elements. In addition, the house as a man’s castle affirms the liberty of the 

inhabitant by symbolizing his ability to provide for himself and his family independent of a 

socialist system. Finally, the house as America dream represents “the most conspicuous w ay of 

proclaiming personal success: and is thus a reflection of the inhabitant’s pursuit of happiness. If 

Irely is correct, then houses may be a symbol of 19th century consumerism and the yearning for 

pastoral and organized lives and polity. It is, at the same time, a symbol of the 19th century 

American creed as lived out by the upper middle class family in the 19th c. The family members; 

successes are reflected in the house itself, as well as in the furnishings and decorative arts objects 

with which they choose to fill it. By looking closely at the Commander’s House as evidence of 

their experiences, we may learn something about the ways in which they shaped and were shaped 

by material culture (Irely, 1999). 

 Generally, the hallstand was a central decorative and functional feature in most hallways. 

Many such stands had a seat, but important visitors would be ushered directly into the parlor, or 

front room, which offered more formal accommodations. Hallways held symbolic meaning for 

Victorian citizens, in their function as both a connector and a separator of rooms. This is the first 
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place guest or visitors enter the house; it is their first impression. The size and openness give a 

sense of the owner, occupant or head of household and showcasing the status of the owner. 

Generally, the hallstand was a central decorative and functional feature in most hallways. Many 

such stands had a seat, but important visitors would be ushered directly into the parlor, or front 

room, which offered more formal accommodations. (Ames, 1992). 

 Plan books became popular and influenced both architects and vernacular builders in the 

third decade of the nineteenth century. By the middle of the 1840s there were many other 

publications, by way of the builders and architect’s plan book. These books had designs for 

entire homes, interior and exterior details. The Gothic style was seen as influential especially for 

the rural builder. Mayhew and Meyers (1980) purport that Andrew Jackson Downing and 

Alexander Davis were influential designers of their era. Davis, who published Rural Residences 

in 1837 and The Architecture of Country Houses in 1850, was a popular house plan designer. 

Davis, however, was not as well-known as Downing. Considered the classic book offering 

examples of early patterns is A.J. Dawning's designs for The Architecture of Country Houses, 

Including Cottages, and Farm-Houses, and Villas, with Remarks on Interiors, Furniture, and the 

Best Modes of Warming and Ventilation. Both these designers were popular with the growing 

middle class, and the increased circulation through better transportation enabled more Americans 

to see the plan books (Gottfried & Jennings. 2009). These scholars go on to quote Andrew 

Draper, describing the American “spirit of the country is not satisfied until suggestions have 

been put to the practical test…our native energy and our optimism are ever disposed…” (Ibid. p. 

28). 

David Handlin (1997) further comments that the "ideas that have formed the basis of American 
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houses… a culture of domestic architecture...that has had little critical comment." (Handlin, 

1997, p. 212). 

 Influencing American’s ideas about design and interiors were not just the increasing 

numbers of builder and architect plan books, but also Sarah Hale’s Godey’s Lady Book. This 

publication, marketed to upper class women, beginning in 1830 through the 1860s, is likely the 

best known of these women's magazines. This magazine became associated with good taste, 

"affecting manners, morals, tastes and fashions in clothes, homes and reading diet of generations 

of American readers” (Mott, 1938).  

 Mayhew and Myers (1980) detail the similarity of goods in this period due to wide 

distribution and the range of levels of price and quality of goods. The middle class followed 

stylistic trends and "updated" their homes in line with the recommendations of the contemporary 

and popular prescriptive magazines and books. However, families at all socio-economic levels 

also passed down furniture and household goods to following generations. These were used 

alongside the "newer" and more fashionable objects.  

 Bates and Fairbanks (1981) detail a long history of design features in American 

Furniture, 1620 to the Present. Victorian America, which they date from 1830 to 1900, is filled 

with new forms of furniture, based on older forms. These scholars trace detailed descriptions of 

pictorial and textural references about extant pieces. The authors describe stylistic differences, 

from the early cabinetmakers of Boston to the machine-driven popular "Revival" models. While 

examining the dynamics of the design range of the Victorian era, Bates and Fairbanks go on to 

remark that the idea of mobility, which was integral to the machine and to mass production, was 

central to the changes in furniture making from cabinetmakers to mass manufacturing.    
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Military Architecture and the Western Forts 

 The U.S. Army architecture has not received much scholarly attention even though it is 

significant as a representation of the American political will and the sheer presence of the built 

structures to project ideology and the changes through time of the architecture within the 

Military itself. There was little standardization for its architecture until 1900 (Hoagland, 1991, p. 

298) in the article Just prior to and following the Civil War, the federal policies for controlling 

Indian populations and protecting U.S. settlements required the army to build more than 300 

posts in the West. (Hoagland, 2008, and Coffman, 1898). 

 Alison Hoagland, the most contemporary scholar writing about military architecture, 

makes a convincing case that fort designers knowingly embraced and replicated stereotypical 

New England villages, whose central greens and orderly layouts were deeply respected and 

emulated in the East. Of course, posts needed central parade grounds for mounting guards, 

mustering troops, and serving other ceremonial and functional purposes. This utilitarian space 

could as easily have been positioned on the margins instead of at the center of as army structural 

layout. Central parade grounds, towering flagstaffs, and orderly buildings made powerful 

statements to onlookers about the civilizing forces at work whenever the army planted it. 

(Hendren, 2004, p xii.). 

 While the United States Army authorized hundreds of forts in the American West in the 

second half of the nineteenth century, most were not like those in the East and Midwest. Unlike 

the images of European and heavily fortified built structures of rock and stone, these western 
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forts looked far more to be English or New England Villages, thus the Army brought a Euro-

American East to the frontier, “extending its mission beyond military efforts into a cultural 

sphere” (Hoagland, 1999, p.10). 

 As the American military strategy evolved from peacekeeping tasks into dealing with an 

internal war during the courses of the 1850s and 1860s, administrative policy had to be cultivated 

to fit the needs as well. As hostilities escalated in the west against the various Native American 

tribes, the president evoked his authority to enlarge the overall size of the army to combat this 

enemy (Upton, 1917). Most of the activities of the US Army and administration were confined to 

quelling the western Indians’ stance against the encroaching White settlers. 

 

The Commanders’ Houses 

  The literature concerning the Fort sites of Hoskins and Yamhill is limited. There exist 

only two published diaries from this era.  One is from the Fort Surgeon at Hoskins, whose 

journal centers on his views of the daily lives of the enlisted men, the social activity of the fort 

and personal reflections on the local flora and fauna. Sergeant Hilleary, stationed at Fort 

Yamhill, offers other personal recollection of the fort life. Both these reflections give limited 

glimpses into stratified, gendered and class elements of the military fort protocols. 

 Dr. David Brauner, historical archaeologist Fort Hoskins at Oregon State University, 

writing in Fort Hoskins Illustrated, An Archaeologist Reflects, with Nahani A. Striker (2006) 

includes a detailed history of the origins of the fort, as well as artifacts recovered during his field 

school excavations from 1976 -1977 and 1993 on the grounds of the fort site. This scholarly 
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material offers both the methodology involved in archaeological recovery and the findings from 

these excavations. There are primary documents that are records of the physical layout of the 

fort, pictorial documents, maps and military records. 

• Graduate students in historical archaeology have made Fort Hoskins and Fort Yamhill the 

subject of their research studies. There are master’s theses examining the following areas:  

Schablitsky, (1996) examines Duty and vice: the daily life of a Fort Hoskins soldier. 

Trussell (1997) looks at Frontier military medicine at Fort Hoskins, 1857-1865: an 

archaeological and historical perspective and Bowyer (1993) assesses Archaeological 

symbols of status and authority: Fort Hoskins, Oregon, 1856-1865, while Eichelberger 

(2010) studies Foodways at Fort Yamhill, 1856-1866.  

Additional literature is comprised of historical materials and documents from the state 

and county interpretive plans for Forts Hoskins and Yamhill. These involve architectural 

drawings and comments regarding cultural interpretive aspects of the fort sites and the officers’ 

houses.  

Pertinent to this study, Gary Bowyer, in his graduate thesis on officers’ and the enlisted 

men’s status investigated the theory that the officers’ archaeological assemblages would offer 

more evidence indicating higher status than the enlisted men at Fort Hoskins. He found this, 

while investigating authority and status at Fort Hoskins. The numbers and locations of artifacts 

support his contention that officers held greater positions of authority and enjoyed a higher status 

lifestyle. 
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Fort Hoskins 

 “The officers’ quarters consisted of three small framed buildings. The yards of these 

buildings were individually surrounded by a picket fence with a gate.” (Brauner & Stricker 1994, 

p. 93). These structures were situated south of the parade grounds overlooking the valley.  Army 

Inspector Mansfield offers his description of fort Hoskins and environs. Mansfield (1858) 

provided an excellent description of the fort and its environment (this is a narrative from his 

report Quarters, Gardens and etc.). “There are three small buildings for officers’ quarters; a good 

hospital, a good store house for Quartermaster and Commissary supplies, a good barrack two 

stories, with kitchens, and mess rooms, and washrooms. Complete, a good bakery, five small 

houses for laundresses; good sheds all sufficient for mule stables and a sutlers store. These 

buildings are all framed and new, and judiciously executed.  The officers also had running water 

piped from the spring to their houses.” (Brauner &Striker, 2006, p. 52-3). 

 Fort Yamhill was laid out as a rectangle with its long axis running east west. Along the 

eastern side of the rectangle were six officer’s houses arranged as two groups of three with each 

containing two long houses flanking a shorter “incomplete” house.  On the opposite side of the 

parade ground was the regulation blockhouse, a two-story defensive structure with its second 

story rotated so as to provide clear firing angles in every direction. The north side of the 

rectangle contained the adjutant’s office, the guardhouse and the Quartermaster and Commissary 

storehouse. And across the parade ground, on the southern side, were located the enlisted man’s 

barracks, the mess room and company kitchen. Outside the quadrangle were located the hospital, 

laundress houses, bake house, stables, blacksmith shop, carpenter shop and sutler’s store (Fort 

Yamhill Master Plan, 2004, p. 27).    
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 The Commanders’ Houses sit within the context of this of this history, and these 

garrisoned forts. The existing literature tells us only about their construction particulars, and 

nothing of how those who lived there made sense of their interior spaces; how they delineated 

public and private access, and what framed their movements in the houses. There is an absence 

of knowledge about the complexities that existed within these dwellings. They held dual roles, 

both domestic and military. It is precisely within this absence of understanding that the interior 

spaces can yield their own interpretive narrative.  
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Chapter III 

RESEARCH PROCEDURE 

 

Brief Introduction to Ethnohistory 

 Ethnohistory takes the oral disciplines within anthropology (linguistics, folklore, and 

especially ethnography) and combines them mindfully with the scholarly traditions of historical 

archaeology and history. Comingled as the ethnohistory method, these enable the researcher to 

gather the most complete and comprehensive data about a culture and to produce a narrative that 

holds the promise of a realistic portrait of the culture. 

 The collaboration of anthropology/ethnography, archaeology, and history as a valid  

Research domain and methodology gained serious legal credence in the 1930s when the  

U.S. commission on Indian affairs sought to resolve conflicts over 18th century government land 

treaties with Native Americans.  General consensus at the time held that “it is absurd to consider 

small bands of semi-nomadic American Indians, traditionally lacking both writing and a concept 

of property (akin to) Anglo-Saxon (concepts) could establish claim to traditional territory.” 

(Lurie, 1961, p. 83). Lurie goes on to note, “These two fundamental problems – documentation 

and property – defined the conflict between Anglo-American property law and native land 

claims. The first applied to all native groups:  the lack of documentation for any claim that 

predated European contact. Both of these problems were amenable to ethnohistory’s toolkit, 

which understood land use and occupancy to be a complex and culturally specific phenomenon, 
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and which had the means to push back the horizon of what could be known and demonstrated, 

historically (Lurie, 1961, p. 83).  

 The resulting legal ruling established oral tradition as legal evidence equal in standing to 

the weight of written documents. (Shoemaker, 2002). Reflecting upon the history of ethnohistory 

as research field, Michael Harkin (2010) has situated it within (1) the broader context of 

convergences and divergences of the fields of history and anthropology and (2) the special 

circumstances of American Indian land claims and legal history in North American in the middle 

20th century.  

 Ethnohistory is a narrative presenting all histories: first contact, development, changes, 

and interpretations. It is a record-keeping device for all sides, and, in the end, an interpretation of 

the story of the culture. Patricia Galloway in Practicing Ethnohistory:  Mining Archives, Hearing 

testimony and Constructing Narrative, 2006, has synthesized many of the historical definitions in 

the field, suggesting that these have become more refined over the years. For example, 

Schieffelin (1985) asserted that ethnohistory must fundamentally take into account the people's 

own sense of how events are constituted, and their ways of culturally constructing the past. 

Finally, Simmons (1988, p. 10-11) formulated his understanding of ethnohistory as "a form of 

cultural biography that draws upon as many kinds of testimony as possible over as long a time 

period as the sources allow." He described ethnohistory as an endeavor based on a holistic, 

diachronic approach that is most rewarding when it can be "joined to the memories and voices of 

living people" (Galloway, 2006). 

 Darnell mentions that validity in oral tradition is assured because the audience in every 

telling already has a history of hearing the stories and evaluating alternative narratives in relation 
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to one another Additionally, as often occurs, the chain of transmission is unbroken, the 

experience becomes embodied in the receiver of a teaching or telling, who then accepts a 

responsibility to pass it one, in the culture’s form. Darnell also notes that reliability is assured by 

the repetition of the historical stories, by acknowledging their “sources and routes of 

transmission, and by calling on others in an interpretive community to add their own overlapping 

recollections to the corpus.” (Darnell, 2011, p. 215).  

 Reliability in the ethnohistoric method comes with how the narrative, the story, the data 

are verified. It is accomplished when the researcher returns to the “human voice” of the culture-

bearer. Key to its reliability is returning to the community from which the narrative originates to 

ask the question, “Did we get this right?” The answer must come, as much as possible, from 

within the culture under research, not from without. The narrative is constructed from data, with 

the tools and methods of archaeology, history, ethnology, but is only verified by the voice of the 

culture from which the stories originated. If the answer at first is “No, this part of the story is 

wrong,” then modifications become necessary, corrections must be made, and the question posed 

again, “Did we get this right?” 

Archaeology Method 

 Archaeological methods involve scientific means of locating, dating, identifying material, 

categorizing and interpreting assemblages of artifacts excavated from identified sites, of a given 

time period. These methods can be tested and replicated. Artifact pattern analysis, based on 

Stanley South’s method (1997) has been used successfully to compare assemblages form the 

mid-19th century households in Washington, D.C. Because artifact pattern analysis is limited to 

more gross comparisons, other methods must be used to understand the types and values of 
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household goods and to access the groups used in the pattern analysis. This can be examined 

further to look at purchasing patterns. Analyses of the ceramic assemblages include vessel 

analysis, calculation of indices (following Miller 1980, 1991), and proportions of wares in the 

assemblage of each household type. A frequency of the presence of kinds of artifacts and their 

potential meaning is another method of examining data and interpreting significance and 

meaning. Comparing an unknown site with known sites offers yet another way of understanding 

and evaluating the artifacts and their owner’s social stratification and cultural positions. 

 

Historic Method 

 Gottchalk defines the historic method as having four elements: 1) collection of surviving 

objects and of the printed, written, and oral materials that may be relevant; 2) exclusion of those 

materials that are unauthentic (while discussing why they cannot be used, and the overall specific 

implications of their presence or influence); 3) the extraction from the authentic testimony that 

which is credible; and 4) the organization of that reliable testimony into a meaningful narrative. 

(Gottchalk, 1969).  

 

Historic Method and Artifact Analysis 

 Central to understanding the material culture under study is the method by which artifacts 

are approached and analyzed. Artifact analysis generally consists of a series of well-organized 

steps: observing, evaluating, and analyzing various components of an object made and used in a 

specific culture to learn more about that culture. An artifact can be a single object, a built 
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structure or landscape. Various properties and components of the artifact are given priority 

depending on the discipline and the researcher’s orientation. Among these properties are 

material, use and function, meaning and symbolism, structure and aesthetics. 

Over the past 40 years several models of artifact analysis grew out of different disciplines. These 

I have examined and adapted to form my own instrument that I developed for use in my master’s 

thesis. I will expand upon its framework for this proposed research, data collection, and analysis. 

I will call this the Bryant Instrument for ease of reference.  

 

Fleming Model, 1974 

  E. McClung Fleming developed his approaches in connection with the Winterthur 

Museum, University of Delaware study program in early American Culture. He published a 

proposed model for artifact analysis in 1974. He isolated a series of 14 “steps or exercises” 

through which the connoisseur could determine the “dates or place of manufacture” of artifacts. 

These steps cover attributes of form, materials, technique, function, history and evaluation... 

Susan Pearce (2010), a museum archivist, suggests, that Fleming’s work is from a material 

culturist’s perspective. It is comprehensive; it includes both a rigorous analysis of an object’s 

formal properties and an analysis of the object’s presumed place within its own culture. His 

model proposes an understanding of the artifact in terms of the observer’s own culture. 

Categories are complex, moving from properties of history (when by whom and where it was 

made) to material and construction (the materials used and how it was produced), from design 

(structure, form and style) to function (purposeful or unintended uses the object fulfills, and its 

communication within the culture). Other categories include operations (identification, 
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evaluation, cultural analysis, interpretation from present culture), identification (factual 

description about the five main properties), evaluation (aesthetic qualities, workmanship and 

comparison with others of its kind), and cultural analysis (where the functional analysis reveals 

the essential meaning of the artifact, reasons for creation and intended uses within the its 

culture). Flemming’s is the model from which subsequent models have developed. 

 

Zimmerman Model, 1981 

 The thrust of Philip D. Zimmerman’s model centers on his assumptions that if differences 

in artifacts – the author focused primarily on Chippendale chairs from Philadelphia – “are not 

random, then we can consider them the artifact maker’s response to some changing or changed 

condition.” (Zimmerman, 1981, p. 284). This model is developed according a hierarchy of 

workmanship quality and mastery, which he termed “habit”, “certainty” and “risk”. He extends 

the artifact model to groups of objects – in his case, chairs – by examining discrete differences in 

workmanship and tool use. The researcher can then identify objects and link them to the maker, 

beyond the traditional methods of requisite knowledge of the cabinet-maker, the shop, or the 

master. This has application for changes at the fort sites, specifically, for examining possible 

changes in architectural style or ornamentation in the interior spaces. It could identify the 

builder, carpenter, or supplier, which would greatly enhance the knowledge base of an extant 

structure and its attending material culture and social world.  
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Prown Model, 1982 

 Jules David Prown scholarly background is in art history as an art historian and curator at 

Yale University. In his work dealing with artifact analysis, he felt that artifact categories were 

necessary due to the range of materials made or altered by humans. These ranged from 

decorative to utilitarian (Art, Diversions, Adornment, and Modifications of the Landscape, 

Applied Arts and Devices. Following this arrangement his approach proposed direct contact with 

the artifact using analytical stages of description, deducting and speculation. His approach is 

relatively accessible and his model draws heavily on established analytical traditions in the 

history of art. His working method has three successive stages:  description (analysis of 

substance, content and form), deduction (analysis of sensory engagement, intellectual 

engagement and emotional response), and speculation (formulation of hypotheses and theories, 

followed by scholarly investigation and validation). Prown’s final stage is one of investigation, 

for methodologies utilized from the established disciplines of social history, cultural geography, 

anthropology, etc. (Prown, 1982).  

 

New Brunswick Model, 1983-1984 

 Developed in conjunction with a material culture class by Dr. Stuart Smith at the 

University of New Brunswick, Canada, this model adapted and abbreviated Fleming’s model 

(removing Fleming’s more complex analytical steps) with only three sets of analyses:  

observable data, comparative data, and supplementary data. The core was formed of Material, 

Construction, Provenance, Function and Value. It requires extended time for comparisons of 

objects (beyond the object under consideration). The process creates familiarity with the maker’s 
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work or with similar objects of the time period and culture. Like Prown’s, it asks for historical 

data about the object, including documentation about the artifact – written, oral, and pictorial, in 

sketches or photographs.  

 The documentation element of the New Brunswick model is useful for consideration in 

model development as it heavily involves the historic branch of research methods and brings 

more data into the conversation about any given object or artifact. Underlying this model is an 

interest in cultural expression in the object. (Eliott, 1985). 

 

Research Methods 

 My primary research method was that of ethnohistory. The archaeological material 

culture recovered from the fort sites  “from the ground” artifacts, formed the cornerstone of this 

research. Concurrently, I utilized archival materials, notably, the "Christopher C. Augur Papers” 

archived at the Newberry Library in Chicago. These holdings provided primary source material 

from augur him. I was able to examine archival, primarily military-related, personal 

correspondence and political and social reflections written in Augur’s hand. This included draft, 

with his corrections and comments, of the graduation speech he delivered to the class of 1881 at 

the United States Military Academy at West Point. Additionally, I was able to evaluate pictorial 

images and obituary notices, among them one for his daughter.  The sole piece of extant 

evidence I could locate relating specifically to Mrs. Jane Arnold Augur came in a piece of 

correspondence. This was a single poignant letter to her from her bereaved son-in-law following 

her daughter’s death.  
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 Historical research, much of it at the Benton County Historical Society and the Oregon 

Historical Society, located primary sources from local businesses, including the following: 

accounting legers for Mr. J. Avery’s Mercantile Store, the first in Corvallis. Lithographs of 

Corvallis retail storefronts in1856 and a letter expressing Avery’s concern about losing the real 

estate value of land at the coast with the establishment of the Indian Coastal Reservation. The 

Benton County Historical Society and Museum and the Horner Museum have extensive fort-era 

furniture and related decorative arts. Specifically, the collection of Avery Family furniture 

proved to strengthen a contextual understanding of local furniture for visual comparative 

purposes. I located parlor, bedroom, dining room, and nursery furniture as well as children’s 

toys, ladies and children’s apparel, toys, portable illumination, and tableware all part of the 

material culture of domestic space.  

 Yamhill County Historical Society and Museum and the Yamhill Valley Heritage Center 

provided examples of children’s toys, kitchen equipment, stoves and other home-related extant 

objects. Oral history taken from two long-time residents of this area provided context about 

regional lore about Fort Yamhill and of the life ways of white settlers, enlisted men, and local 

social rituals existing during the fort era. The Oregon Historical Society’s significant collection 

of photographs, particularly those of forts in Oregon and Washington, provided primary sources 

and visual images for the forts and the Officer’s Houses.  

 Oral testimony was gathered from several individuals in several locales, thus offering a 

strong and varied account of the events, as they were told per oral tradition of those persons. 

Two rich sources of information were the mother of the McMinnville librarian and her daughter 

with recollections of their ancestor’s stories and lore concerning Fort Yamhill, Phil Sheridan and 
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his “Indian wife,” and the practices in the old days concerning childbirth, medical care, 

childrearing, schooling, apparel and housekeeping practices. I obtained these interview subjects 

through purposeful sampling.  

 Further north, I interviewed Marge and Rolla Harding, both historians and Reenactors of 

the Civil War era. Marge is curator Francis Ermatinger and Historic Museum, (1845), Museum 

of the Oregon Territory, Oregon City as well as owner of a museum quality private collection of 

nineteenth-century women’s apparel and Victorian jewelry. Marge Harding is the author of 

Victoria's Trims: Victorian Ribbon Trims and Embellishments with Illustrations and 

Instructions. Rolla Harding, equally involved has an equally impressive collection of soldier 

paraphernalia and model soldiers from the early 1700s, of both European and American origins.  

 Most instructive were current residents of Kings Valley, the Sullivan family, known as 

veteran Reenactors of the Civil War era. They and their ten children have been involved with the 

history of this era and have offered historic representations of women and children of fort era 

including a long association with Fort Hoskins. The finely researched details of Reenactors into 

each garment and each practice of period family life is impressive, and a serious source of 

historical knowledge. This informant assisted with the understanding of the little-discussed 

issues that involved women in the mid-19th century, particularly those in the U.S. Army, at 

encampments or at fort sites. Mrs. Sullivan’s understanding of historic details that would have 

been part of Jane Augur’s life with seven children at Fort Hoskins (given her own ten children) 

was most useful and informative. 

 The direct descendants of the Commander at Fort Hoskins, Captain and Jane Augur, 

provided the most significant set of oral heritage and testimony. This was comprised of 
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conversations, in person and by phone with Dr. Newell and “Tenney” Augur, who live in Maine. 

This continued communication has offered a rare opportunity to close the circle of analysis, 

through repeated return to details of history, of family heritage, to refine the narrative of their 

stories. This has been a rare opportunity to gather oral data, analyze it, frame it in context, then 

return to the descendants of the original culture-bearer and ask the question (the one that is 

generally never asked, as no one is still living who could even begin to answer it), “did we get 

this right?”  This final piece is the most significant component of the ethnohistoric method.  

 The research questions, as they stood from the outset, were indeed, able to be reasonably 

answered, through ethnohistory methodology. The time and effort to utilize three fields of 

scholarship into this methodology was a serious commitment on the part of any researcher, but 

the yield was stronger for the three legs it sits upon. My research questions asked something of 

the material culture data and social culture of the Commanding Officers’ Houses, and questioned 

how this was connected to and influenced by its ties to the cultural life of nineteenth century 

America. The use of this methodology offered opportunity for rigor – to constantly compare data 

and add smaller questions, fine-tune connections to larger and smaller parts of the research study.  

 To piece together the elements of military and civilian life during this timeframe, I 

utilized the following known archival sources: pictorial documents in all forms – from sketches 

to cartography, paintings to marginalia, in diaries and in sketchbooks; and written materials – 

letters, personal diaries or journals, business records and ledgers, census records, probate 

documents, land and property deeds, U.S. Army documents, correspondence in many forms, and 

primary documentation in the form of correspondence contained in the “Christopher C. Augur 

Papers” at the Newberry Library in Chicago. 
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 Writings about the forts and the officer’s quarters were found in the known primary 

materials of two extant diaries and journals of enlisted military men. While these journals are 

pertinent to the fort history, they did not significantly serve to enlighten my subject interest of 

the domestic interior of the Commander’s House or the social practices of its occupants.  Other 

sources of data about the forts came from the Benton County Natural Areas and Parks 

Department and the Oregon State Parks and Recreation Department for the Fort Yamhill State 

Heritage Area. 

 The archaeological field session 2013, in which I participated, provided direct 

understanding of the methods and the actual artifacts involved in this hard science-based piece of 

the methodology. Without this first-hand, three-month field experience, I would not have been 

able to access the extant material world nor understand the full context of fort expansion in the 

1850s in Oregon Territory.  

 

Research Design 

 As the approach to this research is inductive in nature, any hypotheses arose, as expected 

and intended, out of that data as it was being collected, examined, and analyzed. The extant 

structures were thoroughly examined and recorded. Historic research methods uncovered, with 

different layers of success, pictorial and written documentation as to the appropriate interior 

finishes and decorative arts for the Commanders’ House at Fort Hoskins, Oregon. Sociological 

data provided insight into the social attachments and symbolism of the material culture at this 

and other fort sites in Oregon and Washington, and how they linked to larger American patterns 
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of social norms and American thought in the mid nineteenth century. Below is the framework 

within which the project was pursued and completed: 

o The timeframe for this research spanned December 2013 through May 2014, 

when the collection, analysis of data and written interpretations was complete.  

o I examined and analyzed the pertinent artifact assemblages from the sites of Fort 

Hoskins and Fort Yamhill for patterns and new information to create a socio-

economic, class derived and gendered frame of reference. It is from this data, I 

determined it was possible to reconstruct the interior space using the 

archaeologically recovered artifacts as a viable foundation. With this analysis and 

examination, I located images and photographs of Commanding Officer Quarters 

from fort sites across the country as well as from private residences, in Eastern 

and Western regions.   

o I examined historic newspapers and journal publications, along with period 

specific advertisements for popular and available furnishings, both in the East and 

in the local regions of the two fort sites. Attention was paid to the distribution 

routes of civilian and military goods within Oregon and from eastern ports. 

Specific focus was given to gendered furnishings, purchases and business 

establishments opening operation at that time, through their records, receipts and 

ledgers. The Benton County Historical Society and Museum, the Oregon 

Historical Society, the McMinnville Historical Society and Library, along with 

digitally archived historic newspapers, and newspapers on microfilm at the 

University of Oregon and Oregon Historical Society provided the base of my 
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research database for regional history and extant examples of furnishings, 

architecture and decorative arts. I visited the Newberry Library and examined a 

large portion of the “The Christopher C. Augur Papers” and The Christopher C. 

Augur Art” Additionally, the Head Librarian at West Point Military Academy and 

the National Archives, proved rich resources for archival material.  

o I examined, the built structure itself, prior to its return move to the fort site, during 

the move and on following visits. On several of these occasions David Pinyerd, 

the historical architect retained by the Benton County Natural Areas and Parks 

Department, and his crew examined them while conducting their structural 

assessment and report. This was most helpful in determining what original fabric 

was and what had been added over the years. During these many visits, I 

photographed the exterior and interior elements of the houses.  

o  I utilized the Artifact Analysis Instrument I had developed during earlier research 

into another extant structure and made notes of modifications to the instrument 

that would be useful as I proceeded. For an example of my working field 

instrument, see Appendices A, B and C. 

o  During this process I utilized the artifact instrument I developed during my 

master’s degree research to assist with data collection. With these analysis sheets 

geared to prompt close reading of the artifact across several areas, I made detailed 

notations and micro-photographs of the following:  

� Spatial arrangements – floor plans and elevations of the interior walls 

recorded and drawn;  
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� All surface materials – floors, walls, ceilings, and porches. Budget 

determined architectural historical testing of samples of wallpaper, paints, 

binders;  

� Shellacs, and other treatments to wood surfaces on the walls or floors or 

ceilings;  

� Ornamental trim and embellishments in details within the houses were 

noted – either their presence or the expectation of presence based on the 

house design and time period; and record on the original fabric, shadow, 

or lack of presence where it was expected.   

� All of the aspects of the trim work, the kinds of molding used to frame the 

doors or windows, the crown molding, chair rails, picture rails, any 

elements of design or construction deemed original is of special interest.  

� As I had been involved with the Fort Hoskins Commander’s house move 

in the fall of 2013, I had previous opportunity to examine the house prior 

to its move from Pedee, Oregon, and see the changes made to the house, 

along with the visible elements of the original fabric.  

 

Oral Sources 

 Oral sources included Dr. Newell Augur, great-grandson of Commanding Officer Captain 

Christopher Columbus Augur at Fort Hoskins, as well as members of the re-enactor groups 

representing the 4th Infantry, which was garrisoned at the fort.  
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Data Collection at Forts Hoskins and Yamhill  

 This research is a cultural resource inventory of the two houses and their interior spaces 

with primary emphasis on the Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins. Because both extant 

structures are under the auspices of the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department and Benton 

County Natural Areas and Parks Department, I examined numerous assessment and feasibility 

studies currently exist regarding the park sites and the Commanders’ Houses. These have 

documented some of the changes to the houses, restoration work for structural integrity of the 

structures, and, in the case of Fort Yamhill’s Officer’s House, preliminary reports from the state 

historic architect and the state Historic Preservation Office on the early stages of architectural 

exterior and interior restoration, the removal of altered elements to the house, and restoration to 

original design elements. 

 While conducting my research, an historic architect had examined the Commander’s 

House at Fort Hoskins and preliminary architectural drawings for structural improvements to the 

house façade and porch restoration were available to me. I accessed Oregon State, Benton and 

Yamhill county records, along with personal correspondence and communication with those 

associated with the professional architectural assessment, projected plans for house restoration, 

and construction. This included the David Pinyerd, the historic architect who was conducting 

work for structural assessment of the foundation, stabilization of the chimney, and design of the 

kitchen and back porch wings for the Benton County Natural Areas and Parks Department. 

These change involved doors, windows and siding.   
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 These data included measured architectural drawings of the Commanders’ House at 

Hoskins, drawn by the historic architect engaged by the OSPR, drawn by David Pinyerd, 

thousands of photographs taken by photographer Phil Hays, member of the advisory boards of 

the Corvallis Parks, Natural Areas and Recreation Department, Benton County Natural Areas 

and Parks Department, and Friends of Fort Hoskins.  I built a database of my own photographs 

of the Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins throughout the research study covering the 

timeframe before, during and after the physical move and placement back on the fort site.  These 

have provided a clear record and reference of the morphology of the house through its post-

decommission years, from private ownership, occupation as a farmhouse and final return to the 

site of Fort Hoskins County Park. 

 

Historic Data Collection  

 A major source of substantive information came from primary documents. The data 

sources for historic material come from multiple places. The written components were found in 

digitized historic newspapers at the Knight Library at the University of Oregon and at the 

Oregon Historical Society. Journals, periodicals and advertisements for the region of Fort 

Hoskins were found at the Benton County Historical Museum along with photographs of 

regional business establishments that served the area in the mid-19th century, while the fort was 

in occupation. Comparative historic materials, informative as to where to locate furnishings and 

photographs of period interiors, were found in eastern newspapers, magazines, probate records, 

and business ledgers and records, as well as through the library at the U.S. Military Academy at 

West Point in New York. 
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 The Oregon Historical Society holdings of photographs of Portland and Oregon City 

domestic residences and commercial establishments from the early 19th century forward helped 

to create a regional context for the fort house and the commercial presence in Portland and 

Oregon City. These also helped frame the development of river steerage up the Willamette. It 

collections of business ledgers, journals, and receipt books from local businesses from the era 

were most informative as to context and change in the region, and helped me frame the thesis of 

cultural geography and the implications for this fort narrative. 

 The OSU Anthropology Department, provided collections of primary sources about the 

U.S. Army occupation in Oregon in the 19th century. These included the Fort Hoskins Letter 

Book, a record of all official correspondence during the fort occupation. One letter was written 

by the surgeon at Fort Yamhill and one by an enlisted man stationed at both Forts Hoskins and 

Yamhill.  Journals of soldiers who were attached to the fort and letters from the fort era, among 

other ephemera, were helpful in creating a database of original information about the fort site and 

the people who occupied it. 

 Archived and published letters from Military officer’s wives from the nineteenth century 

provided primary source material along with two diaries of the fort era. 

 The Oregon State and Benton County Natural Areas and Parks Department provided 

interpretive records and long-range planning documents that held valuable information about the 

fort sites, neighboring individuals, families and businesses at the time of the fort installation and 

occupation and beyond. I utilized all of these documents for comparative research use. 
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Oral Interview 

Field interviews technique and protocol 

 Based on my previous experience with field interviews, interviews with informants 

utilized photo elicitation, involving photographs of the fort site, houses, portraits of historic 

figures, of furnishings and military regalia. I was prepared with specific questions, and also with 

an understanding of the necessity to listen, to let the informant lead in the conversation.  The 

questions I proposed to these individuals varied depending on their understanding of my reasons 

for visiting and the age of the informant. I obtained general demographic and identifying 

information, with more targeted questions following, once the informant became comfortable 

with my presence and with discussing the subjects. I did not encounter any discomfort or 

reticence in the interviews with these individuals, and attribute this to sheer experience in the 

interview and my sincere interest in the subject matter.  

 The informant led the discourse, unless we veered off course of any relevance, at which 

time I brought them back to the topic with an additional question or further use of photo 

elicitation techniques. Following the interview, I aligned what the interview uncovered with new 

or familiar material, comparing this to my understanding of the “facts.” I had a plan in place to 

clarify any ambiguity or my misunderstanding or to ask additional questions by telephone or an 

additional visit. 

  Following each interview I recorded my reflections on the interview, noting relevant 

information about both the interview and the informant. These notes generally involved the 

interview context, location, what the home looked like, where they were sitting, as well as body 

language, tone, cadence of language and voice.  These notes will be located with the interview 
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digital recordings. While I took minimal notes during the interview (my goal in being there was 

to listen), the bulk of the notations and reflections were completed post-interview. I have also 

found that driving a short distance to a neutral setting, and as soon after the interview as possible, 

recording my observations and reflections are powerful techniques to maintain continuity of 

thought and relevance. 

 These interview transcriptions are stored, along with the audio and/or videotapes, 

appropriately labeled as to date, individual and site connection, as well as topics discussed. 

These interviews were voluntary. Those who agreed were interested in sharing their story, or 

their position; there was no need, unless requested by those being interviewed, for anonymity in 

either storage or written components of the interviews. Each individual, if they wished, had an 

opportunity to review the documents that contains their words or names or photographic image. 

They could retract part or all of these. They can amend portions, change wording or request non-

identified status in the storage or written reference to themselves or their families, prior to the 

completion of the dissertation manuscript.  

 Data Analysis 

Oral Data 

  I had initially I considered a larger number of interview subjects. As the research process 

move forward, I located and identified those sources most relevant. I found the content of these 

interviews to be both fully informative and rich with thematic and textual substance. There was 

no defendable reason to utilize descriptive statistical analysis of frequencies of themes, word, or 

any of the traditional units utilized in this kind of statistical analysis of oral interview and oral 

history. Transcriptions were made, after some interviews, and a second read of each completed. 
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These interviews were most useful to me in suggesting other themes, threads I had not 

considered, and by underscoring a topic or theme I had also thought important. These 

individuals’ words and reflections, without exception, supported my own hypothesis and 

understanding of the subject matter. 

 

Archaeological Data 

 While in the early stages of research, I had planned to use descriptive statistical 

manipulation with the archaeological data that proved pertinent to the Commander’s Houses and 

to the presence of women and children at the fort sites. This idea was formed when I considered 

using both houses and their full archaeological assemblages. I discovered, early in the research 

process, after the archaeological field school excavation in 2013, that my research would be 

stronger if approached as a case study focused solely on the Fort Hoskins Commander’s House. 

The allowed me to use the Commander’s House at Fort Yamhill as a comparative but secondary 

data source. The site and excavation evidence from the Fort Yamhill Officer’s Houses would be 

used as comparative data, as explanatory material for the Fort Hoskins Commander’s House.   

 While this method of manipulating data is warranted for many studies, one can discern, 

with simple descriptive statistics a better read of the distribution of artifacts, the numbers and 

locations of kinds of artifacts indicating domestic use and status, as well as data reflecting the 

presence of women on Officer’s Row. I concluded, however, that there was not a useful 

manipulation for what best addressed my research goals for the artifact assemblages. There 

simply were not enough relevant data about women to use even descriptive statistics. I used a 

simple counting and comparing to assess and frame the female gendered artifacts. I accessed 
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these descriptive statistics from research already conducted by other graduate students not 

concerned with gendered artifacts. 

 

Coding Interview Data 

 After the reading, all of the narratives were qualitatively coded. Any emerging themes or 

frequently occurring phrases or words noted from the interviews and my own field notes and 

observations on the interviews and the individuals involved (Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995, 

Neuman, 2006) were highlighted. Open coding is the type I utilized with these interviews.  Initial 

themes from the raw data were noted, marked and examined for any other commonalities or 

differences in the stories told, the data gathered from the informants. If there were large numbers 

of connections then I reduced these further by a selective coding procedure where similar themes 

are merged for purposes of data management and interpretation. The purpose of this was to make 

the narrative of the interviews and the narrative of the domestic dwellings overlap in ways that 

better work for the interpretive analysis and final narrative. 

 

 Understanding Oral Sources 

Accounting for Trustworthiness 

 In qualitative research the notion of discovering “truth” through measures of reliability 

and validity is replaced with the idea of “trustworthiness” (Mishler, 2000), which is “defensible” 

(Johnson, 1997, p. 282) and established confidence in the findings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

Then, triangulation, defined to be a “validity procedure where researchers search for 
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convergence among multiple and different sources of information to form themes or categories 

in a study” is satisfied (Creswell & Miller 2000, p.126). It is crucial for quality qualitative 

research to account for what, in quantitative research is called validity and reliability. In good 

qualitative research this is achieved through careful explanation and detailed description of the 

research findings (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). The goal, in qualitative research, is authenticity. 

This is obtained by assurance of the truthfulness of the accounts, and the fairness of the treatment 

of the events (Neuman, 2006). The quality concept in qualitative research has the purpose of 

“generating understanding” (Stenbacka, 2001, p. 551). The notion of credibility in research 

follows immaculate and multiple methods of collecting data, through interviews, observations of 

the extant structures, observations of individuals during interviews, thorough and adequate data 

base of historical data  - enough photographs, enough newspaper advertisements, enough letters 

and date confirmations that the story, the narrative is credible, truthful and trustworthy.  
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Chapter 4 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 

Western Forts in Oregon 

 Comparisons of Officer’s Quarters across the forts of the western frontier show a 

surprisingly similar design. This is especially true in the Pacific Northwest where extant 

Officer’s Quarters still stand. In addition to Officer’s Quarters at Fort Hoskins and Fort Yamhill, 

a surgeon’s quarters at Fort Dalles and all of Officers’ Row at the restored Fort Simcoe in 

Washington State remain. Fort Simcoe represents the Romantic Pastoral Picturesque 

“Carpenter’s Gothic” design style popularized by A.J. Downing in the 1830s. The surgeons’ 

quarters at Fort Dalles in Oregon, designed for a Captain Jordan in 1857 is adapted from one of 

Downing’s plan books “Architecture of Country Houses” (1851) (Knuth, 1978). The presence of 

these designs in the Pacific Northwest indicates influence of plan and pattern books on 

architectural ornamentation, and on the general popular interest in the “country gentleman’s” 

country house even in rural Oregon. Especially notable are the fort design layouts of buildings 

around the parade grounds at both Oregon forts. They were modeled after the New England 

“village green” in the East. Officer’s Quarters and Commanding Officer’s Houses are situated 

around the perimeter of the parade grounds. I will discuss these findings in more detail later in 

this chapter. 

 Forts Hoskins and Yamhill share common design features in construction materials, 

military purpose, but not in special arrangements in the interior. The fundamental difference 

between the Commander’s Houses at Forts Hoskins and Yamhill is due to their intended 

occupants. Fort Yamhill’s Officers’ Houses were built for single men as Sheridan was single 
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himself. The Officers’ Houses at Fort Hoskins were built for families as Captain Augur and his 

first Lieutenant, Frederick Dent, had families.   

The Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins 

I was able to spend many days examining the physical structure on the interior and 

looking at the exterior of the house. Several of these visits were with the historical architect 

David Pinyerd (the historical architect employed by Benton County) and his crew. They went 

through each structural element of the house, and I was able to observe, take notes and pose 

questions during these times. David Pinyerd, owner of Historic Preservation Northwest, made a 

thorough structural analysis and report on the condition of the structural elements for the Benton 

County Natural Areas and Parks Department. Pinyerd has done similar work and is familiar with 

the original fort site and the history of the move of the house from Pedee, Oregon, to the original 

site and foundation. The following section focuses on specific architectural features of the 

structure. His report has been most helpful to my understanding of the structural elements and 

the dating of portions of the house. There is consensus that parts of the structural members were 

removed, turned or otherwise repositioned within the exterior structure. Lath and plaster marks 

on the larger member makes this evident. 

 The Construction  

The original framing sizes are still intact, for the most part, although the doors are 

missing from the entry hall to the parlor, and the parlor to the first floor bedroom. A rough-cut 

opening was made from the far west section of the north wall in the bedroom out into the dining 

room. The oral family tradition tells that the mother of the family who lived in this house, in 

Pedee, Oregon, got so tired of walking all the way around through the parlor to get to the kitchen 
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that she took a chain saw and cut through the wall in the 1940s. This opening will be closed in 

the restoration. (P. Hays and D. Brauner, personal communication May 17 2013). 

On the north wall, there is a door that the original floor plans, from 1856 do not show. 

Although this early floor plan seems to be inaccurate about other structural elements, it seems 

correct on this point. The original fabric can be seen in the walls and shows this was not an 

original wall opening for door or window, but was simply a solid part of the wall system. This 

will be restored to its original design with management of the Benton County Natural Areas and 

Parks Department. 

The kitchen wing, inadvertently destroyed during the house move, except for some 

original interior boards and exterior siding, will be rebuilt using measured drawings made prior 

to the demolition. Phil Hays had made detailed measured drawings drawn prior to the move in 

conjunction with plans from other fort sites. The proposed new kitchen wing follows the extant 

clues as to location of earlier materials and furnishings in the space (Pinyerd, 2013). A wood-

burning stove sat against the west wall, with area for storage case furniture and two porches. One 

porch led up a short set of stairs to the kitchen from the side yard. The other porch was reached 

through the house and kitchen. The kitchen had a door leading directly into the dining room. The 

original structure will be reconstructed to be historically accurate. 

The window openings appear to be original to the structure. They had been fitted, likely 

in the 1960s (personal communication, David Pinyerd & David Brauner, 2014) with aluminum-

clad windows, which had been sized to the original openings. The actual wall piercings, the 

window openings are original to the extant structure. The door and window surrounds will be 

milled to feature period appropriate classical style ornamentation.  
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The flooring is fir, most likely milled from local wood. The ceilings are verge board, 

running the east-west length of the house. The interior wall surfaces are finished. The vertical 

bargeboards are original and indicate the use of wallpaper. There is clear evidence of lath and 

plaster being the material of the interior walls.( D. Brauner & D. Pinyerd, personal 

communication, February 20, 2013). The interior walls of the house are to be eventually returned 

to this finish. The walls were removed in most of the rooms, taken completely back to the studs. 

There is very little original wall fabric remaining. 

            Interior Design Features and Finishes 

The mantle, is a vernacular neoclassical style with simple surround and simple molding 

detail extending from the bull nose mantle. The extant wallpaper was found directly above where 

the mantle meets the wall, in the form of a low curved pediment. Evidently the wallpaper and its 

textile backing had been applied to the entire wall down to the top of the mantle, and the 

decorative piece placed over it. This element is not present with the house. David Pinyerd 

suggests in his assessment of the house in 2013, that “It seems likely that at least part of the 

fireplace surround was removed or replaced at some point.” (p. 28).  The mantle currently has 

multiple coats of paint that would need professional stripping to reveal the original wood.  

The newell post is original, a square, and vernacular, neoclassical shape, without the 

original spindles. Dr. David Brauner hypothesized that it is highly likely that when the Frantz 

family bought the decommissioned fort site in 1867, and began to build their Gothic Revival 

Farmhouse, that they found the turned spindles of the Commander’s House (which those 

presently in place are not) appealing, and, as turned woodwork is time consuming and costly, the 

family simply removed them and installed them in their own staircase. This is a strong 
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hypothesis in terms of the design of the Commander’s House. It is more reasonable to consider 

that the original staircase would, indeed, have had turned spindles, as this was one way to create 

interior ornamentation, and is appropriate for the era. The holes in the original stairs, in the stair 

edges of the treads could be matched, along with the holes underneath in the banister top piece; 

of solid running timber (the under part is not original, as is the banister top piece). These two 

holes should fit one of the Frantz-Dunn house staircase spindles, if Dr. Brauner’s hypothesis is 

correct (D. Brauner, personal communication, March 2, 2014).    

 Wall Surfaces and Finishes 

The working assumption among the professionals who have examined the house, where 

there is clear evidence to me, of a lath and plaster finish to the interior walls. There are receipts 

for plaster and for plaster tools in the Fort Hoskins records, and in documents at the Benton 

County Historical Society and Museum that confirm the presence and use of plaster at this time. 

Col.  Mansfield noted, in his inspection report, that the fort had ongoing plasterwork in the 

officer’s houses. (Brauner, 2006, p. 53)  Lath and plaster was a common practice in the west, 

even at this relatively early date. Other local houses, such as the Watson-Price House in 1852 are 

known to have plastered interiors.  Pinyerd mentions (2013, p. 30) that Pitman while the builder 

of the Watson-Price house, he was also a carpenter during the fort construction. 

While the lath markings show a disruption of the original vertical members alignment 

with the cross boards, this is likely due to changes occurring during the relocation of the house to 

Peedee road. From my own inspection of the walls, and the records concerning Fort Hoskins, the 

original wall surface finish was almost certainly lath and plaster. This made a good contact 

surface for wallpaper or for paint. Both of these interior wall surface treatments were popular for 
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upper class interior decorating choice in the early and mid-nineteenth century. Mrs. Augur had 

high-end wallpaper, the single extant example left, and it is likely she may have had some 

painted surfaces, and possible additional wallpaper in other rooms. There is evidence of both 

from the first occupation. Further laboratory testing of paint and binder samples from the wall 

surfaces and wood finishes, such as varnish, shellac, and whitewash among others, will help 

determine other wall surface treatments as well.  

 Wallpaper 

There is one extant example of wallpaper that survived the 158 year timeframe because it 

was hidden by a curved framing member above the fireplace mantle, that was put up after the 

wallpaper had been installed, and thus this wood piece protected the wallpaper from UV rays, as 

well as moisture damage and dirt and grease from the years of family occupations post military 

decommission. This is an example of high quality, possibly French design hand blocked 

wallpaper. The ground is an ivory with a plume/leaf pattern faintly in the background. The 

striking feature is the shockingly bright cobalt blue geometric medallion shape surrounded by 

gold filigree swirls that move away from the center. Although a pattern and manufacturer match 

have not yet been made, it is likely that this pattern would be digitally reproduced and used to 

repaper the parlor walls.  

Bruce Bradbury of Bradbury & Bradbury Wallpapers, Benicia, California, wrote an 

article in 1984 (p. 57) on how to date historic wallpapers. This description of wallpaper has many 

traits in common with the extant wallpaper in the parlor at the Commander’s house at Fort 

Hoskins. “1850s – early 1870s: papers from this era, often contain a brilliant permanent shade of 

blue, easily remembered once seen. It looks like it had been printed yesterday and often occurs in 
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conjunction with warm greys. Many designs of this period feature small floral elements across a 

grey ground. Borders were usually narrow (9” or less).” This surely must be the blue of the 

electric color in the paper, and the ground color does have warm grey in its tones. This answers 

part of the dating question. However, this wallpaper doesn’t have small floral elements, but 

swirls, and this is printed on top of an almost conventionalized large leaf pattern, almost like a 

scroll. This is a most unusual and interesting element in the historic record of thousands of 

wallpapers patterns. 

Thirteen samples of the textile backing of wallpaper representing at least one sample 

from every room in the house were tested for fiber content. OSU Textile Scientist, Dr. Hsiou-

Lien Chen, oversaw this process.  Test results showed that all samples were cotton fibers. All but 

one sample were plain weave and one sample was a basket weave design. 

The world of wallpaper in the middle of the nineteenth century was expanding quickly. 

The French hand printed hand-blocked paper, either in geometric, scroll or floral design. Also in 

fashion with upper class women, especially those who favored European designs, were panorama 

paneled wall paper, reflecting either bucolic scenes, neoclassical images of ancient Greece or 

Greek ruins, and the new French productions of Great American Places, which included the 

Military Academy at West Point and Niagara Falls, among other famous landscapes in America. 

This ode to the United States pointed to the mutual admiration between the French and the 

Americans for aesthetics, travel, appreciation for elevated sensibilities, and commerce. American 

wallpaper manufactures soon produced images of European landscapes as well. (Jean Zuber's 

wallpapers were so respected that King Louis Philippe honored him with the Legion of Honor in 

1834, the year that Scenic America was printed.  Portland, Oregon has extensive business records 
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at the Oregon Historical Society of wallpaper companies, services of wall-paper hangers and 

associated products. Historic newspapers in Portland and Oregon City show advertisements were 

common for these products and services in the locale in the mid-1900s.  While the wallpaper 

existed and providers of application were advertising, considerably fewer actual wallpaper 

samples area available prior to the mid-1870s. (Bullough, R., 1982; Lynn, C, 1980). 

 Furnishings and Home Goods 
 
 Each room in the Commander’s house has clear purpose and the furnishings that would 

have historically been in place can be located, some regionally and others through sources from 

the East and the data bases I have complied for historic furnishings and decorative art for this 

era. The Benton County Historical Society and Museum has a large collection of furniture.  The 

Avery Family, in particular, one of the wealthiest of the community, represents the upper class of 

Corvallis, 20 miles from the fort. Mr. Avery ran a mercantile store, among other business 

concerns, and a ledger of his business records has been useful in identifying what people were 

buying and ordering from his store in 1856. From these holdings I have records of extant 

examples, and photographic images of a bed that might have been in the Augur’s room, a 

matching wooden rocker with a swirled carved inset in the scroll arm. The Avery family, who 

were the Augur’s class contemporaries had a fashionable parlor couch with mohair covering. In 

addition, they also showed upholstered side chairs for the parlor, a gentleman’s desk, dining 

room fold down table, wooden kitchen chairs with rawhide seating webbing (for the kitchen are), 

a dresser, a washstand, a commode, a center table, a rocking chair, a child’s bed, a cradle, a pie 

safe and tableware that would have been of the era for this family. The glassware, in particular 

offers a wide range of service, as does Mrs. Avery’s sterling silver flatware service. Fortunately, 
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the Avery family and their high status and social standing, their ability to consume goods, and 

their particular pattern of entertaining, serves as a viable model for where Mrs. Augur may have 

shopped, and what she found there. The J. Avery business records assist with this understanding. 

(Benton County Historical Society & Museum). 

 During the course of my research, I have compiled a sizeable data-base of images from 

which of images and their provenance that would be appropriate for the Commander’s House. 

The Augur family would have furnished their house with local furnishings or had them sent from 

the East. There are good examples of mantle clocks, fancy cut glass, liquor sets for the parlor, 

crystal, the silver, candlesticks and portable illumination, writing implements and writing desks 

for Captain Augur and a lady’s writing desk for Mrs. Augur. A lady’s worktable would have 

been in place for a Victorian lady’s handiwork and fancywork. Additionally the Commanders 

House would have included side tables with marble or wooden tops and a prominent mahogany 

or other showy wood center table. 

            Captain Augur’s Parlor 

 The mid-nineteenth century parlor had more formal furniture, and the Augurs would have 

insisted on, as Victorian upper class members, a fancy secretary with glass bookcases for Captain 

Augur’s book collection and other bookshelves. (His personal papers have an extensive 

inventory of his personal library, “The Christopher C. Augur Papers,” the Newberry Library.” 

This room would have featured prominently in the household and the fort culture.  The parlor 

would have had such items as a tea service, alcohol and appropriate service vessels.  I discuss the 

artifacts recovered at the Commander’s House in Chapter 5. 
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 The is a good base of photographs from the era, along with correspondence, memoires 

and proscription literature concerning proper home decoration, all of which provide a written 

record of the era.  Captain Augur had a substantial library, based on records in his personal 

papers inventorying his personal library over the years. A large writing desk, commensurate 

chair, bookcases, display area to hand and stand military symbols, and possibly a collection of 

Indian regalia would find home in this parlor. Due to the Army’s interest in surveying and 

collection, Augur collected or procured specimens may have included local flora or fauna 

(perhaps under the classic glass cloche) or a stuffed bear’s head or another animal shot while 

hunting. Hoganson, K, suggests in “Cosmopolitan Domesticity:  Importing the American Dream 

1865-1920 that “Through their households women [and men] strove to convey a cosmopolitan – 

meaning nationally unbounded – ethos, something that functioned in tandem with their class 

aspirations.”  Their decisions are related to wishing to convey economic standing through 

household displays but the decision to do so by exhibiting imported or exotic or rare imported 

objects and replicating distant styles suggests interests beyond mere local impressions (2002, p.5, 

Gowans, 1964, p. 288).   

 Captain Augur’s interest in the geography of the area, the language of the Indian tribal 

bands, was in part an occupational hazard, ad he received, and kept for the duration of his 

lifetime, the instructions he received from the War Department and the Secretary of the 

Smithsonian calling for specimen and novelty item collection and research. These private records 

(The Christopher Augur Papers) indicate an enduring full and lively intellectual life with 

activities of duty. He was mandated to collect specimens, to monitor astronomy of the area, to 

map out the routes for railroad passage, to make a regular study of the most detailed elements of 
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the natural world.  How he enacted these in his private life and his life of duty is discussed in 

Chapter 5, the interpretive section of this research. 

 As far as Captain Augur’s needs for furnishings to support his bureaucratic military 

responsibilities, a handsome and large desk, possibly with a pull down cover, as was the fashion 

in the mid -1850s, with a comfortable chair, and several other chairs of varying sizes and comfort 

for those visiting him in official capacities (either of higher or lower rank).  

            Apparel and Dress 

 In examining the requisite wardrobe for an upper class Officer’s wife from the social 

background Jane Augur came from, a new section was added for this accommodation. The 

wardrobe for such a station was elaborate, ritualistic and required multiple types of 

undergarments, dresses and petticoats, hoopskirts, cloaks, coats, bonnets and hats, gloves, shoes 

and jewelry. Therefore, I built a database of women’s garments form the middle of the 

nineteenth century, focusing of what would have been appropriate to Mrs. Augur’s class 

membership and her particular needs. Her position and social role as a Commanding officer’s 

wife added to the complexity. I have compiled apparel and items of personal dress and fashion 

trends of this era from many sources as examples of upper class women’s apparel and dress. , 

Even at a Western frontier post, Victorian apparel and dress was central to the social fabric. That 

is part of the narrative to follow. I discuss this further in Chapter 5, and show Mrs. Augur in her 

won garments.  

 The garments, jewelry and accessories were selected from museum collections and 

academic institutions with strong costume holdings and collections. The Victoria and Albert 

Museum in London, England, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Costume Institute, New York 
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City, Chicago History Museum, Chicago, Cooper-Hewitt Museum (Smithsonian) New York, 

The Fox Historic Costume Collection at Drexel University, Texas Tech University Museum, 

Lubbock, Texas all have relevant and significant collections from which I was able to find many 

examples. In addition, one of the informants, a resident of Oregon City, involved in museum 

work, and collector/maker of historic costume and dress, nationally, of Civil War Era women’s 

apparel and accessories, has a private collection of the specific military era garments required. 

These oral interviews and subsequent conversations were most instructive. These garments are 

extant examples of their period, and have provenance supporting their use. 

In addition to these images, the newspaper advertisements for women’s apparel, 

children’s apparel also provided information about the distribution and availability of garments. I 

focused intentionally on collection images both from local (the Benton County Historical Society 

has a strong apparel collection with local provenance) and Eastern locales. I researched the St 

Lawrence County, New York area, where Jane Arnold Augur grew up, to find those places she 

might have visited with her mother, she might have seen, to create as realistic a portrait of her 

taste and aesthetic as possible. I combined this with some of the other images of dress and 

compiled a realistic upper class wardrobe for the Commander’s Lady. 

 American women’s magazines. Additional images were selected from pictorial images 

available to women across American and Europe. The fashions plates seen in Godey’s Lady’s 

Book, Petersen’s Ladies’ National Magazine, published in Philadelphia, Mrs. Frank Leslie’s 

Magazine, Graham’s, Elle (French version) and The Lady’s Magazine from Britain were the 

most popular, with Harper’s adding its own images. These elaborate illustrations, the “fashion 

plate” usually in color, were called “’embellishments’ as both Grahams [magazine] and Godey’s 
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called them.” (James Playsted Wood, Magazines in the United States:  Their Social and 

Economic Influence, New York:  The Ronald Press Company, 1949, p.55). Godey’s became an 

American institution in the nineteenth century. It affected the manners, morals, tastes, fashion in 

clothes, homes…it did much to form the American woman’s idea of what she was like, how she 

should act, and how she should insist that she be treated.” (p. 54) “Edgar Allen Poe once 

remarked in his Broadway Journal, in 1845, that Godey’s, Graham’s, and the Columbian (and he 

might have added Peterson’s) ‘are so nearly alike that if the covers were changed it would not be 

easy to distinguish one from the other. They nearly all have the same contributors and the same 

embellishers.’” (Frank Luther Mott, A History of American Magazines:  1741-1850, D. Appleton 

and Company: New York, 1930).  Harper’s included fashion illustrations of quality artists, and 

published Mark Twain and Thomas Hardy as well as “a carefully prepared Fashion Plate, and 

other pictorial illustrations will accompany each number [of the magazine]” (p. 77). For years it 

brought the best in English letters and the most popular American writing to its readers, although 

it was never intended be the first publish original work, but to offer the reader speedy inclusion 

of new writers’ “continuous tales”.  (Wood, p. 76) 

Domestic Life at the Fort 

            Children’s Toys and Education 

 The artifacts at Fort Hoskins included children’s toys. Among them were:  a domino tile, 

a porcelain doll’s head, a porcelain doll’s arm from an articulated string system, a small standing 

figurine doll in earthenware, a whistle, slate pencils, and many marbles of differing sizes, colors 

and materials.  Captain Augur’s personal papers show he kept some of what were probable his 

children’s instruction books, from early 1818 on.  
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 Social Calls 

 Harriet Mesmith McArthur reminisced, in 1929, about the town of Rickreall and 

mentioned how the captains from Fort Hoskins would visit with her family. “At Fort Hoskins, 

Colonel C.C. Augur and Captain Ft. Dent, with their family, lived and there was visiting between 

the fort and the farm when there was good condition of roads and weather. My mother and a 

southern guest once visited Captain John F. Miller's family there. With their hostess, they were 

asked to luncheon by the young officers"(McArthur 1929, p. 3, 78). (Nelson and Onstad 1965, p. 

62, 97). 

 The women of the area particularly appeared to be a comforting and supportive medium 

for the enlisted man, bringing baked goods to the soldiers. Corporal Hilleary noted that the 

"Ladies of Albany" brought a cake to the men, and recorded that a citizen gave hay to the 

soldiers for their beds (Nelson and Onstad 1965, p. 62, 97). The soldiers at Fort Hoskins also 

became familiar with the people in Lebanon and occasionally traveled there to socialize with the 

residents who gave them pies and cakes. On Hilleary's twenty-fifth birthday, Austin Kees and 

Ellie of Lebanon gave him two large red apples while another neighbor in Lebanon baked him a 

cake (Nelson and Onstad 1965, p. 45, Schablitsky, 1996,) 

 Religion 

 Hilleary noted that he attended a Methodist church in Salem, traveled to hear the 

Catholics perform their religious ceremonies, and listened to a Presbyterian missionary preach in 

the dance room at Fort Hoskins (Trussel, 1992, Nelson and Onstad 1965. p.. 36, 49,58).  

 At Fort Hoskins the soldiers had an organized church group. Every Sunday afternoon 

Lieutenant Walker held a Bible class in either a vacant house, the school-room, or the dance 
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room at Fort Hoskins (Schablitsky, 1996). 

 Many of the soldiers went to church for purely social reasons, as did Corporal Bensell - 

to church to meet women. He wrote in his diary that he attended the Methodist Church of 

Reverend Alvin F. Walker and did not enjoy it. "Didn't see a handsome face in the house. Went 

home and retired in disgust". Another entry reported a positive experience, "Quite a number of 

girls were present, lending pleasant smiles to remind us of home and its enjoyments". Still 

another of Bensell's reports from Fort Hoskins stated, "Find some good looking girls-fat and 

saucy" (Barth, 1959, p. 9, 20,101) 

            Recreation and Music 

 The material culture of both fort sites show musical instruments, at least the small ones, a 

pitch-pipe, a small whistle, and more marbles. Archival records and journals supply evidence of 

enlisted men providing and procuring musical ensembles of fiddle, horns, and any kind of 

musical revue they could mount. Lieutenant Utley mentions the singing and the common practice 

of local dances and hops with girls from the area (Utley, 1967). 

            Reading and Writing 

 The rhetoric of what came to be known as the “cult of domesticity” in the nineteenth 

century called for certain requisite behaviors by women, particularly upper class and middle- 

class women. Intellectual thought was encouraged, as long as it included reverence to religion, to 

lofty ideas, to improvement of the mind and spirit, to the domestic sphere and to the family. 

Women were encouraged to develop their minds for the purposes of improving themselves and 

to maintain their draw and interest as conversationalists at parties; when they were entertaining 

or visiting. Upper class women with this level of privilege almost always had good educations. 
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Abroad or in school at home, these women were part of the discourse of the dining room and the 

parlor. I found a good deal of evidence that books of all sorts were available in Corvallis, at least 

four bookstores were in business in 1857 and 1858. There are books for schoolchildren, religious 

instruction and hymnals at the Benton County Historical Society and Museum along with 

“classic” titles of mostly English and American literature. 

 Women’s roles were strictly proscribed in the nineteenth century. These much bounded 

roles required up to date knowledge of world events, literature, art, botany, and other subjects 

deemed suitably “feminine.” Alongside the male interest in the archaeological expeditions to 

Rome and other far off places, women were encouraged to collect samples of their natural 

worlds, to preserve fern, flower, even insects, for study and for extension into the larger “exotic” 

world. (Downey, G. 2013, p. 5).  

 In view of this, upper class women (and middle-class women were to emulate this in their 

behaviors) were expected to converse, to read, daily if possible, in their parlor or a sitting room. 

The increased differentiation in interior design of space in the domestic built structure both 

fostered these segmented activities to certain rooms, and the more discrete room divisions 

fostered performing certain activities in these new spaces, designated for these purposes.  

 Correspondence, regular and lengthy writing was also part of this upper class cadence of 

social interaction. Every upper class lady would have had a writing desk, with proper inkwells, 

pens, papers and the leisure to write to family, friends. Even correspondence with those living 

close by was admired. For the women married to U.S. Army Officers, on the Western landscape, 

these letters were either a relief and an outlet for loneliness, in some cases, or an opportunity to 
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catalogue ones’ activities for others; but for them all, letter writing was a requisite part of being 

upper class and female. This was part of the self-concept among women of this era and class.  

 Captain Augur’s wife, Jane Arnold Augur, would have had a nice lady’s writing desk, 

one suitable for a woman of her stature. Although it is probable that many of the furniture pieces 

in the Commander’s house were either built locally or purchased locally, but this desk would 

most likely might be sent from the East, through San Francisco into Oregon City. The lady’s 

writing desk was a personal signature furniture ornament, for writing was an expression of her 

character, her role as a woman. Given the distance from family and friends, Jane Arnold Augur 

would have written many letters.  

Archaeological Findings 

Archaeological Excavations 

 The artifacts of the excavations conducted from 1976 through 2013 at Forts Hoskins and 

Yamhill had been recorded, in different formats, from research conducted by graduate students at 

Oregon State University in archaeology. I participated in these field sessions in 2013, and drew 

on the materials to develop what was yet unfinished analysis of the ceramic ware and glass ware 

artifacts as well as buttons and personal adornment items of jewelry. The typology is based on 

Sprague Classification system in archaeology.  

 The artifact assemblages are total sums of artifacts for a given space excavated, or a 

group, or a type of category of artifact. These categories, their minimum number of vessels 

(MNV) percentages may be manipulated with descriptive and other statistical means to examine 

different parts of the archaeological findings. With the research I have conducted, although these 
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larger components are informative, they are not salient to the focus at hand, within the artifact 

catalogue. My purpose was to examine those artifacts that refer to or represent gender and class, 

or status. Overall, the gender I am interested most interested in is the presence of women on the 

fort site, but the elements that refer to male gender are equally significant. (Sprague, R., 1981).  

 The ceramic wares in any assemblage are often some of the most revealing about dating 

the site, locating the occupants of the site as to class, gender and race. Therefore a basic 

understanding of the particular ceramic and glass wares pertinent to this research is important for 

a context in which Mrs. Augur purchased, used and most importantly, why she chose them. 

Ceramic ware is critical to understanding how gender and class are negotiated within the 

domestic household of the Commanding officer’s house at Fort Hoskins. Transfer print ceramic 

wares, porcelain, and white ironstone along with cut glass and personal items of value are high 

status indicators for class, and the functionality of the items speak to gender roles and 

performance. (Miller, 1981). 

 I have also utilized, in aggregate, identified artifacts from Fort Yamhill, from excavations 

across several years, and most recently, one in which I participated, during the 2013 field session 

at Fort Yamhill, where the focus of the excavations were on Officer’s Row, the Officer’s House 

2 and the throw dump (footnote this: the toss pile common to the practices of military occupation 

as well as settlement practices during this era. behind Officer’s House 1 (Y, H-02 and Y, H-01). 

 Artifact Patterning 

 Stanley South argues (1977a) that human behavior is culturally structured, rather than 

being driven by individual will or random change. The by-product of this behavior is material 
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culture, which reflects, with interpretation, structure and pattern. Kroeber (1952) recognized the 

importance of patterning for understanding culture.  

 Pattern delineation begins in a particularistic framework and continues toward broad 

generalizations. The former historical-descriptive (particularize) methodology of artifact analysis 

emphasizes qualitative description and recognition of artifact types. The international pattern 

emphasizes quantitative, comparative analyses. (South, 1977, p.  2-3) 

 Pattern regularity concentrates on proportional relationship between functional categories 

rather than on absolute numbers of objects, consequently, percentage representations are used 

rather than raw frequencies to minimize the effects of different sample sizes. Patterns are 

descriptive models of regularity in which to compare sites and their contexts.  

 The majority of American military sites should be functionally related to South’s Frontier 

pattern that maintains a higher quantity of architectural items than domestic items. However, 

some sites may exhibit artifact patterning associated with a higher domestic item configuration 

(Carolina Patten) because some forts were more permanent and/or were near a supply source. 

(South and Widmer 1977, 1938). Additionally, although not noted by Bowyer, there were 

women at this fort site, and women of class, enhancing their ability to impact the end material 

culture assemblage.  

 The total count is not 100% in total as the total count for officers, with composition 

proportions reflecting the imbalance, ceramic totals for the officer’s is 706m with numerous 

plain, undecorated porcelain recovered in all vessel forms. The officers were likely using 

undecorated refined earthenware (ironstone or white ironstone) for everyday use, which 

contributed to the high frequency in this ceramic category. 
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 Ironstone at Fort Hoskins was likely a military issue as the “U.S. Army carried 

throughout the West as military posts were established (Fontana and Greenleaf 1962, p. 92). It 

was during this time that ironstone, a type of refined earthenware, became more popular than the 

transfer print ware. Ironstone was only observed in the officer’s ceramic assemblages. 

 Officers had other domestic items including portable illumination, such as lantern glass, 

portable waste disposal (porcelain chamber pots) and cleaning and maintenance items, such a 

toothbrushes, toothpicks, hair combs of baleen for men and decorative combs for women.  

Domestic items are clearly officer-related. 

 The presence of Captain Augur’s wife and children at the fort probably contributed to an 

increase in the Domestic and Personal categories recovered from the officer’s area. The ability to 

support and care for a family is greatly enhanced by one’s socioeconomic status. The officers’ 

assemblage contained the majority of things that might be related to supporting a family. These 

items include: women’s clothing, children’s toys and numerous domestic items. The officers’ 

assemblage comes closer to resembling those from civilian households of this time period. 

(Trussel, 1992, Bowyer, 1993).  

 Officers were trying to emulate a domestic lifestyle on the frontier while creating status 

differences, Domestic life ways and associated artifacts greatly increase at an isolated post with 

the addition of women and children, and some of the Fort Hoskins artifacts reflect a family 

influence. (Bowyer, 1993, p, 63-64). 

 Through historical documents, items of authority are represented by symbolic interaction 

between the two groups (officers and enlisted men) as revealed in the definition of social space, 

housing arrangements, and role performances. Authority differences are reinforced by military 
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law while indirectly defining social and economic status differences. (65) Fort Hoskins’ 

excavations focus on known defined social spaces between the officers and enlisted men. 

Artifacts recovered from the living areas, privies and a dump reflected differences between the 

two groups. (Bowyer, 1993, p. 66) 

 Newly Discovered Evidence of Women’s Presence on Officers’ Row 

 The field season in the summer of 2013 yielded surprising evidence of gender 

differentiation, of the presence of women on Officer’s Row at Fort Yamhill. The favored 

hypothesis, given the nature of the artifacts, and that the houses were built for single male 

officers, is that the Officer’s House 02 was likely used as a courtesy way-station, rather a hotel-

type accommodation for officers and their wives (and sometimes children) while they were in 

route to another fort site, or awaiting the completion of accommodations at the fort site they were 

assigned to. (D. Brauner, personal communication, July 16, 2013). 

 These artifacts are germane to the mid-nineteenth century domains of gender and class 

and the interior spaces of the Commanding Officer’s houses on Officer’s Row. My own 

hypothesis (explained in my conclusions) is that the women who utilized this material culture in 

at Fort Yamhill were of the same gender and class as those on Officer’s Row at Fort Hoskins. 

These forts were built and occupied during the same years. I made these artifact identifications 

were made by utilizing combined graduate theses, and my own identification utilizing the 

appropriate literature of ceramic wares of this period.  

 Ceramic Wares at the Commander’s House 
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 Fabric type: white earthenware the process of obtaining the pattern onto the fabric vessel 

is called Transfer print. Flow Blue is a glaze technique used with transfer printed white 

earthenware fabric vessels. Among the identified patterns are:  “Ruins”, “Willow” “Aegean”, 

“Athena”.   

 The description is organized using Sprague’s functional classification scheme, which 

assigns primary, secondary, and tertiary levels for categorization (Sprague 1981, pp., 251-261). 

The primary level or category represents the context of utilization the secondary level or group 

level reflects human activity or the use to which the artifact was put, and the tertiary level is sub-

divided into type, class and/or variety depending on the artifact category of group artifacts.  

Class and Gender at Fort Hoskins 

 Fort Hoskins had two distinct categories of military personnel, officers and enlisted men. 

This involved one gender, two classes.  Additionally, women were employed as laundresses and 

lived just outside the fort site. This added a second gender dynamic and added to the working 

class category with the enlisted men. The Fort Hoskins officers brought their wives and children. 

This added a gender and class strata.  The officers and the enlisted men, offer a single gender 

category, with two class categories. The Officer’s wives and the laundresses offer another 

gendered category of women and two different classes.  

 I found archaeological evidence of two genders, two classes at the fort site through 

excavations at the Commander’s House.  

 These issues of status and hierarchy are central to the military, and representative of 

civilian life as well.  Class distinction is one of the major ways in which individuals, and groups, 
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self-identify, distinguish themselves from one another, and function in a multi-layered class 

system. Gender is also a way through which individuals are identified by material culture and 

within social stratification in American culture in the nineteenth century. 

 Status is defined, in Bowyer’s study of the material culture of only enlisted men and 

officers at Fort Hoskins (1996), as the quantity and quality of personal and domestic items, pay 

rate, rank and housing arrangements. Individuals with higher social positions have more status 

and are rewarded by greater access to material goods. Consequently, a higher status individual 

has a greater number of goods associated with the maintenance of that status system. Status is 

reflected and supported through the acquisition of certain objects. From an archaeological 

perspective, higher status artifacts are usually represented by a higher quantity, quality, and 

variety of domestic and personal items. (Bowyer, 1993).  

 A military hierarchy encompassing status and authority structured Fort Hoskins. Officers 

and enlisted men participated in their role positions while obtaining and discarding goods. Some 

items used were limited by availability or by regulation, while other goods were obtained by 

socioeconomic choice, by class level. Bowyer’s study uses the Fort Hoskins material culture to 

symbolize and affirm social categories. While Bowyer’s scope is limited to one gender, the male 

military personnel, his findings support the historical research that hold the same general tenants 

when it also includes women, within a gender category. Bowyer comments that a single male 

gender study may not have the subtleties of a study looking at two genders but suggests that the 

findings are useful to support further additions. I have added with women and class to the 

material mix and found his study quite useful in framing the male viewpoint of hierarchy within 

the military.  
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 Positions of authority are usually indicated by symbols, and this is most particularly true 

for the military hierarchy/ structure. “The symbols of authority come to be associated with 

positions of authority, and they make it easier psychologically for those who are in subordinate 

positions to accept the authority of whoever holds the position (DeGeorge, 1985, p.102). 

 Symbols are based on history and tradition in the military especially, providing meaning 

to the authority position. Uniforms and their associated accouterments are easily recognized as 

authority symbols. The housing arrangements of officers and enlisted men reflect not only an 

authority structure but are also viewed as a social symbol. The military as a social group 

contributes meaning to the material culture. Pertinent to understanding how symbolic space takes 

form is commentary from Eves citing Lefebre. “Space is not a neutral object or container for 

activity, but can be best understood a network of relationships between things and individuals 

that occupy a given place.” (Eves, 2008, p. 8) She continues with “other critical social factors 

such as race, class and gender, space is socially constructed and constructing; cultural factors 

always shape the ways we interpret certain places and landscapes and these places and 

landscapes in turn influence the social behaviors of the individuals situated within them.” (Eves, 

2008. P.8)                                                                                                       

Women in Nineteenth Century Western Landscapes 
 
 Many different kinds of women inhabited the far western frontier in the nineteenth 

century. Some came with families as settlers during the early Land Act in the 1850s, some 

moved with miners, after gold and silver, with families or alone, to the northern California or 

Nevada regions or into Oregon. The Civil War brought flux and change to social systems in the 

South and disrupted the established lifestyles of women’s worlds. In the mid nineteenth century 
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in the Northwest, there were U.S. Army officers’ wives living across the west, as defined by a 

wide range of geographic space – the plains through the southwest up through the Rocky 

Mountains and into Oregon and California. 

 These women were similar in one singular way, without exception, and different in many 

other ways. One unifying category never changed:  the Army was their home. While other 

western women migrated west, returned east, or emigrated from other countries, and moved 

within many locales, Army wives stayed with and within the army garrison. This world bounds 

their physical lives. They relocated, some multiple times in the west, some briefly in western 

posts, returning east for the remainder of their husband’s careers. The fundamental difference 

between the groups of women I will discuss briefly is that Army women never intended to stay. 

By definition of their husbands’ professional career, they would move on, move elsewhere. All 

that became a matter of time, all beyond their control. Other “westering” women, whether they 

embraced the move west or regretted it, were part of the permanent geographic change such 

migration usually meant for them and their families.  

In an attempt to augment more nuanced understanding of the Officer’s wives, I looked 

further at other women in western history in the 19th century. In expanding the groups of women 

who experienced life in the western frontier I considered several populations, all white women, 

to make more equal comparisons with the Army officer’s wives. There were several categories 

of experience that emerged from this read, and I will briefly discuss the similarities and 

differences so as to better understand what might inform the lived experience of Mrs. Augur at 

Fort Hoskins or other officer’s wives on the frontier. 
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These women had a full range of responses, across various areas of their lives, from domestic 

life, friendships, and mastery over new experiences (western or otherwise). From these women’s 

experiences and the way they have framed their own lives, I have noticed that it is not possible to 

state any single monolithic response from these women to the western frontier life, even within 

the white, middle class stratification of society in the nineteenth century. They have unique 

responses, and organize their sense of the West according to their own backgrounds and 

individual personalities. 

 Overland trails and pioneers 
 
 Lilian Schlissel, who compiled the earliest of writings of women moving west in 

Women's Diaries of the Westward Journey, found women wrote about bearing and losing 

children, the daily chores of life in a covered wagon train, and an unusual example, which 

follows:  

 [this example probably more unusual than common] relates a woman’s trip from Ithaca, 
New York to Oregon. Rebecca Ketchum wanted to be a teacher, and so she traveled 
unaccompanied, by stagecoach to Independence, where she joined a group for the 
remainder of the way to Oregon. Although a woman, but likely because she was  
single, she rode mostly on horseback,, .for the wives apparently did not consider her 
worthy of riding in the wagon with mothers and children. When Ketchum accidently 
discovered that she was paying more than others for her place in the wagon train, she 
refused to do washing any more, since the men – who had paid  less than she – were not 
expected to wash.” (Schissel, p. xvii.) 
 

Walsh also suggests that women’s diaries written on the overland trails “displayed their desire to 

retain their domestic functions as wife, mother and moral arbiter.” (p.144) Yet she states also 

“…these sources also pointed to women’s flexibility in adjusting to domestic demands under 

primitive conditions and in undertaking new functions which gave them a more active and public 

place in frontier life.” (p. 144). 
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 Literature about officer’s wives as I discussed in the earlier literature review are primarily 

sources of correspondence or memoire. There are many commonalities among these women as 

well as differences. I include a number of quotations from their letters in this discussion of these 

women as they are findings of how these officers’ wives felt, thought or imagined they should 

record such emotions. The officer’s wives’ writings do provide a backdrop for the case study at 

Fort Hoskins of Mrs. Augur, as there is no primary written material yet found.  

 Laundresses 

 Every fort that had women had laundresses, and many forts also had Officer’s Wives. 

These two groups of women had very different worlds and live. They lived in distinct and 

separate locations within the fort site, no matter what the geography. Although the lowest class 

strata at the fort, the laundresses were the only class of women, (unlike Officer’s wives who had 

no “official” sanction save the privilege of status and) officially recognized by the army as 

having positions. These women, frequently the wives of enlisted men, or women hired from the 

local area were often thought to be prostitutes, “for which the euphemism “camp followers” is 

used. “ (Reiter, 1978, p. 70). 

 One Army wife complained “the officers used sportively to look up the rules in the army 

regulations for camp followers and read the out to us as they would the riot act.” (Reiter 1978, p. 

70).  This was permitted, although the Commanding Officer was the only person who could 

order any woman who was not working as a laundress from the fort. This kind of behavior, as it 

was permitted, reinforced the class and hierarchy of the U.S Army. There is a curious piece of 

the relationship between the U.S. Army and the laundresses. These women, whether married to 
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enlisted men, single or widowed women from town, were the lowest level of the fort’s class 

stratification. They received the most miserable location and quality of housing despite the 

presence of their young children. Nonetheless, they received, by law, a daily ration of food, fuel 

and housing as well as the services of the post surgeon. In addition, each was paid for the work 

she did at an official rate from the officers and men who used her services. “An energetic 

washerwoman could earn $40.00 a month” (Reiter, 1978, p. 72). There is on the records, one 

case of a laundress being court-martialed for using “profane language to an officer of the day.” 

(Reiter 1978, p. 72.)  To the modern reader, this hardly seems “civilized or cultured” as the 

officer’s code and the civilian society of mid-nineteenth century demanded for upper class 

members. The gender and class divisions are magnified in the microcosm of the fort scale. 

The laundresses’ houses were situated within the fort sites so as not to be seen.  As 

prominently placed as the Commander’s house to be showcased on the ridge for purposes of 

demonstration of authority and power, their houses are situated behind the utility and often 

livestock accommodations. 
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Figure 1.  Army laundress camp of 31st Pennsylvania Infantry, near Washington, D.C., 1862.  
(Library of Congress, LC-B8171- 2405.) Retrieved from  
Retrieved from http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/98507952/ 

 

While the laundresses could negotiate some functional class capital, their roles were so 

bound to those of the Officers’ wives, who were the same gender, but opposite levels in 

hierarchy. 

The U.S. Army was fully Eastern, and brought, with intention and care, the military 

notion of rank and social status with it in its migration across the country. Officers’ wives, as a 

result, simply did not mix with the women on Suds Row the social classes were not to mix, and it 
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would have been distasteful to the Officers’ ladies to have had to come into contact with the 

laundresses either visually or in a public social encounter. (Reiter, 1978, p. 75) 

 
Children, who also were said to enliven the scene, accompanied many laundresses (see 

Figure 1).  With a reputation as hardened, low-class women, laundresses were often the object of 

amusement for outsiders, as illustrated by an item in the Cheyenne newspaper in 1883: “Quite a 

ludicrous scene was witnessed here Tuesday afternoon in front of the laundresses' quarters, better 

known by the sobriquet of  ‘soap suds row,’ in a fight between two pet dogs their respective 

owners appeared upon the scene, newly arisen from the "army piano" (the wash-board), and 

rushing frantically to the rescue of their pets, expended "volley after volley" of blank-"Ye Gods!" 

what a sight! ... amidst the yelling of the spectators, the yelping of the dogs and the screaming of 

the children, the first note of the bugle sounded for the sham battle. “The article reinforced 

common prejudices about laundresses; they were profane, fearless, strong, and unfeminine. In 

other venues, they were praised as industrious and kind-hearted (Myres, 1999, p. 33)  

 Officers’ Wives 

 In sharp contrast, the Officers’ wives, for the most part, enjoyed the lifestyle of their 

class, even though the quality of the geography changed might change with the Officer’s 

assignments. The laundresses and ladies were in different worlds, psycho-socially and 

physically. The only contact they would ever have might come in the form of a compassionate 

request to the First Officer’s Lady. The Commanding Officer’s wife was obligated by military 

protocol to provide aid to even an enlisted man’s wife in time of need. Sometimes this was 

counsel; sometimes it was an intervention with her husband Officer for corrective measures in  
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behavior. Most officers’ wives who were near larger forts had very similar social lives to their 

civilian sisters. Balls, dances, dinner parties, entertaining of all manner and social calling were a 

large part of the daily activity of the officer’s wife.  A piece of social news in the Army and Navy 

Journal. January 19, 1874 reports on a holiday ball: 

 A more pleasant holiday has rarely been passed at an Army post that that recently 
enjoyed at Fort Lyon…The masquerade ball in the evening was an affair long to be 
remembered. …The ladies of our very congenial little garrison deserve unlimited 
praise for the elegant supper they prepared; it could not have excelled had he 
markets of New York been at hand. The decorations of the ballroom were both 
tasteful and elegant. (Prater, 1997, p. 61) 

 

 
Figure 2.  Hunting and camping party of Custer (standing in center) and invited guests. Fort A. 
Lincoln on the Little Hear River, Dakota Territory, 1875. (National Archives 11-SC-83991) 
Retrieved from http://www.archives.gov/research/american-west/images/047.jpg 

Within the small confines of a fort outpost, these were very strict lines of division. They 
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were observed because this is the world-view that was held in the 1850s by Victorian Americans. 

Civilian or military, class divisions were powerful forces within the culture and within the built 

environment. The social lives of the army upper levels was filled with picnics, arranged parties 

and outings (see Figure 2).  “Dinner parties were another expression of sociability that reflected 

class imperatives. Substantial time and money was devoted to such gatherings ‘It is hard to 

realize in this pretty home, and with these pleasant surroundings, that we are in the wilds of New 

Mexico. I shall have a very different view of army life after this.’ Said a gentleman after a meal 

in New Mexico.” (Adams, 2000, 61-62, Grierson, A. (1889) p 66-67).   

 

 
Figure 3.  Croquet on the lawn, Ladies, gentlemen and children at Fort Bridger, Wyoming 
Territory, 1873. (National Archives 111_SC-88170) 
Retrieved from http://www.archives.gov/research/american-west/images/043.jpg 
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 Some of the officers’ wives welcomed the foreign landscape; learning to ride and hunt, 

but most lived strictly within civilian upper class norms. Like the ritual social games on the lawn 

(see Figure 3) was a common social event within the army. When first at a remote post, new 

officer’s wives would have packed little in the way of appropriate clothing for social activities. 

Frances Roe fort letter home on her journey to Fort Lyon reflected her despair at having only one 

trunk of dresses. She “had to leave my pretty dresses here, to be sent for…but imagine my 

mortification in having to go with Faye to his regiment with only two dresses.” (Roe, 2, 366). 

Despite the distances and apprehension of many officer’s wives they found that military posts 

were “centres of refinement” where the role of the officer’s wife included establishing a home 

and maintaining social order that would be acceptable to any upper-class woman anywhere in the 

United States.” (Corbusier, 2003, p. 154)  

 Soldiers’ Wives 

 The written record contains few references to soldiers' wives, but officers' wives some- 

times mentioned them as servants or as assistants in childbirth. “Halfway ladies were laundresses 

whose husbands had earned promotions in the ranks during the Civil War and, by official army 

policy, had become part of the upper echelon of garrison society.  Members of the officer corps, 

men and women, never accepted these women. The lack of money, refinement and breeding 

would forever keep these women out of the upper class of army society” (Nacy, 2000, p. 50). 

As Ada Vogdas, and officer’s wife phrased her evaluation of enlisted men’s wives as plebian 

people…who had no money, manners of position,’ Many officer’s wives had their own ideas of 

class and imposed them on Army society. Ada Vogdes and many others had a specific attitude 

towards the group of women, “half-way ladies.” (Nacy, 2000, p. 9). This term applied to former 
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laundresses whose husbands earned commissions during the Civil War. Nonetheless, this official 

change in status did not change the women’s position in the end. This term “half-way” 

demonstrated their value judgment and prevented any entrée into the upper social circles. (Nacy, 

2000, 50) 

Women Finding Place, Envisioning Home   
 

 Through comparison of the built form in Commanders’ houses, in fort shape, we see 

change in fort style and design, as it moves westward with an eastern frame of reference and 

eastern built form. This change exemplifies the notion that seemed present for many western 

women that we create our own geographies, consciously or not, and that geographies in our 

minds are crude approximations or inelegant models of those on the ground. In creating our own 

geographies, we justify those of the past and legitimize those of the present. Literally and 

figuratively, we build our own world (Wood, 1991). 

 While this passage refers to literal geography and the metaphoric creation of “place” on 

its landscape, it also frames precisely what all of the officers’ wives were doing when placed in 

the western frontier landscape. The women who came west, whether as Officer’s wives or 

westerly settlers, had to create a way of “being” in this place.  

 Although other western women, such as the historic Tannants, portrayed in Brenda 

Jackson’s Domesticating the West: The Re-creation of the Nineteenth-Century American Middle 

(2005), moved a great deal during their lives, as did Elizabeth, mostly due to her husband’s 

questionable career decisions. However, as Elizabeth shared some of the involvement with these 

decisions, she had some choice in the matter. She, like some of the Army Officer’s wives, came 
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to love the west, although her reasons, unlike the women in the frontier fort postings, had to do 

with the creation of a successful middle class lifestyle, rather than a communion with the western 

geography. 

  In the end, there were a few army wives who came to love the west, and missed it once 

east again. Frances Roe, was a diarist who published her memoires in 1909, Army Letters from 

an Officer's Wife.  This Officer’s wife represented one far side of connection to the western 

landscape. For her, and other officer’s wives, although certainly not the majority of them, the 

countryside, the literal geography and its attributes altered her understanding of herself while in 

western posts. After 17 years of western service on the frontier, she and her husband returned to 

“the states.” In 1888, from a hotel room in Omaha, Nebraska, she wrote: “I love army life here in 

the West, and I love all the things that it brings to me--the grand mountains, the plains, and the 

fine hunting.” Frances tries to regain enthusiasm for town life: “since I cannot return to the 

plains, I might as well go to the city, where we will meet people of culture.” But even shopping 

for the necessary clothes distresses her: “Parasols have bothered me. I would forget to open them 

in the street, and would invariably leave them in the stores when shopping and then have to go 

about looking them up.” She then shares a poignant emotional response to the changes in her 

world out of the western frontier. “It is the feeling of loneliness I mind here--of being lost and no 

one to search for me.”  (Echo Library, no author, 2000, p. 89, Prater, 1997).  

 Women and Accommodations They Made 

 Some women in the army or as migrants had to make greater accommodations than 

others as there was nowhere to go. They found meaning in these accommodations, somewhere, 

they seem to have thrived. Other women came to envision space, and the material culture that 
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helped them understand their experiences in it, in different ways. Frances Roe wore a cadet’s 

uniform to find identity, learning to ride and love the largeness of scale and outdoor range of the 

west. Other women spent countless hours reworking their limited household furnishings to make 

a “place” than made sense to their self-definition.  

 Western settlers, overland pioneers were made of women who had one idea of their 

destination only to find another reality. In The Land before Her: Fantasy and Experience of the 

American Frontiers, 1630-1860 (1984) Anne Kolodney tells us about one woman whose 

experience echoes many of the officer’s wives who came to find frontier life:  

“Nicholas Shaw and her children’s successes in making a home of the 
cabin scene [in Michigan in 1859] …but initially she was shocked to 
find at the end of her journey “the four walls and the roof, its doors and 
windows represented by square holes…its whole effect achingly forlorn 
and desolate” But in this first shock of recognition” she could only bury 
her face in her hands, and in that way she sat for hours without moving 
or speaking.” (Kolodney, 1984, 229-230).  

 

 This despair that later turned to accommodation and adaptation for many women  is 

central to understanding many officers’ wives as well. “Army housing ranged from the grandiose 

at places like West Point, to dirt hovels and tent at some of the frontier posts.” (Campbell, 2005, 

p. xxiv.). 

 “When Alice Baldwin played the piano and sang hymns for a gathering of friends at the 

Tongue River encampment in 1877…their presence established a measure of civilization at this 

remote posting…and provided the ladies a means of demonstrating their moral and spiritual 

worth” (Campbell, 2005, p.18).  The study about women’s private responses to the successive 

American frontiers finds no monolithic response to what women say about the west.  Kolodney 
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focuses on “the imagery through which the landscape is rendered and assimilated into meaning 

(Kolodney, 1984, xi, xii). Looking to women’s experiences with the landscape, she notes that 

women on the prairies seem to find engender “metaphors of intimacy” (Kolodney, 1984, p. 4).  

 Making a Garden  

 The cultivation of the garden seems to be a pervasive theme, and the women who do 

write about this find it a meaningful way to interact with their landscape, and exert some sense of 

aesthetic, hence, social control over their environments, The more barren the landscape, the more 

this seems to hold true. 

 For officers’ wives, the landscape often meant something green on the plains. George 

Forsyth reported, "It is a rare exception when the wives of military men at frontier posts are not 

fond of trees and flowers, and do not spend a few moments each day during the summer season 

in personally caring for them, with the result that garrisons frequently present a very homelike 

and restful appearance" (Hoagland, 2000, p. 63). American military officers and their families 

took as much of their Eastern life with them, while posted to far away forts. These were 

“tangible reminders of the greater sophistication and more graceful living, and of the more 

settled areas they were leaving.” (Brown, W. (1992, p. 9). Part of Officer’s wives and other 

women in the west coming to understand their experiences in the western landscape entailed 

reclaiming what the garden seemed to symbolize in American culture and social avenues. The 

ownership of the garden, the “civilized” aspect of cultivated flowers, fruit trees, shrubs and shade 

trees returned their sense of self in a place that was not home. The act, possibly, of engaging with 

the garden, deciding what to plant, cultivating the flowers, cutting and using them in the interior, 

for entertaining or aesthetic purposes, brought some connection with women married to army 
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officers and to those who were not.  

 New Opportunity in the West 

 The West offered new opportunities for solidly middle-class eastern families who 

endured hardship, uncertainty, and displacement during the Civil War, and who struggled to 

carve out meaningful social space in the war’s aftermath. Brenda K. Jackson places the Tannatts 

at the center of this movement and demonstrates how gender, class, and place affected the new 

migrants’ abilities to integrate into their new communities. She also shows how easterners 

redefined themselves as leaders of a new, moral western environment through volunteerism and 

political participation. While many studies of westward expansion focus exclusively on the 

earliest pioneers, Jackson adroitly shows how later arrivals shaped the social, economic, and 

cultural growth of the nation. 

 Peter Boag reframes, in Environment and Experience: Settlement Culture in Nineteenth-

Century Oregon, the image of the settler against the frontier, arguing that settlers viewed their 

new surroundings positively and attempted to create communities in harmony with the 

landscape. Using Oregon's Calapooia Valley as a case study, Boag presents a history of both land 

and people that shows the process of change as settlers populated the land and make it into their 

own useful landscape. The women in his descriptions find the landscape the interaction more 

intimate, although the landscape of the Willamette Valley is not a forbidding one in types of 

geographic locale. The women, in particular, tried to recreate their own land form “home” the 

Cis-Appalachian geographic-cultural area. These women, like those in other regions, find they 

must adapt and change with the shifts of mining and railroad interrupting the romantic reverie on 

the valley floor. Their ideas of the idyllic world and their initial relationship to the land has a 
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romantic, Arcadian feel, in the isolation from the “outside” world of progress, industrialization 

and diversity. Boag writes of the “still newly settled…early settlers” (Boag 1988, p. 45).  

 The Material World of Officers’ Wives 

 The cultural norms of upper class eastern women were so vastly different from anything 

they saw on the frontier lands that their responses, often, were to stay even closer to arm 

protocol, keep within the confines of the garrison and focus on prescriptive behaviors within 

their lives there that replicated, with different material culture, but with the same intent and goal, 

the worlds they had left behind in the east. 

Jennie Barnitz described her typical day at Fort Leavenworth in her journal.  

 In the morning we return from breakfast, then I read the morning paper, & do the dusting 

and picking up. We drive about two, come home, dress, read or sew some, and it is time for tea. 

The evenings are altogether taken up with making or receiving calls, and reading. We read aloud 

all the time evenings that we are not otherwise engaged, and so the days go by like one happy 

dream (Utley, 1867, p. 131). 

 Other Army wives utilized their material world and those around them to both 

accommodate and design familiar worlds. 

They were all at our cotillion Monday evening and kept things moving 
fast. It was refreshing to have a new element, and a little variety in 
partners. We have danced with each other so much that everyone has 
become more or less like a machine. Faye led, dancing with Miss 
Stokes, for whom the German [sic] was given. The figures were very 
pretty--some of them new--and the supper were good. To serve 
refreshments of any kind at the hall means much work, for everything 
has to be prepared at the house--even coffee, must be sent over hot; and 
every piece of china and silver needed must be sent over also. Mrs. 
Hughes came from Helena on Saturday and remained with me until 
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yesterday.   (Campbell, 2000, p. 55) 

 

 Some of these women used the western landscape and their response to it to make 

different self-definitions. While all women in the west lived their lives according to the 

backgrounds they had come from, before the west, those who chose to come, and chose to stay in 

western lands likely had different experiences than the wives of officers, who were, with some 

exceptions, encapsulated within the army structure, and had little influence outside it. 

Lives of army officers’ wives give us further evidence that women’s diverse experiences in the 

nineteenth century cannot be limited to existing categories or groups. 

 Many women remained in the west and created new communities, new definitions of 

living in the west. On the other hand, the officer’s wives, even considering their minor charitable 

work in local communities, had little influence on the western worlds they inhabited. The army, 

in which they lived, had tremendous influence, but the women were contained within this 

institution, had little lasting effect. While many recorded and returned, most of them grateful, 

“They went west, they saw and recorded what it was like and gradually, they all returned to a 

more ‘civilized’ society in the East (Myres, 1982, p. 425). 

 Western women in the 19th century were not monolithic. We have historic record of the 

overland trail diaries, and some of the ensuing life paths of these women. The lives of army 

officers’ wives, as we know them mostly from their writings, give us further evidence that 

women’s diverse experiences in the nineteenth century cannot be limited to existing categories or 

groups. There is a smaller historic record for these often-unnamed western women than reflects 

the reality of their numbers and experiences on the western frontier. 
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Moving Eastern Culture into Western Land 

 In mid-nineteenth century America, the U.S. government, through establishment of a 

network of U.S. Army forts, created a most effective and lasting means to gain access and 

ownership of the literal landscape, the routes of travel and trade through the geography and the 

economic resources in, under and upon the soil. Mineral rights, water, crops and timber were 

abundant sources of economic gain at this time in American history. 

 These pre-Civil War fort sites, those in Oregon and Washington in particular, were built 

just on the cusp of this tremendous change in the nation’s history – the beginning of the Civil 

War, the final dispossession of Indian traditional lands, the acquisition of land along the route of 

the transcontinental railroad, a system to ensure the safety of while settlers, and passage of the 

Donation Land Act – moved the country forward into a new level of commercial and industrial 

growth with economic gain throughout. 

 Within the built environment of the Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins is a replication 

of the established Eastern culture and ideological society and landscape in the West, created with 

political and military mandates, with intention and purpose – which is the whole cloth of my 

thesis. The critical first step in this replication was the siting of the various buildings, based on 

their function, within the overall fort system. Appendix G shows a map of the three reservation 

forts and their geographic relationship to the area of the Coast reservation. 

 This was nowhere as intentional or significant as with the houses of the Commanding 

Officers and their First and Second Officers on Officer’s Row. Siting was to showcase the 

authority and status of the Officers, and to provide the Commanding officer strategic views of 

full fort. The mandated purpose in fort establishment held a clear visual and symbolic message in 
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the built form. The Commanding officer intended the entire garrisons, visitors, and any, 

especially tribal bands, who could see the fort site from afar, to be aware of his presence, his 

authority, status and control of the military establishment. This was most immediately and 

definitively managed by the reality of the built form of the Commanding Officer’s House. This 

structure was the largest individual space, in sheer square footage, and the most elaborate and 

elegant, in design, detail and visual presentation to the world. In short, the Commander’s House 

held the highest status and showed privilege and rank, more so than any other building no matter 

where the fort and regardless of type of fort, location or time period. This consistency of 

authority, status and full control through time and space is one of the most important elements 

found in examining forts across the country from the earliest to the latest built. 

Siting of a structure represents authority: who was being controlled, who was controlling, 

and what was needed to ensure the best advantage within the geography. 

 Sightlines give strategic advantage to the commanding officer responsible for the military 

operation of the coast reservation protection. They require strategic manipulation of the built 

environment requiring understanding of the structural design and function. Both Commanders at 

Forts Hoskins and Yamhill utilized these principles in designing the layout of the fort complex 

and their own quarters. While Sheridan has the more status-driven siting (up on the hill) and 

structure, with the finest quality millwork and design detail, Augur designed a structure more 

fully employing the elements of architectural design to access and display strategy, authority and 

control, choosing these over status. 

Interior of the Commander’s House 

 Symbolism and meaning of the architecture, cannot be overemphasized:  the size of the 
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house, the internal spatial arrangement, the windows, door placement, porches are central to the 

demonstration of status and authority over the landscape through the use of public and private 

access. 

 The walkways, landscaping, fences and other “residential and suburban” elements of life 

in the “civilized” world were put in place, regardless of the indigenous cultural practices, 

patterns or traditions. This was precisely the point. The goal was to show everyone who was 

present and what his culture looked like – white, upper class European-American tradition 

constructed on the landscape – whether across the Plains of Kansas, the Rocky Mountain of 

Wyoming, or the forested hills and valleys of the Pacific Northwest, Washington and Oregon. 

 These pre-Civil War fort, continued beyond the war, were powerful means of expressing  

control, authority, and ownership of the landscape -- literal and psychic. 

Military History and Context 

 The military history of the f orts in the Oregon is set in a storied context, with multiple 

view points, geographic locations and resulting actions that altered the course of the landscape as 

well as the peoples who lived there. History highlights the passage into law of President Andrew 

Jackson’s the Indian Removal Act in 1830 as the engineered dispossession of traditional lands 

from Indian bands in America, the roots of this law began with a Supreme Court ruling seven 

years before.   

 In 1823, the landmark decision held, Johnson v. M’Intosh, that private citizens could not 

purchase lands from Native Americans, because Indians could not legally hold title to their lands. 

Regardless of tenure of occupancy, the ruling came because the Indians’ “right to occupancy” 
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was subordinate to the United States “right of discovery” [possession]. Congress used this earlier 

ruling as precedent to enact the 1830 Indian Removal Act, which now became law.  (Weiser, K. 

editor, Legends of America, http://www.legendsofamerica.com). 

 Five years later, the newly elected Andrew Jackson called for an Indian Removal Act. 

Despite opposition from some groups, Christian missionaries, and others, including the future 

president Abraham Lincoln, and despite contentious debate in Congress, the act was signed into 

law in 1830.  

 In his speech to Congress, President Jackson, reflecting the ideology of the time: 

“It will place a …civilized population in large tracts of country now 
occupied by a few savage hunters… and enable those States to advance 
rapidly in population, wealth, and power. It will separate the Indians from 
immediate contact with settlements of whites; free them…to pursue 
happiness in their own way and under their own rude institutions; will 
retard the progress of decay, which is lessening their numbers, and 
perhaps cause them, gradually, under the protection of the Government 
and through the influence of good counsels to cast off their savage habits 
and become an interesting, civilized and Christian community.” (Jackson, 
1830, ‘On Indian Removal’ National Archives and Records 
Administration). 

 

 The ensuing results of the Indian Removal Act were difficult. Arguably the most 

infamous example, many Cherokee tribes combined as an independent nation and challenged the 

legislation in U.S. Courts. In 1832, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of the Cherokee but some 

tribes still signed treaties giving the federal government the legal authority to move them to 

“Indian Territory” in 1838.   

 Indian policy 

 In the eighteen and nineteenth century those who conquered tribal lands and fought 
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native people defended their actions with a promise to compensate their victims with full 

membership in a “civilized” nation. But as the assimilation programs get underway, it became 

apparent that such compensation would be impossible. Not only did the Indians resist the 

process, they also resisted complete acceptance of the country’s institutions, social values, and 

culture life than the citizenry initially was willing to grant. (Hoxie, 2011, xix) Thus American 

leaders altered their pledge in the early nineteenth century, and most Americans envisioned their 

society as a homogeneous people who were either “citizens” [members of the society] or 

“strangers.” Although the United States was relatively open to immigration from overseas, the 

society and the government usually insisted that newcomers adhere to Protestant Angle-Saxon 

standards of conduct (Hoxie, 2011). 

 The expansion of the United States that encroached upon Native American lands 

following the Indian Removal Act occurred faster than policy makers had anticipated. Other 

military concerns, such as the Mexican-American War in 1848, placed more new territories and 

tribal people under federal jurisdiction. A government report in 1852 discussed how many 

Californians believed “destiny had awarded California to the Americans to develop,” and that if 

the Indians “interfered with progress they should be pushed aside.” (Carlton, 1938). As the 

frontier moved westward, so, too, did the establishment of U.S. military forts move with it, 

representing and maintaining federal sovereignty over all new territories. 

 Belief System and Fort Configurations 

 The belief system of rights and entitlements guided and informed the design and 

construction of the built environment of the U. S. Army forts throughout the frontier west. The 

configuration and layout of these fort sites, the built structures themselves reveal a clear and 
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repeating pattern without regard for the geography. While indigenous materials dictated the forts 

construction materials, the pattern of layout was surprisingly consistent. Adobe was in Mexico, 

brick on the Plains, wood in the Pacific Northwest; these differed in material but not in the 

design of the forts themselves. 

 The pattern of the fort design was the same: open and unfortified.  Buildings were 

arranged along an open grid pattern, with a central village-like central parade ground providing 

housing for a military that provided armed protection for both Indians and white settlers while 

the Indians were removed. The design itself served another function as well, to set out on the 

landscape for all to see, the upper class “civilized” culture of the Northeast. Coffman wrote, in 

1956, about the structure of the forts: “another side of the quadrangle would be taken up by the 

“officer’s line” where the officers and their families lived…Many houses had picket fences about 

them. Many posts had framed buildings for the officers’ quarters. The wives would bring some 

furniture from “the state.” (Coffman, E.1956, p. 195). By doing so, the prevailing ideology of the 

established government and the social systems of the Northeast were maintained and 

demonstrated as the Western frontier kept moving through the Indian territories to the Pacific 

Ocean.  

 The physical design also mirrored the cultural and hierarchy of the U.S. Army and its 

long-standing ideology and protocols. Divisions were absolute. The command authority was 

unquestioned. The military system functioned based entirely upon authority, status, class, 

hierarchy and rank. These elements are played out in concrete and clear forms within the built 

environment with each element accorded its appropriate place on the landscape within the fort 

and on the geography of the region. This paradigm was brought from the East it was instilled in 
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the officers and then, placed into the western soil, territory-by-territory, and state-by-state in a 

progressive pattern moving west.  

 One of the most important discoveries in this study was the fort construction pattern of 

built form, both in the configuration of the whole fort site, with all of its buildings, of the 

officer’s row and of the Commanding officers’ house. Where these elements were placed in 

relation to one another is encoded with military hierarchy, power and authority. The elements of 

exterior architectural design and interior spatial arrangement display rank and status. 

Cultural Geography and the Western Frontier Fort Settlement Pattern 

 My scholarly purpose in laying out the following visual images of forts and their physical 

formations is to reiterate, graphically and sequentially, the context from which I address the 

interior space of the Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins. This structure, the domestic army 

quarters exists solely because of the evolution of political beliefs, military protocol, and social 

values that originated in the culture of the Northeast and was reinforced at the United States 

Military Academy at West Point in New York. 

 During my research, it became evident that I could not frame an adequately detailed 

portrait of the extant structure without exploring the fort formation and settlement patterns of the 

Army during the middle of the nineteenth century. With little original fabric remaining of the 

interior’s 156-year surface finish, I realized how essential these patterns are to fully analyzing 

the house and its inhabitants. 

 The following, therefore, from West Point, the origin of the military elite, to Fort 

Leavenworth, the last bastion of the civilized East before the wild frontier; Forts Larned, 
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Laramie, and Bridger, idyllic havens and beacons of civilized authority along the way west; Fort 

Vancouver, first U.S. military command in the Oregon Territory – each brings light and context 

to the interior spaces of the Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins in Kings Valley. 

 Functionally, the forts served multiple purposes, in different regions and locales. The 

weight of duty shifted, but the structure remained constant. The presence in the Western Frontier 

was to manage the tension and violence between Euro-American settlers and Indian groups, 

providing assistance and protection for the migrating pioneer settlers, while managing aggressive 

gold and silver seekers from California.  

 The military authority within these forts was comprised largely of elite West Point 

graduates, with a clear vision of what appropriate culture, comportment, behavior and class 

division should look like. Their world-views from overwhelmingly Eastern privileged 

backgrounds were traditional upper class and culturally prescribed. Individual Commanding 

officers and the officers under them varied with respect to their effectiveness as officers, but 

overall, the presentation of American Exceptionalism was singular and clear:  it was written in 

the built form on the landscape, in a westward moving pattern of fort settlement. 

 The Western Frontier Fort Layout 

 The Officer’s Quarters were set out, street-like, in a straight line known as, not 

surprisingly, “Officer’s Row.” This “street” had picket fences, wooden boardwalks or crushed 

stone in front of them for sidewalks. The area was landscaped with green trees and shrubbery 

and flowers, as would any established and coherent village in the American Northeast. Officer’s 

Row was always sited at the most visually prominent location. The Commanding officer’s house, 
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most particularly, had the most advantageous views and the best sightlines across the fort system 

and into the landscape and the territory for which they were responsible. 

 These officer’s quarters were intentionally sited away from the enlisted men’s barracks, 

mess hall, all utility buildings, bakery, laundress’s houses, and other functional structures. The 

sole reason was to establish authority, status and – visually and spatially – the hierarchy of the 

military culture. Encoded within this template was the clear and uncontested superiority, socially 

and through military rank of the officers’ dominance, authority and status. Class divisions 

between officers and enlisted men were clearly and carefully maintained. Throughout this fort 

establishment, regardless of location, distance or setting, the military hierarchy held firm.  

 The New England Village Form 

 Overall, Western forts were not fighting installations to be readied for attack from sea or 

land. Their function was to manage the Indian bands, to move them to the reservations, to 

provide protection for both the Indian on the reservation and the white settler and local 

townspeople. Figure 4 depicts a nineteenth-century view that evokes the village tradition of 

covenanted community, cultural enlightenment, and democratic self-government. The center 

village of Lenox, (shown in Figure 4) formed in the nineteenth century, epitomized New England 

virtue for literary elites who flocked to the Berkshires later in the century. [John Warner Barber] 

Source: American Antiquarian Society (Wood, 1991, p. 33). 
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Figure 4. Lenox, Massachusetts, c. 1835.  [John Warner Barber] Shows the center scene in a 
New England village square. Source: American Antiquarian Society (Wood, 1991, p. 33) 
Retrieved from http://www.nyu.edu/steinhardt/e/pdf/humsocsci/mias/readings07/02.pdf 
 
 Wood, a cultural geographer, and later Hoagland, an architectural historian, both saw the 

shapes of the village imported into other places, psychically and materially. Wood discusses an 

American need to maintain the idealized notion of the Arcadian world, the sylvan village, to stay 

beyond the reach of the anxiety-provoking and increasingly encroaching commercial and 

industrial urban world of the nineteenth-century. (Wood, 1991) Hoagland placed her focus on the 

Plains, with the post-Civil War forts. Her view holds primarily that these settlement forts 

functioned like villages socially, as much as architecturally, to develop little cities on the 

frontier. Hoagland furthers her interpretation of these new fort locations as often designed to 

make the occupants feel more like “home” in the east (Hoagland 1999, 2004). What is notable 

about the Far Western Frontier fort settlement pattern is incorporation of the physical design and 

layout of the Village Green, Northeastern culture and the unique spatial arrangements of the 

buildings around the parade ground.  
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“The physical similarity of western army forts to this idealized concept of a New 

England village is striking. Western forts had an open parade ground lined with 

trees, prominent buildings facing onto that ground…Shade trees, bandstands, 

picket fences, and front porches represented deliberate efforts to create familiar 

landscape…these outposts [here she is speaking of post-Civil War fort sites] of 

eastern American society, representing  the Anglo-American cultural 

establishment that the soldiers were fighting to maintain and extend.” (Hoagland, 

2004, p.81) 

 The Eastern Pillar: The United States Academy at West Point. The idealized notion of 

an Arcadian world founds its place in the United States Military Academy at West Point. Many 

images of the romanticized and idyllic world of the river and academy perched on the hill 

overlooking the lush landscape pervaded American aesthetics and social ideals. The ideological 

significance of West Point for the government, for the prevailing ideology of the day was its 

ability to transmit this encoded belief system into the landscape through garrisoned forts. The 

officers were being prepared not only to understand elements of war, but also to represent the 

best of the new American, western civilization as it ascended. Art and language echo images of 

Eden, the Arcadian wish of civility, control, order and knowledge based on understanding of the 

classical “old world” values.  These were in good part imagined, as was the village green. Both 

existed metaphorically and were used in political rhetoric. It was a singular view of the western 

world as superior, rising above all other cultures and peoples, to represent, for the world to see 

and revere – a beacon of light, a city on the hill. 
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Figure 5. The Plain at West Point, 1828 engraved from a painting by George Catlin. “West Point 
in the Making of America: Engineering, Exploration, and War. 1802–1918” Retrieved from 
http://americanhistory.si.edu/exhibitions/west-point-making-america-1802–1918 
 

 The images in the painting (see Figure 5) of West Point reveal the ways in which 

Americans wished to think about this idyllic and symbolic place. This world of West Point 

captured the imaginations of Americans looking for security, a national identity, a belief that this 

world in which they lived was creating a new way of life and achieving more than any other 

culture ever had imagined. 

Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 1846. The established culture, the national identity, made an 

abrupt change along the banks of the Missouri River with construction of Fort Leavenworth in 

1846. Perched on the edge of the frontier 25 years after the establishment of West Point, 

Leavenworth was the first in a series of Army forts that created a pattern of settlement into the 

western frontier. It and the river divided the settled and civilized east from everything to the 

west. (See Figure 6.) 
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Leavenworth was not a settlement fort, but was established for its geographical position 

in the center of the country’s western “border.” Troops garrisoned inside its walls escorted 

freighters and settlers along the Santa Fe and Oregon trails. They protected railroad construction 

crews and waged several years of war against the Plains Indians, whose resistance made 

protection necessary. Beginning a basic pattern of military built environment for installations in 

the west, Leavenworth consisted of officers' quarters, soldiers' barracks, stables, military 

storehouses, and headquarters buildings arranged around a parade ground. For three decades 

prior to the Civil War, the location of Fort Leavenworth made it a key frontier post and 

transportation Mecca. The firm of Russell, Majors, and Waddell, which, beginning in 1854, took 

over the transportation of supplies to all Army posts west of the Missouri, maintained its 

headquarters nearby. (Hughes, 2000) 

Beyond Leavenworth, beyond the established civilization, Army forts were established in 

a pattern of settlement that was repeated across the western frontier. An image of western forts 

(Figure 6) shows the change in fort design form from eastern to western, into this new 

configuration of fort design. The plan was built across the far frontier in a surprisingly consistent 

manner.  The rectangular framing of building sites remains open to the spaces and landscapes 

beyond them. The design is put into place in the same form and layout of the New England 

Village green. This western fort settlement pattern imitates the village green model. 

/ 
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Figure 6. Fort Leavenworth, 1867, photo by Alexander Gardner 
Retrieved from http://www.legendsofamerica.com/ks-fortleavenworth3.html 

 

 Fort Larned, Kansas, 1856. Further west from Leavenworth, along the Santa Fe Trail but 

still in Kansas, Fort Larned was established as the "Camp on Pawnee Fork" in 1859. The next 

year the name was changed to Camp Alert and then Fort Larned. It was designed to provide 

protection to travelers on the trail and for the distribution of annuities for the various Indian 

tribes who had reached treaty agreements with the U. S. government. As a principal guardian of 

the Santa Fe Trail, Fort Larned provided military escort for wagon trains, stagecoaches, and 

travelers from 1859 to 1878. 
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Figure 7. Ariel view of Fort Larned, exhibiting the classic form of the New England village fort 
settlement pattern of open plans, center parade ground. Retrieved from 
http://www.santafetrailks.com/images/Aerial-Fort-Larned-NHS.jpg 
 
 
 Fort Larned’s Village Green form presented an unusual twist of circumstances for both 

government and Indian people. The fort (shown in Figure 7) that was established to keep Indians 

away from white pioneers on the Santa Fe Trail became a gathering place where large numbers 

of Indians came to collect their annuities. 

 Fort Laramie, Wyoming, 1834. Fort Laramie was originally established as a private fur-

trading fort in 1834. Shown in an 1863 painting (see Figure 8) the juxtapositions of the open plan 

building structures are evident. The photograph in 1889 (see Figure 9) shows how the fort is 

situated in eastern Wyoming where the companies stationed there witnessed America’s western 

expansion and Indian resistance to encroachment on their territories. 
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Figure 8. Fort Laramie in 1863. Note "Old Bedlam" to the right of the flagpole 
From a sketch in the University of Wyoming Archives by Bugler C. Moellman, Volunteer 
Cavalry 
 
 
 The presence of Eastern culture was evident at the fort. When considering social life at 

the post, young Caspar Collins wrote to his mother: "They make the soldiers wear white gloves 

at this post, and they cut around very fashionably. A good many of the regulars are married and 

have their wives and families with them." He also indicated that they had a circulating library, a 

band, amateur theatricals, and an occasional ball. Retrieved from 

(http://www.cr.nps.gov/history/online_books/hh/20/hh20l.htm)  
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Figure 9. Illustration of Fort Laramie in 1889 by Houghton [A-13 (129)] 
Retrieved from http://archive.cyark.org/illustration-of-fort-laramie-in-1889-by-houghton-a-
13129-media 
 

 Fort Bridger, Wyoming, 1858. The Army built Fort Bridger, also in the New England 

Village green form, in 1858 as a base for troops whose later jobs included protecting laborers on 

the transcontinental railroad, miners for gold and Shoshone Indians near the fort. Its construction 

followed the standard form: officers' quarters positioned along one side of a large parade ground, 

barracks on two other sides, and storehouses on the fourth side. In the stark geography of 

Wyoming, the open style of the fort layout and the design of the buildings appeared in oddly 

different. And that contrast had a marked impact to someone who had made an arduous journey 

through hostile territory to get there, such as Lodisa Frizzell. An early woodcut of Fort Bridger 

(see Figure 10) may have been what was seen by Lodisa, an emigrant who arrived at Fort 

Laramie in 1852 and wrote: "It looks like a rose in the wilderness" – not the description one 

might expect of an outpost of the U.S. Army. Quoted in LeRoy R. Hafen and Francis Marion 
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Young, Fort Laramie and the Pageant of the West, 1834-1890 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska 

Press, 1938), p. 198. (Hoagland, 1991, p. 223).  

 The strength of the cultural associations of the New England Village green plan and 

visual symbolism of the familiar “place” of home also shows in Colonel Brackett's comparison 

of Fort Bridger to "a beautiful village.” He commented, "Trees have been planted in and about 

the fort, and it looks like a beautiful village, fairly embowered." The association of trees with 

villages was particularly understandable given the general tirelessness of the surrounding 

country; trees reminded these military families of communities back home, and the absence of 

trees was the starkest reminder that they were not in the East any more. Figure 11 shows a winter 

scene, but the fort shape is evident in the overview. (Hoagland, 2002, p. 230). 

[http://www.wyohistory.org/encyclopedia/fort-bridger]  

 
Figure 10. Fort Bridger, 1873, woodcut, N.Y. Daily Graphic, June 16, 1873 
Image showing the early base for http://www.wyomingtalesandtrails.com/bridger.html 
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Figure 11. Fort Bridger, Wyo., 1889. (Wyoming State Archives, Division of Cultural Resources, 
Cheyenne) 

 

 In the Northwest, Fort Vancouver, 1849. The progression of frontier forts finally 

reached the Pacific Northwest when an arduous six-month march from Fort Leavenworth by 

Army foot soldiers and mounted riflemen finally reached the banks of the Columbia River just as 

the Oregon Territory came into governmental existence. First situated at the old Hudson’s Bay 

Company trading post by the same name, Fort Vancouver after an intrepid British sailing captain 

and explorer, the U.S. Army installation was the staging point and overall command post for the 

reservation forts in Oregon and for military action throughout Oregon and Washington. 

 Fort Vancouver (see Figure 12) – also known as Columbia Barracks (1850-1853), Fort 

Vancouver (1853-1879), and finally Vancouver Barracks (1879 to present) – was the United 

States’ first military installation in the Pacific Northwest. Keeping with the settlement pattern of 
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siting forts on higher ground, the fort eventually was built on a ridge above the Columbia River. 

It served as a major headquarters and supply depot during the Civil War and Indian War eras. 

And roughly 70 officers who were stationed at the fort at one time or another later attained the 

rank of general, among them Ulysses S. Grant, eventually the president of the United States. 

(Settle, 1940). 

 

Figure 12. Fort Vancouver, 1855, Covington illustration. Illustration of Fort Vancouver and its 
environs in 1855.  “Fort Vancouver Cultural Landscape Report, III. Fort Vancouver:  Transition, 
1847-1860.” http://www.nps.gov/history/history/online_books/fova/clrt.htm 
 

 Forts Hoskins and Yamhill, 1856. Once recognized within the pattern in the Western 

Fort Settlements, it is clear, with Fort Yamhill and Fort Hoskins, two of the three reservation 

forts in Oregon (the third is Umpqua, on the south-central Oregon coast) that we can look closer 

for larger purpose. Eastern cultural ideology dictated, through the desire to showcase the 
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“civilized” world to the “savage” Indian and the ignorant settler through the Army’s built 

environment.  Maps of the two I discuss, Hoskins (see Figure 13) and Yamhill (see Figure 14), 

display an open configuration without fortification, battlements or enclosed fencing. They appear 

as rectangular “village green” examples of the comfortable and civilized civilian life society 

wished to project on the frontier. Through a government military fort setting.  

 

 
Figure 13. Map Fort Hoskins Plan, 1864        Figure 14. Map Fort Yamhill 1964 
Chase’s 1864 Plat Map                                      The Gardner Map of 1858 (National Archives) 
for Hoskins, (Brauner, 2006)                         (Adams, W. 1991). 

 

 

The Built Environment of Fort Hoskins and Fort Yamhill 

 The presence of two extant Commanding officer’s houses and the two men who occupied 

them offers a unique opportunity to examine both with a fine microscopic lens. The use of space 
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within any institutionalized system, but particularly one as structured and hierarchical as the U.S. 

Army, enables examination of the military system itself. The spaces and the layouts are a 

microcosm of the ways in which these two Commanding Officers thought and how they 

constructed their most personal worlds to reflect and demonstrate this personae. 

 Beginning with the larger scale, the full configuration of the Forts sites (see Figures 15 

and 16), the Commander’s Houses clearly sit within an open setting of buildings. These built 

structures have two social and rank hierarchies which are lined up in built structures on each side 

of the parade ground, which scholar Alison Hoagland (1999) was the first to suggest similarity to 

the village green.   

 Officer’s Row flanks one side, with its larger structures, more imposing in authority. The 

enlisted men’s barracks sit opposite, the difference in rank obvious, intentional, and symbolic of 

the constant presence of hierarchy in the U.S. Army. The open green space is the central parade 

ground. This space is used for ceremonial events, for display of military drills, marches, parades 

and public ceremony, involving discipline, and conformity. It is the central point of the ritual and 

protocol built into army culture. 

 Around this, as in the New England village setting almost a though on a street, sits 

Officer’s Row with fences, landscaping, gardens with flowers, and front walkways, some 

wooden, some gravel. On the opposite side of the parade ground are the enlisted men’s quarters, 

the barracks. This is generally a large rectangular structure, housing the companies of soldiers 

garrisoning the fort. Figures 15 and 16 show the juxtapositions of buildings and the open spaces 

between the built structures all around the parade ground. 
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 The officer’s houses were built with higher quality materials, better designs, and larger 

size. The officers’ built environment also provided them the capability for constant visual 

surveillance and supervision of their men’s activities. The enlisted men were as aware of this as 

were the officers. The sheer visual presence of Officer’s Row, stated in space and form, their 

dominance, authority, and superior status and rank, spatially and psychologically, the clear and 

present hierarchy of military culture and command. (Adams, K. 2009) 

 Elsewhere around the village green parade ground were the adjutant’s office and prison. 

The flagpole was close by representing -- quite literally with its high-flying flag – the military 

and the larger legal authority of the federal government.  The mess hall, kitchen, bakery, sutler’s 

store, blacksmith shop, carpenter’s shop, root cellars, storehouses, laundresses houses, and any 

larger fort garden or farming concern of the company was beyond this center arrangement. The 

laundresses and their washing equipment, storage of food stuffs, and cleaning supplies were 

removed visually from the immediate sightlines of the Officer’s Houses.  
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Figure 15. Fort Hoskins based on E.Y. Chase 1964 Plat. Red Arrow point to the Commander’s 
House. Reprinted from “The Commander’s House Assessment Report” Historic Preservation 
Northwest Pinyerd, D., Arnold, J & Niederer, B. 2013.  
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Figure 16. Fort Yamhill. The Davidson Map of 1964 (National Archives) 
 

 In the configuration of both forts, each Officer’s Row is located on some form of a ridge. 

At Yamhill it is above the fort, visible to the fort residents, of any rank or function and visible to 

any who came up the road to gain entry to the fort. At Hoskins, Officer’s Row is also on a ridge, 

but at this site, Augur commander ordered that the earth be carved out prior to building, bringing 

the hillside down to a more flattened space to accommodate a flat parade ground, and the 

Officer’s Houses were located on the “ridge” side at the edge of the parade ground, also giving 

views to the lower road. (The siting of Augur’s house will be discussed following Lt. Sheridan’s 

house.) 
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Fort Yamhill and the Commander’s House 

 Fort Yamhill has been described, in reports over the years, as follows: “The buildings of 

the post were described as being whitewashed, in the ‘cottage’ style with vertical board and 

batten siding, and peaked roofs with overhanging eaves. Foundations were made of stones, and 

chimneys were made with locally made bricks.” (Adams, W., 1991, p 68). 

 In the spring of 2003, Oregon Parks and Recreation Department contracted with Gregg 

Olson, historic architect, and Professor Philip Dole of the University of Oregon to conduct an 

architectural investigation to review of archival materials, analysis of site conditions, and 

knowledge of building materials and methods for the 1850s, the significance of the commander’s 

house and its relation to Fort Yamhill. 

(http://www.oregonstateparks.org/images/pdf/fort_yamhill.pdf   interpretive report n/d)  
 
 How the Commander’s House became known goes back to a farmhouse located on the 

department’s fort property, a structure known in the 1930s as the Harrington House. OPRD has 

conducted an architectural investigation and determined that initially this structure was an 

original fort structure: an officers’ quarter, which had undergone major alterations during the 

twentieth century. It was moved to its current location before 1915, the year identified as “about 

1874” by James Wooden, the son of the attributed joiner, James Wooden. The marks on the 

remaining vertical boards revealed the building’s military history. Other internal architectural 

features all point to the building’s military function, including a fireplace position that is 

consistent with Officer’s Quarters floor plans (OPRD report) Fort Yamhill Draft Master Plan 

2707/29/2004.  
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 Directing construction of the Yamhill house was 2nd Lieutenant, fourth regiment infantry, 

Philip Henry Sheridan (see Figure 17), who served at Fort Yamhill and Fort Hoskins in Benton 

County from 1856-1861.  

 

Figure 17. Brevet Second Lieutenant Philip Sheridan, as he was at Fort Yamhill. 
(Library of Congress) 
 
 Sheridan was a single man and built all of his officer’s houses for single men. The floor 

plans show a space for a formal parlor or front office, with a double fireplace and two hearths, 

one in the parlor and one in Lt. Sheridan’s bedroom. Both spaces are set off a long and wide hall 

that runs from the front door straight back to the backdoor. This door opens to the kitchen and 
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porch spaces. Each room has a door onto this hallway, and into the other room, so there are two 

entrances or exits to each space. The back door has a transom, possible for visual show and 

possibly to let natural light into the interior space, although the only place it would fall would be 

the unoccupied hallway. 

 The front porch is covered, with Greek revival posts and roofline that provides visual 

privacy to the occupant until the visitor is quite close to the door. The front door has double side 

lites that run the full height of the paneled door and a paned transom above. This is an elaborate 

entrance for a fort site in the hills in rural Oregon. It was meant to be just that. It was the first 

impression that a visitor received, one enlisted man looked at daily. 

 Inside, the parlor had large paned double hung windows running across the length of the 

porch and the façade of the house. The most unusual feature of this house is the full bay window, 

which is positioned precisely where Lt. Sheridan could stand, in any weather, day or night, and 

see the gate to the fort – to the entrance to his area of command. This bay has three full sets of 

paned windows, making it strategic. Sheridan could view the coming and going of any traffic to 

or from the fort, through the gate, as well as watch the entire fort site from the bay. 

 Architectural History of the Commander’s House 

 In 2003, when OPRD first sought to investigated the structure of the Commander’s 

House was Olson and Dole thought the bay might be a later, modern addition to the original 

structure (Dole, 2004), a bay being more of an eastern conceit in architectural design, not suited 

aesthetically. However, archaeological excavation determined that this bay was indeed an 

original feature of the house, built as Phil Sheridan had intended, for precisely the reasons stated 
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above. (D. Brauner, personal communication, August 12, 2014).  This vantage gave Sheridan the 

elevated physical position on the fort site, literally, and increased the status of his offices, and 

most importantly, of his own position, authority, and rank.  

 While the early maps show plans for five officer’s houses and one surgeon’s house, it 

appears in the historic record that not all the houses were built, or completed. House 02 and 04 

were used as “way-stations,” rest stops for officers, some with families, who were waiting for 

their quarters to be readied and for visiting officers while traveling through the region. However, 

the display of multiple structures for officers across the top of the ridge was an impressive show 

of authority and power and status for Lt. Sheridan. (Adams, W. (Ed). 1991). 

 Alterations at the Commander’s House  

 When Sheridan finally received command of Fort Yamhill (in 1858, the first commander 

of the fort, who directed Sheridan to build the officer’s house, was Lt. William Hazen) 

Sheridan’s first act was to widen the doorways, all of the exterior and interior doorways in the 

Commander’s House, in addition to adding the bay and its window. However, the bay window is 

not Greek revival, but owes more to the emerging and increasingly popular Gothic Revival 

stylistic designs of A.J. Downing and others, with ubiquitous plan books and designs for cottages 

and residences in the country. In Downing’s manner of thinking, with his focus on feeling, 

romanticized spaces and shapes, this fort Commander’s House could be seen as a cottage in the 

forest, which would have appealed to his (Downing’s) sensibilities, despite the rugged terrain. In 

discussing Downing’s designs, Loth and Sadler in The Only Proper Style: Gothic Architecture in 

America, (1975) wrote about Downing’s house plans, the Far Western frontier and social 

appetites in the mid-nineteenth century:  
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 Its [the house design] irregular plan, the vergeboards and pointed windows would fit 

comfortably in a New York State village. Settlers and fortune seekers in the fast-growing Golden 

State were eager to spend their wealth on the latest fashions but in their homes they wished also 

to recall the East they had left behind.” The Gothic cottage, satisfying both requirements, soon 

came a familiar sight, in fact the demand exceeded the available supply of local builders, and a 

number of these houses were prefabricated on the Atlantic coat and shipped round the Horn to 

California.” (Loth and Sadler, p. 101) 

 Downing favored asymmetry, surprise and irregular outline. Sheridan’s design elements 

would have played nicely in his vocabulary of the Carpenter Gothic Design. The bay, the 

asymmetrical front door with its fine quality side lites and transom, the oddly wide hallway 

leading to backdoor also with an unexpected transom of paned glass with mullions would link to 

architectural elements in Downing’s ideas of the domestic structure and the pleasure of the 

unexpected in the designed interior. Downing would have probably approved Sheridan’s wider 

doors (although not for the same reasons) as it offered a different, unexpected element of surprise 

when entering the space.  

 My unexpected observation of the Commander’s House at Fort Yamhill was to note the 

Gothic Revival elements not present in Fort Hoskins Commander’s House. There are elements 

that speak to the newer Gothic Revival styles than the clearly traditional Greek Revival design of 

the Fort Hoskins Commander’s House. The “fanciness” of the smaller but with a far more 

elaborately detailed interior space house that Lt. Sheridan built surpasses in size of hallway, 

thickness and finish of door and window surrounds that of the Fort Hoskins Commander’s 

House. 
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 They were built for different officers, with different personal goals. When returned to 

Officer’s Row, the porch will face down the hillside; the bay will be on the left, or north side of 

the house, with views down to the valley. This is what the house would have looked like, on 

officers’ row at the top of the hill, (see Figure 18) with five or six other houses, whitewashed and 

sheltered front porches. The officers could sit on officer’s row and watch the rest of the fort’s 

activities from their front porches. 

Figure 18. View of the Commanding Officer’s House at Fort Yamhill showing the bay window 

common during this era in the East and the wide front porch with paneled porch. (Photograph by 

Matt Heurter, courtesy of the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department).  
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 The Fort Yamhill Commander’s House shows architectural front view of the first 

officer’s house. The bay is on the left, and was sited on the hill to have full view of the parade 

grounds, the whole of the lower fort and most importantly, the gate to the fort, which was the 

only access in an out. Sheridan could see, at any time, any kind of weather, what the activity was 

below. These were interior detailing and visual details that were found in expensive domestic 

structures during this era in the East, certainly not at a western Frontier Fort.  Figures 21 and 22 

show interior views of this same bay window. 

 As seen in Figure 19, the Front Hall shows the full run of house, bedroom and parlor to 

right. There are side lites and transom in the front door. The height of the ceiling and width of 

the hall span are significant. Sheridan had the doorways widened when he took command of the 

post following Hazen’s command. Figure 20 shows the floor plan spatial arrangements as they 

were when Sheridan lived in the house. (OSPR). 

 
Figure 19. Fort Yamhill Commander’s House Interior Hall showing front door side lites and 
transom in the extra-wide hallway that extends the length of the house. 
(Photograph courtesy of Oregon Parks and Recreation Department) 
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Figure 20. Fort Yamhill Commander’s House Floor plans (Courtesy of the Oregon State Historic 
Preservation Office) 
 

 
Figure 21. Fort Yamhill, Original Bay Window in Parlor (courtesy Aciform. Portland OR) 
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Figure 22. Fort Yamhill, Bay window during restoration. Door to right leads to bedroom. 
(Photograph courtesy Matt Heuber, OSPR)  
 

 
Figure 23. Fort Yamhill, Interior view of Parlor windows looking onto the porch. Note the 
pediment architectural detail above the windows and the large window surrounds. 
(Photograph courtesy of Arciform, Portland OR) 
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Figure 24. Fort Yamhill Commander’s House Bedroom windows 
Elaborate wood surrounds for the six-over six double set of windows. 
(Photograph courtesy of OPRD) 
 
 Figure 24 shows the elaborate window surrounds and architectural detailing in the 

pediment shape above the window, with additional trim surrounding the pediment and sides of 

the windows. The trim work, the fine millwork of the door and window surrounds, with their 

large pedimented ornamentation sitting atop the doors and windows is unusual for a smaller 

house on an army post in the 1850s. Figures 23 and 24 show these details in mill work. The 

wood is wider and thicker than would be required for simple finish work within the interior even 

of an officer’s house. Even the baseboards are of very wide planed wood. These pediments are 

classical-revival decorative elements, found in the Greek revival style of architecture still present 

in American building. The views in Figures 25 and 26 show the changes from earlier 
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morphology in the Commander’s House, which was remodeled and occupied as a farmhouse for 

many years.  

 
Figure 25. Fort Yamhill Commanding Officer’s House, Façade and bay window on the left 
(Courtesy of Oregon Parks and Recreation Department) 
 

 
Figure 26. Fort Yamhill, early photograph view of the significantly altered Commander’s House 
as a farmhouse for many years. http://djcoregon.com/files/2010/10/untitled-1.jpg 
 

The Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins 
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 Captain Christopher C. Augur (see Figure 27) built his officer’s houses, including his 

own, for officers with families. While Captain Augur was unavailable due to illness, he attached 

Lt. Sheridan to his command and instructed him to find a site for the middle Coast Reservation 

fort site. When the site was located and agreed upon. Lt. Sheridan, as junior officer, received 

instructions from Augur to start construction of the fort, including the Commander’s House. 

(Bowyer, 1992). 

 While Lt. Sheridan made the arrangements with the local “mechanics” [builders, 

carpenters] Captain Augur was giving him clear instruction as to what should be built, where, 

and how. The fort site construction was of Augur’s conception as was the design and 

specifications for the Commanding Officers Quarters. Preston Onstad, historian on Fort Hoskins, 

is quoted, “There is no reason to believe that anyone but Captain Augur had anything to do with 

planning and building Fort Hoskins.” (Brauner, 2006, p.48). 
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Figure 27. Captain Christopher C. Augur. Courtesy of the National Archives 
Retrieved from http://www.arlingtoncemetery.net/ccaugur.htm 

 Siting and Sightlines 

 The fort layout has been discussed earlier in this section, and the Commander’s House is 

the real focus. Captain Augur required a house with a style to suit, his wife, Jane Arnold Augur, 

who had the couple’s five children in mind. Capt. Augur wanted adequate space to house his 

growing family. He sited all of Officers Row on the edge of the ridge (see Figure 28), with his 

house on the southwestern side, so the sightlines from his interior windows and his back porch 

would face the only travel route to and from the Coast Reservation. This was a military strategy: 

in his knowledge he needed eyes on the moving inhabitants of the region he was to manage. As I 

reviewed the geographic options for siting the house on the fort, there is no better singular 

position from which to see both the fort and landscape and road beyond than this particular site.  
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  Augur designed four porches into his house, including a second story front porch for 

military and private accommodation. The façade, the front porch system, with the upper floor 

akin to a balcony, almost a “viewing balcony” for dress review or drills as it faced the parade 

ground. The architectural elements and the size of this sericulture intended to convey the scale of 

his authority. The sheer volume of the house, its scale and height was the largest single dwelling 

on the post.  

 
Figure 28. Fort Hoskins Commanders House on the ridge of Officer’s Row. (Photograph, Phil 
Hays) 
 

 The enlisted men across the parade ground saw this, and knew that Augur could take in 

the entire fort, all its activities, while being partially hidden at the edge of the steep and long 

gable of the roof and the inset porch recess. He could either watch somewhat cloaked from the 

company’s view or he could stand directly out front on his porch and be certain he was noticed. 

He may well have invited guests to sit on the balcony, enjoying a drink or light meal and watch 
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the troops on the parade ground. Both options show me the strategic way in which his mind was 

working, even in designing his domestic quarters. 

 The third element of this second story front porch was its acoustic properties. The captain 

was able to stand on his porch and hear conversations, noise, far beyond the normal range, as the 

porch and the eves acted as a giant “ear.” One’s hearing is enhanced while on the porch. The 

physics of this acoustical magic are beyond the scope of this research, but his was replicated 

several times by Dr. Brauner at differing distances from the house, with one person on the porch 

and one on the ground, past where he adjutant’s house was, the voice could still be heard.  

 Aside from the strategic approach of these designed components, the two porches on the 

front of his house added to his status, added to the volume the house seemed to occupy in space, 

as the cornerstone structure on Officer’s Row. Captain Auger had more space than anyone else 

on the post. He had a full lower level porch, with a covered protection from the upper porch 

deck, with railing and columns. This full-length porch also provided Captain Augur visual 

privacy in his quarters. Even though the front windows look out onto the parade ground (and the 

house was sited to do so), he can retain some anonymity with the porch blocking the view into 

his house, but not blocking his view out. This was a formal façade to the structure. The massive 

space adds to the impression of size, of importance and hence, of status, authority, rank. 

 Perhaps Captain Augur utilized a long-standing practice in military tradition, reminiscent 

of British and American Colonial empire protocols in India and the West Indies, warm climates, 

where the traditional balcony was part of every house, and was frequently employed for viewing 

the troops. He may have used this the porch as a balcony, holding social and official viewings of 
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the troops offering a ritual social opportunity to invite other officers or visitors to sit and watch 

the maneuvers on the ground. (Visser, 2011). 

 In a 1959 local article about what was then known as the Condron House, [now known to 

be the Commander’s House] there is a description of the upper level porch stating “The balcony 

on Condron house was obviously intended for a reviewing stand and has seating capacity for a 

small group. Overall dimensions of the original part of the house are approximately 25 by 40 

feet” (Maxwell, Ben. “Group Seeks Hoskins House.” Salem: Capital Journal, Salem 5.1.1959) 

Strategy combined with a sense of designed space assisted Augur in utilizing the space he had 

for absolute maximum control over the post and the road to the coast. This was his charge when 

assigned establishment of the fort in Oregon. He could see – and hear -- from anywhere he was 

in the house.  

 The most private space available out of view of anyone outside his family, was private, 

family side of the back porch/kitchen wing.  

  Kitchen “Ell”  

 This wing had on one side the kitchen and the kitchen porch with access to the side and 

private backyard. This served to access the kitchen and then, through another door, into the 

interior of house. Servants used this entrance, as probably did his children when going to play in 

the yard.  This side of the porch faced his 2nd Lieutenant’s house. On the other side of the 

kitchen, the side away from the other houses on Office’s Row, the side farthest from view of the 

rest of the fort, was another small private family porch. This porch served two functions: one, it 

provided a private, out-of-view space, outside, where the family members, or just Captain and 
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Lady Augur, could enjoy a moment of private time and conversation without public or household 

attending their meeting; and two and more importantly, in terms of strategic siting, Captain 

Augur knew the sightlines would afford him immediate visual control over the valley below and 

the only road between the coast reservation and the interior valley. He could see any movement, 

any travel activity on the road to the Coast Reservation or from it into the Valley. Past the Old 

Luckiamute Road, the Captain could view the fort farm, further on, the Indian land that had been 

a traditional food gathering area. He designed the siting of the house, and the specific designed 

spaces within the house, and the appendages, such as these porches, front and back, all four, on 

the outside of the house to provide him with the strongest, most 360 degree sightlines of the fort 

and of the road he was responsible for at all times. This was a combination of military strategic 

planning and a fine design for a nineteenth century domestic home, with generous spaces for 

domestic life. The interior, and the exterior porches accommodated the mid-nineteenth century 

changes in the needs for specialization of rooms and activities. This was quite a feat, to design 

for two worlds – one military and strategic, one domestic and specific. 

 One of the cultural dictates at West Point was instruction to not only become a superior 

officer in military power and rank, but to also provide a civilized, rational and gentlemanly 

model for one’s men in the field, and for those in the region in which one is posted.  Captain 

Augur managed to do both. His family was important enough to him to be with him at all the fort 

appointments he received.  
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Figure 29. Painting of Fort Hoskins, c.1860. Unknown artist, gift of copy of original painting 
from Newell Augur) (Courtesy of the Benton County Natural Areas and Parks Department) 

 
The Painting of Fort Hoskins, c. 1860 

 
The Painting’s History 

 The painting of Fort Hoskins (Figure 29) may have been commissioned by and given to 

Captain Augur by his company as a parting gift – customary in garrisons if the departing officer 

was popular or favored by his enlisted men – when Augur was reassigned to the East in 1861 at 

the start of the Civil War. (D. Brauner, P. Hays, personal communication, September 30, 2014). 

Both the painter and the exact date are unknown, but the painting most certainly depicts Fort 

Hoskins as seen in Figure 28. The foreshortened view is to the south, looking across the wooded 

Luckiamute Valley toward a prominent hill. The three Officers’ Houses are in the back center, 
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below the wooded hill and behind the flag pole and white fence. The gate in the left foreground 

controlled the route in and out of the Coast Indian Reservation. 

 This singular picture of Fort Hoskins has answered many questions for archaeologist Dr. 

David Brauner, and other historians who have researched the fort site for years, searching, 

without luck, for some pictorial image of the original fort. Brauner’s comment upon receiving a 

copy of the original painting was “there is no doubt this is authentic.”  

 How the Commander’s House was “Discovered” 

 The discovery of the real subject of this painting occurred in a roundabout manner. Dr. 

Newel Augur, of Portland Maine is the great-grandson of Captain C.C. Augur, the first 

Commanding officer of Fort Hoskins. While visiting family at Fort Lewis, Washington, in 2009, 

he made a side trip to Fort Hoskins to take in the family namesake. As he walked through the 

park and read the interpretive signs, he noticed, as he later recalled “My great-grandfather’s 

name was misspelled, it had an “e” instead of the “u”, which isn’t an uncommon error, as it is the 

English spelling.” (N. Augur, personal communication, September 10, 2012).  

 However, nothing was done about this correction until Dr. Augur was in Arizona at a 

niece’s wedding the following year. In his brother’s house was a painting that had been in the 

family for generations, and had long assumed to be a picture of Fort Lewis. But remembering his 

recent trip to Fort Hoskins, Dr. Augur realized that this painting was probably of Fort Hoskins, 

not Fort Lewis. He contacted the Benton County officials about the error and asked that it be 

corrected. The Park officials contacted Dr. Brauner who is the resident expert on Fort Hoskins, 

who agreed with Dr. Augur, that the spelling was indeed incorrect, probably due to the 

technology of spell-check during the graphic designer’s preparation of the text for the signs. (D. 
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Brauner, personal communication May 7, 2012). Dr. Augur wished the errors corrected, 

involving several signs at the park, and offered to compensate this cost with a surprise copy of a 

family heirloom, a painting of Fort Hoskins. (G. McAdams, personal communication, October 7, 

2012, October). The signs were corrected and the painting arrived. Dr. Brauner commented in a 

newspaper interview “We hoped sooner or later we’d see an image of at least one of the 

buildings at Fort Hoskins, but I’d kind of given up. When this painting arrived, it was like a giant 

breath of fresh air” (Hall, B. (2011, February 20). Portrait of the past. Corvallis Gazette-Times. 

Retrieved from http://www.gazettetimes.com/news/local/portrait-of-the-past/article_09255301-

8deb-5864-88d8-ecfc7506712f.html). 

 After the fort was decommissioned in 1865, the structures were auctioned off along with 

everything else left when the volunteers were marshaled out, and the local lore held that one 

house in Pedee, only eight miles away, was one of the original fort houses, maybe an officer’s 

house. Based on the painting’s depiction of the Officer’s houses, Dr. Brauner had no doubt as to 

the authenticity of the house on Peedee road, which had been used as a farmhouse for years. (D. 

Brauner, 2013, August 20. Personal communication). The painting verified the long discussed 

theory of the “house on Peedee road.”  The house was purchased from the owners for $1.00 and 

moved (for a much larger sum) back to its original foundation on the Fort site in 2013.  

 Newell Augur reflected that his own link to this landscape in Oregon was registered when 

he stood on the site of the original house and considered “That’s where my grandfather was 

born.” Indeed, one of two children born to Captain and Mrs. Augur during their occupation at the 

Commander’s House was Walter Wheaton Augur. He arrived on February 5, 1858; Newell 

Augur’s grandfather. Over a hundred and fifty years later, the grandson stood in the very place 
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his ancestor was born and noted the links in history across time and place. His reflection speaks 

for many “It seems we are all tied together, in the end.” (Hall, B. (2011, February 20). Portrait of 

the past. Corvallis Gazette-Times. Retrieved from 

http://www.gazettetimes.com/news/local/portrait-of-the-past/article_09255301-8deb-5864-88d8-

ecfc7506712f.html).  
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Chapter V 

NARRATIVE OF THE COMMANDER’S HOUSE 

 

The Nineteenth Century Domestic World in the House 

 The nineteenth century interior shifted focus. The previous acceptance of mixed gendered 

space; often many activities of the household and work comingled within the domestic space. 

The nineteenth century attitude towards this same interior space changed. The old understanding 

of psychic and physical space created a new dynamic within the domestic interior. The function 

of space, its use and purpose became codified arrangements; hierarchical separation of activity, 

gender and movement through space were altered. The division of spheres supplied an 

acceptable kind of social distinction. Sex, not class, was the basic category. On that basis an 

order consistent with democratic culture could be maintained. Because it included all “women 

and was encoded with social and political meaning, the domestic vocation gained enormous 

persuasive strength” (Cott, 1977, pp. 98-99).   

 The doors, entrances, exits and the transitional spaces between them became an 

increasingly significant part of creating a language of new behaviors within the interior space. 

New rooms were welcomed, for entirely new purposes, such as playing music, or art, or reading, 

or handiwork. If the family’s economic status could not support entire rooms, then parts of 

rooms were designated for writing, for a small library, for the incorporation of new identities by 

activity inside the home (Cott, 1977, pp. 98-99).   

 Spaces were no longer communal or shared by all members of the household, but were 

segregated according to a number of classifications, gender, class, age and race. Rooms acquired 
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a gender assignment; the dining room became “masculine” in its representation of worldly 

discourse and symbolic display of power. The patriarch presiding over the guests and the meal 

gave authority to his position in the family, in the community and in his own eyes. His wife 

negotiated authority through her full responsibility for children, decoration and management of 

the home.  

 As identity, class and gender have to be performed, to be made “real” over and over 

again, each performance depends heavily on the “props” provided by the culturally constituted 

material world. The material culture offers a look into the conventions of gender identity as the 

artifacts “hold” cultural categories, which can be located, silently present yet available for 

reference when needed (Grier, 1998). In The World of Goods (1976), Douglass and Isherwood 

discuss the anthropology of consumption within the domestic space as involving a complex set 

of codes and rules for viewer and owner of these household goods. The scholars assure that these 

are “assembled together in ownership make physical, visible statements about the hierarchy of 

values to which their chooser subscribes. Goods can be cherished or judged inappropriate, 

discarded and replaced.” They go on to suggest that we must learn as when examining these 

settings to consider the goods “constitute and intelligible universe we will never know how to 

resolve the contradictions…in the protracted dialogue about value that is embedded in 

consumption, goods in their assemblage present a set of meanings more or less coherent, more or 

less intentional. They are read by those who know the code and scan them for information.” 

(p15). 

The parlor, in a civilian home, was a formal space as well as considered a woman’s 

domain. The “cult of domesticity” forwarded the ideology that women were the heart and 
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spiritual center of the home, keeping the remainder of the family inoculated from the threats and 

seductions of the marketplace, the urban boundaries, and the outside. In the United States Army, 

the military sphere took form in the parlor in particular. In civilian life, the parlor was the 

woman’s territory exclusively. In an officer’s world, the parlor was his seat of authority and 

status within the fort system and the larger military hierarchy in general.  

The Commanding officer held the highest rank at a fort site, and the greatest social and 

personal privileges were accorded this rank. This parlor was his symbolic and bureaucratic 

centerpiece. In the U.S. Army hierarchy, the parlor belonged to the Army as well as to the 

Commanding officer himself. This dual symbolism wound throughout the domestic quarters for 

US Army Officers and their wives. The balance between the need for the officer’s wives to enact 

their proscribed domestic roles, such as creating a parlor with the requisite activity foci, with the 

correct furnishing and decorated spaces was in balance the need to for functional and symbolic 

military presence within the house. There was not, however, tension over this division and 

shared presence, as the military was home to both the officer and his family. His wife was part of 

his world, and the military was also her self-definition.  

As Daphne Spain has noted in Gendered Spaces that the spatial structure of building 

embodies knowledge of social relations, of the taken-for-granted rules that govern relationships 

of individuals to each other and to society. (Spain 1992). 
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Manners and Protocol within the Interior 

 American military officers and their families transported their Eastern culture when posted 

to the Western Frontier.  I contend that the social norms and cultural conventions, indeed the 

political and military mandates, combined with the ideological tenets of American society at mid-

nineteenth century to create, a replication of the established Eastern cultural and ideological 

society and landscape. The fort sites, not just at Fort Hoskins, but elsewhere in the west, were 

designed, first ideologically and strategically, then literally, in drawn plans for the built structure, 

for configuration and siting in the geography, to reproduce and replicate, to model and espouse 

the American European ideal of cultural beliefs.   

 

Officers and Enlisted Men: Stratified Quarters 

 While examining the structure of the built environment at the forts sites, it is clear that the 

officers and enlisted men lived in largely separate quarters, by design. The officers’ cultural and 

social spaces “were designed around the display of upper-class gentility. Officers were regarded 

as gentlemen, and many of them spent exorbitant (and sometimes ruinous) amounts of money 

attempting to live up to this title” (Adams, 2000, p. 9).  

 The amount of space a soldier was entitled to inhabit was based on rank and spelled out in 

official army regulations. Officer’s quarters varied in appearance, exhibiting a deliberate 

hierarchy. High-ranking officers received more rooms, so the size of the units announced the rank 

of their occupants. The assignment of quarters was based on rank, so that when an officer was 
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sent to a new post, he would select the best quarters for which he was qualified (Hoagland, 2001, 

p. 54). 

 Following these cultural forces, the prescriptive behavior of an officer’s wife was as 

intentional and engineered as her husband’s military strategies. It was purposeful and carefully 

framed within both the military hierarchy and social norms of the prevailing culture. The House 

Proper shows us the design, in space, of an upper class, elite officer’s household. This interior 

environment offered a place to situate her upbringing, her ideals, social orientation and the 

negotiation of her gender and class roles. These proscribed normative performances were part of 

the daily living in the mid-nineteenth century.  

 The activities included going “calling” upon other wives or women of the same or higher 

status. Seating arrangements at dinner held symbolic and detailed meanings for those attending as 

did the kinds of foods served. The parlor and the dining room were expected to reflect the 

aesthetic and personal character and qualities desirable in an upper class Victorian home.  “To be 

a fully accepted member of a social class, a person must display the appropriate symbols in their 

speech, mannerisms and material goods” (Fitts, 1999, p. 40). 

 These prescriptive behaviors were essential to the Victorian wife’s understanding of her 

role in the world. The interior space of the Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins was both an 

inhabited and a bounded structure; a psychological reality within which Mrs. Augur, as did all the 

officers’ wives, negotiated their identities. This negotiation, this movement, literally and 

psychically, between walls, spaces, rules and protocols, involved complex codified language 

about social behavior and material culture. In Mrs. Augur’s case, five, six, and then seven 

children involved roles of domestic rootedness. Her vocation was as wife and mother. The social 
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obligations stood, children in tow, or usually with servants. “While reaffirming the importance of 

family sentiment, domesticity ultimately was intended to plant, in the family, social control…that 

seemed necessary in a democratic republic.” (Cott, 1977, p. 64). 

The meanings within the interior space, the organization of material cultures within that 

space, and the specific ways the Lady of the house actually did these things was the vehicle by 

which this series of enactments of role behavior and self- definition took place. For example, 

from the diaries of Mrs. Frances Roe, well-educated in New York, describes how she married a 

West Point officer and was posted to Fort Lyon in Colorado where she notes the efforts the 

officer’s wives give to daily and special occasions.  

 Though officers' wives had to sell their furniture every time they moved to a new post, 

they tried to keep a set of fine dishes and silver serving pieces that could be transported in 

relatively small boxes. .Frances Roe was surprised to find "dainty china and bright silver" setting 

the table of the commanding officer at Fort Lyon. Mrs. Gibbs, known to "[put] on an immense 

amount of style," used her best silver to entertain General Sherman when he visited Fort Harked. 

Elizabeth Burt sent for her china before she set out for the Plains.  Setting a fine table not only 

reaffirmed their upbringing as ladies, but also asserted their rank as wives of commanding 

officers. (Roe on Mrs. Philips, p. 2; Barnitz on Mrs. Gibbs, pp. 15, 108; Burt, pp. 45–46). 

(Frances Roe Letters from An Officer’s Wife, 1888). 

 The interior spaces had tremendous significance and weightiness for Victorians. What 

events or social exchanges happened (or did not happen) within them and with what objects of 

material culture, these events could occur allows research to frame the realities of those lived 

lives of the occupants of the Commander’s House in 1856. How Mrs. Augur used her space and 
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what she did with the material elements that she brought into its rooms tells about her specific 

interests and tastes. This material culture also offers a view of interior space and how that was 

interpreted for gender and class. The space belonged to an elite Eastern family now residing on 

the Far Western Frontier landscape. Grier reminds us “gender is not simply a way of organizing 

the social relationships of men and women but a “primary way of signifying relationships of 

power (Grier in Scott, 1986, 1067). 

 The differentiation of space within houses was new to this era. The intentional and 

elaborately ritualized use of the separate parlors, or for those with larger homes, parlors and even 

additional spaces was encoded with meaning. Prior to the nineteenth century the interior spaces 

even in a large house were considered more communal spaces, gendered towards neither side. 

 The greater the social and economic standing of the individual, the more spaces were 

devoted to specialized activities, either to an entire room, such as a music room or an art room, a 

library or a sewing room. In the Commander’s house there is most definitely spatial 

differentiation in the interior.  

 The importance of social gentility to the U.S. Army culture cannot be overemphasized as 

to its significance in daily life and within the military itself. The life at the fort required certain 

practices for both genders to conform to appropriate genteel behavioral codes. Leisure and its 

centrality to the frontier officers and their families became a marker in its ritual observation 

precisely because they were on a western outpost. Officers and their families, through the 

construction of a formalized “off-duty” leisure culture, would make gentlemanly gentility real, 

replete with class rituals (Adams, 2000).  
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 The attempts to create a cultured world reflected a concern with maintaining cultural links 

with their Eastern roots, so far from the social and intellectual support they had known. “Calling,” 

for example, was an institutionalized ritual. It was a civilian cornerstone of Victorian society for 

women. But in the military, both genders participated. Another component in creating gentility 

and status was being mentioned in what was essentially the military social register, The Army and 

Navy Journal, where officers could track the comings and goings of their peers. One-fourth of the 

Journal’s pages were devoted to “Personal Items,” such as the following: 

 “While still in the East, Lieutenant C. Augur, 2nd U.S. Cavalry, visited friends today at St. 

Paul, early in the week, on his way to join his regiment” (Adams, 2000, p. 80).  

This is the same C. Augur who was the Commander at Fort Hoskins. This short entry in the 

society pages tells his station and us that these rituals were important to the self-image of C. 

Augur himself.   

 Like their affluent civilian compatriots, “officers in the frontier army predicated their 

domesticity upon conspicuous consumption.  Their quarters were a blank slate onto which they 

could project their own vision of domesticity” (Adams, 2000, p. 122). The size and general room 

arrangements of the Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins supports this notion, as it had separate 

spaces for separate activities and three porches surrounding the house, affording both a view of 

the fort site and opportunity for privacy and leisure.  
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Figure 30. Officer’s Row. Detail of Fort Hoskins Painting. The Commander’s House is to far 
left. Reproduction of painting from Dr. Newell Augur 
(Courtesy of Benton Country Natural Areas and Parks Department) 
 
History of the Occupants: Captain and Mrs. Augur 

 Captain and Mrs. Augur arrived in Kings Valley, at the site of Fort Hoskins in 1856.They 

had with them five children.  Colon, the eldest was 9, Jacob Arnold 7, Jane Elizabeth (her 

Mother’s namesake) was 6, John Preston Johnson, 4 and Maria Ford was barely five months, born 

just slightly north at Fort Vancouver. Looking, in Figure 30, to the far left house in the painting 

detail, it is possible to imagine them living there. 

 This family had already lived at several forts before coming to Oregon. As 2nd Lieutenant 

4th Infantry, he went to the Mexican War, then served with his company of the 4th Infantry at Fort 

Niagara, NY, and in 1852 went with the regiment, via the Isthmus of Panama, to Oregon Fort 

Niagara in New York, where two of their children were born and Fort Vancouver, Washington.  
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While in Oregon, prior to his appointment to Fort Hoskins, he engaged in fights and skirmishes 

with Yakima and Rouge River Indians in 1856, with a creditable record (Carlton, 1938).  

 As Captain Augur was a seasoned officer, unlike the younger 2nd Lieutenant Sheridan, had 

been more successful as a cadet at West Point, had seen action in the Mexican and Rogue River 

Indian Wars, his was the responsibility of locating and establishing the fort site at Hoskins. 

 Christopher C Augur was born in Kendall, New York, July 10 of 1821, and early in his 

life moved with his widowed mother to Michigan where he was appointed to attend West Point, 

and entered the New York Military Academy at New York in 1839, being graduated in 1843, 16th 

in his class. His classmates at West Point, like Augur himself, later rose to high rank and 

distinction, among them, General Ulysses S. Grant, General Rufus Ingalls, General Joseph H. 

Potter, General W. B. Franklin, General William F. Raynolds, General J. J. Reynolds, General 

James A. Hardi, General Frank Gardner (Confederate commander of Port Hudson, Louisiana), 

General Frederick Steele, General F. T. Dent. (Christopher C. Augur Papers, Newberry Library) 

 In 1844 Christopher C, Augur married Miss Jane E. Arnold, who was born January 3, 

1827, in Ogdensburg, NY, daughter of General Jacob Arnold, an army officer, and a niece of 

Surgeon Wheaton, daughter of General Jacob and Anna Maria (Ford). Jane Elizabeth (Arnold) 

was the only daughter of a long line of U.S. Army high rank officers, and she was the “apple of 

her father’s eye.” (N. Augur, personal communication, March 25, 2013). They wed in the local 

Episcopal Church in Ogdensburg, St Lawrence County, New York. He was 23 and she was 17. 

(“The Christopher C. Augur Papers”) 
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Figure 31. Jane Elizabeth Arnold                          Figure 32. Captain Christopher C. Augur 
Augur, approximately age 20, Boston.                    Courtesy of the Library of Congress. Retrieved  
(Copy of photograph courtesy of                    from http://www.arlingtoncemetery.net/ccaugur.htm 
Newell Augur). 
    

 These images, shown in Figures 31 and 32, capture Jane and Christopher C. Augur at a 

younger age. Descriptions of the Augurs’ religion affiliation and children show that they were 

 both Episcopalians throughout their lives, at all fort postings, and had 11 children from 1847-

1870.  

 Both lifelong Episcopalians, they continued this religious affiliation throughout their 

lives, regardless of the location of his appointment. Together they had eleven children, and she 

accompanied him to every military site to which he was appointed, except when in battle, during 

the Civil War early years and the Mexican and Rogue River Indian Wars. (Christopher C. Augur 

Papers, The Newberry Library, Chicago). 
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Children born to Christopher Colon Augur and Jane Elizabeth Arnold Augur 

Colon, b.10 June 1847, at Syracuse NY 
Jacob Arnold, b.21 August 1849, at Fort Niagara, NY 

Jane Elizabeth, b.26 November 1850 at Fort Niagara NY 
John Preston Johnson, b. 31 March 1852 at Fort Niagara, NY 

Maria Ford b. 5 February 1856, at Fort Vancouver, Washington. 
Walter Wheaton b. 5 February 1858a, at Fort Hoskins, Oregon. 

Ford Spencer b. 24 April 1860, at Fort Hoskins, Oregon. 
Sallie Murray b. 18 December 1861, at Ogdensburg, NY; d. 23 February 1862. 

Annis b. 16 November 1864, at Georgetown, D.C.; d. 30 May 1883, at San Antonio, Texas. 
Ellen Adair b. 10 June 1866, at Georgetown, D.C. 

Murray Blachly b. 24 June 1870, at Omaha Barracks, Nebraska. 

(“Christopher C. Augur Papers” The Newberry Library, Roger and Julie Baskes Department of 
Special Collections, Chicago, IL) 

 

 When the Augur family departed for the East, at the outbreak of the Civil War, the 

previous Captain C.C. Augur rose in rank. Colon was now 15, Jacob Arnold 13, Jane Elizabeth 

12, John Preston 10, Maria Ford 6, Walter Wheaton 3, and Ford Spencer, 1.  Mrs. Augur was 

expecting another baby, Sallie Murray, who was born four months later in New York, at Mrs. 

Augur’s childhood family home in St Lawrence County. Sumter had been fired upon, the 4th 

Infantry was ordered East in April 1861. Upon reaching San Francisco, and hearing of his 

appointment as Major of the 13th Infantry, Major Augur proceeded to New York. Mrs. Augur and 

the children went to her childhood home in Ogdensburg, New York, where she delivered their 

daughter. Arriving there he found the appointment as Commandant of Cadets at West Point in 

August, 1861, which post he filled from August 26 to December 5, 1861. He was then appointed 

brigadier-general of volunteers. He commanded a brigade in the advanced defenses of 

Washington until May 1862, operations on the Rappahannock to July 1862, and was in command 
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of the troops (including his brigade, Gibbon's battery, and Bayard’s and Kilpatrick's troops of 

cavalry) at the first capture of Fredericksburg (Major George B. Russel, the Christopher C. Augur 

Papers, Newberry Library).  

 While at Fort Hoskins the Augur family settled in, Mrs. Augur had full command of the 

interior of the house, as was the custom both of the mid-nineteenth century, but also of social 

status. She was the wife and mother, and her decisions were as a “Republican” woman.  In the 

early years of the Republic, there was a consensus that although a mother could not be a citizen 

she could serve a political purpose. Women could have a pivotal role through raising a patriotic 

child. This concept of Republican Motherhood began to fill the gaps left by the theorists of the 

Enlightenment. Kerber (1976) defines the term of Republican mother as a device, which 

attempted to integrate domesticity and politics. Her job was not to vote, but to raise sons to be 

virtuous American citizens. (Kerber, 1976; Lott, 2010). This philosophical position was suitable 

to a woman with Jane Augur’s background, and she did just that, raising three sons who became 

colonels and majors in the U.S. Army.  

 This terminology, which was a precursor to the more diffused “Cult of Womanhood,” 

granted her the full responsibility of the home, the children and the moral maintenance of the 

family. The Augurs had two more children while they lived in the Commander’s house. During 

this time they also entertained visiting dignitaries from the East, those military officers of high 

rank who were making the rounds of the forts on the Western front. Jane Elizabeth Arnold Augur 

was well schooled in all such events, as she had grown up, with the exception of her mother, in 

an all-male U.S. Army officer family, father, uncles, brothers all were military stock. She knew 

the language, the protocol; every military form of expectations. This marriage, between the 
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daughter of high rank military father and uncles, was a well-made match. They seemed to be a 

truly happy couple, devoted to their children and to each other. The historic record shows that 

her life choices placed her with her husband and their children at each possible opportunity. They 

remained firmly a family throughout their lives. 

 

The House Proper 

The approach and façade of the house 

The Commander’s house is built in a vernacular style with simplified Greek revival 

architectural elements. This would be appropriate for a Commander at a U.S. Army Western 

post. The Commanding Officer’s house represented the highest authority at any fort. His 

personal quarters spoke to this rank as an officer status as a gentleman and obligation to present 

himself and his home is a model of genteel and civilized behavior.  “Every Captain, wrote 

Secretary of War Redfield Proctor, ‘should be to his company as a father and should treat it as 

his family, as his children’” (Adams, 2000, p. 137).  
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Figure 33. The Commanding Officer’s House. View across the parade ground from the barracks. 
(Photograph by Phil Hays) 

 

The first visual element of the Commander’s house for the visitor is the architecture. The 

style, its recognizable Greek revival form, (as seen from a distance in Figure 33) is of an upper-

class house a building in a military setting. It was the single largest personal dwelling on the site. 

It sits on the far edge of the ridge, where the sightlines are the most dramatic and important. 

There are two stories, a white picket fence surrounded the front yard and side yards. This inner 

private yard would have had an assortment of flower and shrubs.  
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Figure 34. Artist’s rendition (2013) of a restored Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins by 
Rusty van Rossmann. The size and length of the lower and upper porches are evident in the 
drawing. The upper porch has a full view of the parade ground. Reprinted from Commander’s 
House Fort Hoskins Assessment Report, Pinyerd, D. 2013 (Reproduction courtesy of Benton 
County Natural Areas and Parks Department) 

 

The Front Porch 

 This front porch is both a public and transitional space. It is the final threshold across 

which a visitor moves prior to entering the house. The American front porch owes its presence in 

the country to military exposure to the porticos, piazzas and verandas seen during their postings 

in other countries, often in India. The range of social relationships and varieties of porch often 

correspond. The “size and placement of the porch may correlate with the occupant’s social 
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relations to other community members. More specifically, the height of the porch off the ground 

generally articulates and maintains the proper range and mediation between those inside and out” 

(Visser, 2009, p. 111). The location of the walkway and side yard with picket fences along the 

front and side yards (not visible in Figure 33) add yet another layer of prestige, privacy, status and 

authority to this house. A fence is a bounded barrier; a gate is a threshold, either admitting or 

denying entrance to the physical space and, more importantly, entrance into the social 

stratification of the high status culture of the fort. 

 Visser (2011) further comments that houses “occupied by persons of greater than average 

wealth, status or power not only tend to have a larger porch, but one more elevated above the 

ground” (Visser, 2011, p. 111).  John Crowley, notes in “Inventing Comfort: The Piazza” (2003) 

that within the social conventions of comfort in the built environment, it is often in military 

settings that this porch use is first noticed, in the West Indies and India. The verandas of the 

houses of Upper Canada’s military rulers could have had rich positive connotations for the 

colony’s British American elite (Crowley, 2003). 

 This first space on the porch is still public space. This front porch was the public façade, 

the formal face of the Commander’s rank and authority. Prior to arrival onto the Commander’s 

House “property” the visitor sees a fence that encloses the private yard. This additional physical 

barrier, as well as serving as an aesthetic and literal symbol of status, indicates additional control 

and authority over his private space, and the power to arrange this built environment for his use. 

The fence is both a statement of control, through boundary-defining privacy (a luxury in the 

military) as well as a social signifier, reminiscent of the residential neighborhoods in the east and 

Midwest. 
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 Once the visitor arrives at the porch, there is a threshold, a transition from the general 

pathway leading to the Commander’s house, from the fort right of way into a private and 

authoritative space of the porch, between the columns, which supported the second story and 

upper porch. The formal front door elicits different responses for each visitor. A guest of rank 

would promise a welcome receiving, and for the unfortunate soldier or local farmer to whom the 

Commander needed to provide stern correction, this would have been a most intimidating 

transition, for the welcome would be far different. The front entrance is always the most 

ceremonial place of reception for guests or dignitaries. Side entrances and side porches are 

usually reserved for service staff, deliveries or children’s playing - in and out of the house. 

 

The Front Hall 

 This first space entered into is considered ceremonial and transitional as the most public 

of what are now interior spaces. If the visitor was a high-ranking officer, visitor or friend, Captain 

Augur may have stepped onto the porch to greet them personally, rather than leaving this first 

contact to staff or servant. The Captain would have the authority over the time, duration of 

greeting and the retreat into the interior of the house.  Kenneth Ames describes the evolution of 

the front hall as part of domestic building in America in Meaning in Artifacts: Hall Furnishings 

in Victorian America (1978), noting that there were only two styles of halls. The Georgian-

Victorian continuation of spatial style was the use of a hall as a passage, as is the case with the 

Commander’s House. The primary element of this space is some detail over the framed doorways 

as it opens “to the parlor, or dining room and the stair and its ornamented newel post.” (p. 28) 

“No communal activity” (p. 28) save social exchange took place in this space, as its shape, 
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dimensions and placement made clear its function as a connecting space and a delineator of 

rooms. Ames comments that a “table, stand or pedestal and two chairs or a settee” (p.28) would 

be in this space, in addition to the essential Victorian hall-stand. The hall-stand gains its historic 

importance from its 19th century invention and its embodiment of Victorian social customs and 

rituals. The hall- stand served to hold umbrellas (or ladies parasols), held coats or hats on hooks, 

provided “a looking glass and a small table often with a drawer” (p. 30-31). These show the 

importance of appearance to the Victorian social system and indicated, by its presence in the hall, 

of normative observation of these conventions. “People believed that the hall determines the first 

impression on entering the house.” (Ames, p. 28). Aside from a decorative object, the hall-stand 

held calling cards, essential to social management and communication.  

 As Ames (1987) describes in detail the activity of “card leaving was a way of entering 

society, of designating changes in status or address, of issuing invitations and responding to them, 

of sending sentiments of happiness or condolence, and, in general, of carrying on all the 

communication associated with social life. Rules were also spelled out about how, and when 

people of different social status might interact. Calling or only leaving a card signified different 

degrees of intimacy. Among equals, in cases of social distinction the rules were different. If a 

lower class woman returned a card with a call, it was considered presumptive and brash” (Ames, 

1987, pp. 30-32). 

The front hall is one of the most important and symbolic, if smaller, spaces in Victorian 

era domestic structures. The Front hall at the Commander’s House was of good size, and would 

have held a large hall tree just inside the door, to accommodate coats, cloaks and hats and calling 

cards.  The visitor would be greeted, in this first space according to rank. An important figure, or 
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a high rank military officer, would be shown into the Parlor immediately, with an offer of drink or 

tea (if ladies were present) and a comfortable upholstered chair. Were the visitor arriving for 

other purposes, they would be waiting in the front hall, then shown into the Commanders’ room 

 

Figure 35. The Front Hall view from the open Front Door. The view straight ahead leads to the 
dining room, to the left, into the Parlor. (Photograph by Phil Hays). 
 

and given a simple, un-upholstered straight-back chair. The latter would be kept waiting in the 

front hallway, hat in hand, and ushered into the parlor, which served as the Commander’s official 

room. (See Figure 35). We cannot know if the Augurs, while at Hoskins, had a servant who 
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regularly answered the door, but many of the officers at frontier posts did so (Grier, 1998, Ames, 

1978). 

The Parlor 

 The parlor (Figure 36) was the most social, formal and spatially differentiated room in the 

interior. It was also the most complex space of all those in the house, although not the most 

public, as is often assumed. As an upper class Victorian woman, the Commanding officer’s wife 

would observe normative social behavior for parlor use and decoration. This front parlor (as there 

was not separate sitting room or back parlor in this house) would serve as several rooms together, 

with discrete areas designated for specific activities and purposes. As upper class women were 

expected to read daily, to attend to correspondence and to provide an attractive and fashionable 

“sitting room” for their private reading and reflection. This room was also used for female social 

visits or “calls” by women of the same class. These would be the other officer’s wives or visiting 

guests or ladies from town of similar class. The parlor served many functions. The space had to 

serve, at all times, as the bureaucratic center for the Commander. This was his official 

bureaucratic seat of authority, rank and status in the eyes of the fort and for visiting travelers or 

those on official business.  

 It is not coincidental that the front of the house, with its columned façade and projecting 

porch is one side of a set of bookends, as seen in Figure 34. The matching half of the bookend are 

the porches to the rear of the house, seen later in this chapter in Figure 53. This space held the 

kitchen, the servant’s entrance, a service porch and a more private family porch. These spaces 

were not to be visible to one another or to the fort. .Captain Augur, although he did not built the 

house, designed the structure as it stands. 
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Two of the few extant elements of the original fort era are still present in the parlor. The first, the 

fireplace surround and mantle, although painted bright red, are of a neoclassical style that was 

appropriate to the scale of the room and the simplicity of the space (see Figure 36).  

 The parlor wallpaper (see Figure 37) was covered, for 158 years, by a curved wooden 

ornamental piece above the mantle against the wall. Is probably a hand block-printed piece, 

possibly French due to color and complexity of design. This wallpaper appears to be earlier than 

the fort itself, and may have been ordered from one of many Eastern or European suppliers or was 

brought along by the family. The cream ground, with the large foliage and smaller, shockingly 

bright cobalt blue was a popular and new color in interior furnishings during this time period. The 

manufacturer is yet unknown. The gold detailing and its swirl designs, indicate a sophisticated 

aesthetic by the occupant.  

Figure 36. View of Parlor standing at the door from Front hall. (Photograph by Phil Hays) 
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Figure 37. Parlor extant wallpaper, likely French, c 1848, hand block printed pattern unknown, 
(Photograph by Kathleen Bryant) 

 

The parlor was Victorian in the sense of serving as the serious setting for ceremonial 

events. Parlor rooms were to give pleasure with meaningful objects or furnishings, both for 

visitors and the family. A sofa or settee, and several comfortable upholstered chairs, along with 

other wooden chairs were available for reading, embroidery or tea service and conversation. 

Every parlor decoration had the potential to remind people of the ultimate world to which they 

belonged (Stevenson, 2004).   

 Gentility and domesticity were represented as visible attributes seen household displays. 

These displays represented the domestic ideology of piety, education, self-discipline and 

industriousness with interior furnishing (see Figure 37) and decorative arts. Tangible elements of 

worldly high culture, affluence, and Victorian style define gentility in it physical aspects. The 

behaviors of gentility involve posture, apparel and dress, conversation, social exchange and other 

means of indicating one’s possession of this important Victorian quality.  Domesticity evoked a 
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deep sense of familial ideology and notions of the home as the heart of conservative values. In the 

face of such contradictions, objects were intended to show that the consumer could be both 

affluent and morally disciplined, both genteel and domestic. From the material culture left behind, 

it is realistic to say that Mrs. Augur was well aware of high culture, of the world of fashion 

beyond the rural fort site in Oregon.  

 Mrs. Augur, as a proper lady, had a small writing desk in a designated space in the parlor, 

with a “lady’s chair: a small, upholstered chair, to pull up to her desk. Mrs. Augur had most likely 

read Mrs. Catherine Beecher’ domestic science text, A Treatise on Domestic Economy (1841). 

For Beecher, the significance of interior beauty was “among the influences which make the home 

happy and attractive, which give it a constant and wholesome power over the young and 

contributes much to the education of the entire household in refinement, intellectual development, 

and moral sensibility.” (Jones, 1997, p. 310). 

 Most women found that the concept of republican motherhood (which preceded the more 

familiar “cult of domesticity”) helped them to gain control over their own lives. They were now 

in charge of the education and discipline of their children and the management of their homes. In 

civilian society, the Victorian men worked away from their homes, and women assumed 

responsibility for the purchase of most consumer goods, particularly furnishings and food. By the 

mid-nineteenth century women had assumed the major portion of responsibility for the decoration 

of their homes. As they exercised this new responsibility their influence would be felt in their 

private lives and in the public world of commerce.   

 Nancy Cott, in her seminal work The Bonds of Womanhood (1977) explains the ideology 

of the Republican Mother (the precursor to the later popularized phrase “the cult of domesticity”) 
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and comments that the domestic sphere became more conspicuous and more clearly “articulated 

as woman’s prerogative [at the beginning of the nineteenth century] through the shift of 

production and exchange, a general tightening of function “spheres” (specialization) in the 

economy and society at large made it seem ‘separate.’ A cultural halo unites the significance of 

home and family – doubly brilliant because both religious and secular energies gave rise to it – 

reconnected woman’s ‘separate’ sphere with the well-being of society” (Cott, 1997, p.199). This 

enabled women to influence far more in the home, have access to authority in the marketplace, 

through this new authority of home dominance. 

 The mid-nineteenth century house of an upper class family would have a center table likely 

with a marble top and some carving to the legs. On it might sit a set of books, or an art object, or 

a specimen of regional flora under glass (Calder, 1977, Flanders, 2003)). 

 The artifacts excavated from this house show that Captain Augur had a handsome 

decanter (see Figure 39), cut glass tumblers and shot glasses that were put to use for alcoholic 

consumption. Called “indulgences” in the language of archaeology, drinking and smoking (for 

stemmed pipes were also found in the recovered artifacts) and were common among the officers 

and others of this era. The parlor would have contained the nicest of serving pieces, silver or bone 

inlay tray with a selection of alcohols for his guests. 

 Oral tradition in the region, according to Mrs. Elizabeth Collins, a Polk County 

Pioneer, recalled, in 1927, 

“While we were living at our home on the Pedee, U.S. Grant, in company with 
General Wood stopped at our door, one day, to inquire of mother the direction of 
Fort Hoskins, which was being built at that time, a few miles father southeast from 
our house. Lieut. Phil Sheridan often stopped at our house, and many times spent 
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the night with us on his trips from Grand Ronde to Fort Hoskins. It was a day’s 
ride from Grand Ronde to our home, and seven miles farther on to Fort Hoskins. 
Later he was stationed at Fort Hoskins and the house that he built there for him 
was afterwards moved to my brother, Marcus  Gilliam’s claim and is still 
used as part of the home of my nephew, Frank Gill.”  

 (“ Told by Mrs. Elizabeth Collins’ as told to Blanche Eakin.” (1927) Polk County Pioneer 
 Sketches Volume 1, Oregon: Polk County Observer) 

 Such visits were not uncommon during this time period when officers were moving back 

and forth between Fort Hoskins and Fort Yamhill would stop to visit with local prominent civic 

leaders. All such visits with Captain Augur (see Figure 38) and other officers required spirits, 

generally a pipe and conversation by the parlor. The quality of the cut crystal decanter, and the 

stopper and tumbler, confirm that Captain Augur’s libation accessories, seen in Figure 39, for 

entertaining were of high status.  
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Figure 38. Portrait of Maj. Gen. Christopher C. Augur, officer of the Federal Army, 
Between 1860 and 1865 
Brady National Photographic Art Gallery (Washington, D.C.), photographer Library of Congress 
Prints and Photographs Division Washington, D.C. 20540 USA http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/pp.prin 
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Figure 39. Cut Crystal Brandy Decanter with crystal stopper 
and cut glass tumbler (Photograph by Kathleen J. Bryant) 
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 Captain Augur’s Military Administrative Duties 

 A central space designation in this room would have accommodated Captain Augur’s 

desk, in a large space, either with a top that closed down, or a large surface space for writing 

implements, including the two inkwells shown in Figure 40 were recovered through archaeology, 

in dark green and amber glass, and a well-used pen nib. This would be the professional, 

bureaucratic center of the room’s spaces, and also the center of formal correspondence and 

authority for the entire fort. 

/

 
 
Figure 40. Glass “umbrella shaped” Inkwells recovered from the Commander’s House 
(Photograph by Kathleen J. Bryant) 
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The drawing instruments (see Figure 41), are the same ones that Captain Augur would 

have received, and very likely had in his office spaces at the post. Every cadet at West Point was 

issued a set of drawing instruments. 

/  

Figure 41. West Point issued Drawing instruments 
This set belonged to Cadet George McClellan. 
Courtesy of National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution) 
 
 
 Captain Augur would have selected a chair to be ceremonial and comfortable, possibly a 

sturdy mahogany wooden chair. As did other Commanders, such as Custer, Augur may have had 

Indian regalia or military symbols hanging on the wall or displayed on the mantle or bookcase. 

He was a reader, had a book collection, and wrote thoughtfully about the events of his office. He 

may have had an additional secretary, with shelving for books above the desk section.  
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Figure 42 James Walker Painting of the Mexican American Wards, 1846–1848 
(Courtesy of United States Army Center of Military History) 
http://www.history.army.mil/html/bookshelves/resmat/mw.html 
 

 As was custom with officers of rank, military battles were often hung as wall art (see 

Figure 42) for display in their parlor office spaces. This kind of artwork was combined with 

bookcases lined with books, records and often sketches and notes about the local geography. 

Captain Augur, who had a large inventory list of books, many in French, in his private papers 

would have had several wooden bookshelves with a variety of military, philosophy, science, 

astronomy and engineering books. These reflect the types of books that he recorded in his own 

hand as to personal library contents (The Christopher C. Augur Papers, The Newberry Library).  

 One area of the parlor was the professional, bureaucratic center of the room’s spaces, and 

also the center of formal correspondence and command for the fort. The Commander’s chair 

would be comfortable, a sturdy mahogany wooden chair. Photographs of Lieutenant Colonel 

George Custer’s Quarters, in 1873, at Fort Lincoln, Dakota Territory, show a wooden chair with a 
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wide curved back showing a caned inset as seen in Figure 43. Custer, shown here reading at his 

library worktable, has around him a map, images of family members, and a portrait of himself. 

An antler rack and another provides a roost for a stuffed owl. The wallpaper was the decorative 

touch from his wife Libbie’s hand. The military did not pay for personal decoration of officer’s 

quarters, so these aesthetic details in this photograph, as would have been the case in Captain 

Augur’s quarters, were paid for from the officers’ private funds (Brown, 1992).     

 

Figure 43.  Lieutenant Colonel George Custer, at Fort Abraham Lincoln, Dakota Territory, 1873. 
(Courtesy of Custer Battlefield Monument, Montana) 
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As did other Army Officers, including George Custer, (see Figure 43) Augur may have 

had Indian regalia or military symbols hanging on the wall or displayed on the mantle or 

bookcase. Many of the bookcases of this era were hung with two or three sets of shelves, as they 

could be disassembled and packed for the next military move. From Captain Augur’s private 

notes, he maintained a large listing of the inventory of his library, many of them in French. 

Another furniture piece may have been a secretary, with shelving above, and drawers or 

pigeonholes and drawers and pull down writing table below.  

 Stevenson (2001) holds that although Victorians held ideas now considered unfashionable, 

they understood the world differently. Neither advice book authors nor religious authorities had 

duped them into certain ways of thinking or behaving. Victorians had strict distinctions in the 

places and discourses of their lives and constructed gender conventions and institutions of their 

private and public worlds (Stevenson 2001). The belief system held that civilized people should 

be self-controlled; industrious, modest and temperate (Cott, 1977). They wished for an orderly 

world, created, in part by controlling the interior environment and public display and personal 

comportment. The parlor was the single room embodying important parts of their world. They 

gathered here, families met their guests, entertained themselves and others through music, 

conversation, playing games, plays, singing and enjoying music, writing letters and most 

crucially, for parlor activity, and reading (Ames 1978). 

 The Dining Room  

 The Dining Room was considered a masculine gendered space in the mid-nineteenth 

century. The dining room was the most public room in the house. Some visitors were not received 

into the parlor, but were invited to dinner in the dining room.  The dining room was the room 
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where the formal displays of   hospitality and showmanship were on display, therefore the choice 

was very important. A mirror was considered essential, the larger the better, to reflect the little 

illumination at night that came from candlelight or from whale oil lanterns or lamps.  

 In the artifact recovery there were two very thin, glass, delicate hurricane lamp covers (see 

Figure 44) that may well have been used on the table or on a sideboard in this room. The high 

quality and cost of these hurricanes is revealed in the thin width of the glass as this is much more 

difficult to make. The refined quality of these covers for candles shows the high status level of the 

occupants of the house.  

/  

Figure 44. Glass lanterns found at the Commanders’ House. 
Very thin curved glass used with candlesticks or wall sconces. 
(Photograph by Kathleen Bryant) 
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An upper class Victorian dining room would not be complete without a large sideboard 

for presentation of household goods, wealth and personal expression of character. This piece of 

storage furniture is a crucial element in negotiating social display and public presentation. If large 

enough, the lady of the house “could display her whole dessert service, or ornaments and table 

decorations” (Flanders, 2003, p. 255). This room received a great deal of attention from the 

advice manuals and small books that were proliferating during this time. There were color 

suggestions; prohibitions and warnings about what combinations would “insult digestion” 

(Flanders, 2003, p. 258). The Commander’s house shows extant paint samples of a bright blue 

hue on one of the dining room walls. In many mid-nineteenth century houses, including army fort 

sites, wallpaper covered at least two of the dining room walls and a large Brussels or Wilton 

carpet covered the wood floors. Mirrors or looking glasses were extremely popular with Victorian 

society. How Victorians looked, what king of body posture and head tilt, were all extremely 

orchestrated. Mirrors were essential to monitor these activities. (Flanders, 2003, Calder, 1977). 

 Due to the importance of the discourse at the table, and the rituals of guest/host 

interaction, the furniture was considered to be of high status if it was heavier and darker wood. 

The Augurs would have done considerable entertaining in this room. In the center would have 

stood a large drop-leaf table. There may also have been additional smaller sideboards against one 

of the other walls for more display. Given the adjacencies of room spaces and function, the dining 

room is well located adjoining the kitchen (see Figure 45). Servants would come and go through a 

single door from the kitchen. While entertaining, extra servants would have provided preparation; 

table service during the meal, and cleaning following the party. Although each full set of dish 

service was functional, their real purpose was one of signifying status and social standing. It is 
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significant that there were multiple sets of expensive dish sets, with very little breakage. This 

portrait in blue transfer printed white earthenwares (see Figure 46) is what I can know for certain 

about Jane Arnold Augur. She acquired expensive goods in the most current designs. The 

consumption of goods for interior decoration was Lady Augur’s responsibility. Providing 

appropriately high status goods and the accompanying activities was how she enacted her self-

definition.  

/  
 
Figure 45. View of Dining Room looking towards front of house. (Photograph by Phil Hays) 
 
 
 The dining room represented Commander’s ability to provide an appropriately fashionable 

and interesting meal. It also displayed Mrs. Augur’s abilities in decorating and consumptive skill. 

The unspoken question following an evening of entertaining for any woman of status in this era 

was: What was her tableware? Did it have all the pieces or more than the usual fare? The full 
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table setting, including fruit bowls and butter plates in her patterns of ceramic wares?  The 

material culture collected during excavation included a large number of clam and mussel shells. 

As the ocean was not far from the fort, this was a regular delicacy at the table. The dining room 

was where the host and hostess and their guests performed at their social best. The encoded 

seating arrangements, with a full service of table settings would have been evaluated and 

communicated to others after the event. The conversation was expected to be lively, with the 

officer’s wives considered responsible for intelligent, informed conversation and discourse. The 

dining room certainly had one or two large sideboards and a side table or commode to hold and 

display her expensive ceramic wares.  

In an archaeological excavation, the ceramic ware is generally the largest component of 

the assemblage; with this house there was quite a variety of patterns and kinds of fine 

earthenware types.  Mrs. Augur had pieces in the “Willow” pattern, “Ruins” (see Figures 46 and 

47) and several high status Flow Blue earthenware pieces in unknown patterns (see Figure 55), 

one a romantic stylized design with hearts, additional classical-style landscapes, oriental motifs 

and floral patterns. This was typical for Flow Blue made in England and other countries about  

1830 to 1900 (Kovel, 2013, Williams, 1971)  
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Figure 46.  Fragments of Flow Blue transfer printed earthenware “Ruins” c. 1850-55, found at 
Commander’s House. These fragments likely a tureen, bowl or serving vessel and plate.  
(Photograph by Kathleen J. Bryant) 
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Figure 47. Detail of “Ruins” in the same pattern as Mrs. Augur’s fragment in blue.  
Transfer printed white earthenware, Copeland, c. 1850-55  
(Private collection, photograph by Kathleen Bryant) 
 

/  
Figure 48. Transfer printed earthenware, Copeland, c. 1850, pattern “Ruins”  
(Private collection, Photograph by Kathleen. J. Bryant) 
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This type of pattern in ceramicware featured the same acorn border design with each 

pattern, but the center image of the Classical or European romantic architectural landscapes from 

Copeland, then Spode-Copeland. This type of pattern was produced from Registered 15 

September 1848 under the names "Ruins".  

 The intact plate (see Figure 48) from the 1850s is an example of pattern “Ruins” that Mrs. 

Augur chose in the flow blue style of glaze and underglaze coloration. These would have been 

purchased and used as full sets of tableware. Such sets would include plates, bowls, butter dishes, 

salad dishes, dessert dishes, Soup Tureens, soup bowls, dessert bowls, platters, gravy bowls, fish 

plates and platters among many other specialized service pieces for the table. This full 

complement of tableware was part of upper-middle or upper class domestic women’s’ 

consumptive interest during mid-nineteenth century specialized spaces; domestic items such a 

table service, in ceramicwares, glasswares and silver. Given Mrs. Augur’s aesthetic consumer 

choices in ceramicwares, it appears she had a taste for the popular trends of the exotic, the 

foreign, and the far-away places alluded to in the pattern on the ceramic plate at the table. These 

designs closely mimicked the Oriental patterns imported from Canton and Nanking (Kovel, 

1997).  

 Lady Augur was a consumer of this very specific type of earthenware called Flow blue. 

This particular technique for applying the blue underglaze used a chemical compound during the 

glazing process. This firing step gave the image on the finished piece the illusion of movement 

(hence the term “flowing”) giving extremely popular during this era. During the 1850s, Flow blue 

transfer printed ceramics were 60% higher in cost than other transfer printed wares or other kinds 
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of ceramics available at the time (Stamford, 1997, Miller, 1981). This tells us that the Augur 

family had personal funds of some size, and that Mrs. Augur purchased popular, desirable and 

expensive goods for her household. The artifact record for this house shows four separate patterns 

of transfer printed blue underglaze ceramicware.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 49.  Mochaware with Pearlware glaze and Flow Blue transfer printed earthenware butter 
plates with Pagoda center motif, to right. (Photograph, Kathleen Bryant) 

 

  

Miller (1999) developed what is now used as a preset means to evaluate the status level of 

ceramic wares in archaeological settings. There are several levels, and The Commander’s house 

ceramic wares are high status artifacts. The pattern on the butter dishes is unknown, but it shows a 

center scene, interestingly, of a domestic pagoda house with a woman with a baby in a cart (see 

Figure 49, on the right). These “Oriental” patterns were marketed in designs digestible for 

American tastes.  

 Mrs. Augur’s house contained the following types of white earthenwares in these patterns:  
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Flow Blue in the pattern “Ruins”, Flow Blue butter plates with a Chinese center motif pattern, 

Transfer-printed saucer or teacup rim fragment in the pattern “Willow” and a transfer-printed rim 

in “Agean” Lusterware, feather edge design, Mochaware, banded ware bowls, a  Flow Blue soap 

holder in a heart motif pattern, among other fragments of ceramic wares. 

 Other ceramic wares, glassware and bottles help to draw the social portrait of the life 

inside the Commanders house through its material culture. Recovered artifacts relevant to this 

house are a single delicate porcelain teacup, with scroll-like pattern and gilding on the handle, a 

large hexagonal Porcelain mug. Other glasswares include a cut glass decanter and stopper, 

tumblers, a shot glass (Hoskins H-01), and a pressed glass in the pattern “Star and Dart.” (Butter 

dish c 1850s). 

 Bottles at the Commander’s House include a whole Champagne bottle, a brown bottle that 

held Schnapps, olive glass bottles that held alcohol, multiple smaller bottles in varying shades of 

aqua glass and clear glass (see Figure 50). Multiple bottles indicate a variety of foodstuffs used at 

the house. An aqua cathedral bottle that general held chutneys or pickles, smaller sized clear and 

aqua glass that contained pepper sauces. Smaller bottles held medicine or hair tonic. It is notable 

that what is absent from the excavated artifacts are the more common, utility and less refined 

ceramicwares such the polychrome earthenware and spongeware examples. Aside from the 

lusterware banded ware bowls, and fragments of polychrome earthenwares less costly kinds of 

ceramicware were not found, indicating that these were not present, by choice, in the Augur 

household (Bowyer, 1993).  
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Figure 50. Assortment of bottles, from left, brown liquor bottle, general culinary bottle, pearlized 
general culinary bottle, small medicine or culinary bottles  
(Photograph Kathleen J. Bryant) 

 

Between 1780 and 1860, mothers and housewives set their tables using Chinese ceramics 

and British imitations including the willow pattern. Since these ceramics carried idealized 

Chinese scenes, women could construct an exotic China, called “Cathay,” that they could visit in 

their imaginations at a time when the real China was cloaked in mystery (Haddad, 2007). 
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 David Porter (2002) discusses another view of this phenomenon, in “Monstrous Beauty: 

Eighteenth-Century Fashion and the Aesthetics of the Chinese Taste” where he proposes the 

cultural significance of the allure of what we identify with aestheticized emblems of otherness. 

He has two arguments, both relevant to Jane Augur’s choice of ceramic wares. One, that 

Chinoiserie “sustained its charm by mediating its immediate sensual gratifications through the 

simultaneous distancing effect of cultural estrangement. The desire for masterful possession 

evoked by its sensual allure was endlessly postponed and hence enlivened and prolonged by its 

very illegibility as a cultural artifact” (Porter, 2002, p. 405).   

 Porter (2002), in discussing the appeal of the exotic explains how within upper-class 

homes, the Chinese style was favored in those intimate interior spaces typically relegated to 

female taste and sociability. The author suggests, “Chinoiserie may have been associated with 

expanding possibilities for female agency in the commercial and economic spheres. …their active 

participation in this trade, like the aesthetic redemption of sensual materiality that fueled it, 

represented a powerful assertion of a new and disturbingly public role for women not just as 

followers but also as active purveyors of fashion and taste” (Porter, 2002, p. 408).  

The Kitchen 

 The kitchen is a utility space, a workspace that functioned in this nineteenth century era to 

support the household’s need for food storage, preparation and heating water for all the activities 

of the domestic house. This included heating water for weekly baths for the family laundry, 

cleaning and cooking. This space demonstrated both class and gender divisions. In the nineteenth 

century household, and the Commander’s House is a good example of this, the kitchen was 

accessed by outside doors. Servants, including the cook, would come and go without entering the 
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house. Occasionally, to the gender balance in the garrison, with more male enlisted men as 

available service staff, male cooks or servants participated in the kitchen activities. This space is 

traditionally a female space. It is traditionally a servant’s space.   

 Certain hired help would gain entry to the house interior in order to set the table, clean and 

serve meals. Generally these were women, as there was little mix of genders during the nineteenth 

century domestic household. However, given the nature of the military site, some of the servants 

were men, and they were accepted as cooks, in some households (we don’t know with the Augur 

family) and often were long-term help in these families, traveling to other assigned posts with the 

family. We do know that Captain Augur had a “striker,” a servant assigned to him exclusively. 

This striker would stoke the fire in the living room and kitchen as well as act as an attendant to 

Captain Augur’s personal needs, such as laundry, acting as an attendant at more formal dinners. 

In addition, Captain Augur’s adjutant would also serve in some capacity of service support in the 

house. 

Heating water for multiple household tasks was a main function of the kitchen. There was 

a natural spring up the hill from the post. The Fort Hoskins Officer’s houses had water brought in 

from this spring, wrapped in lead pipes. This provided cleaner, fresher water and would have 

made a great difference in reducing labor of fetching water from a well or river (Trussell, 1996). 

 While Mrs. Augur would have made significant decisions concerning purchasing of 

foodstuffs and luxury items for the kitchen, it would have been the practice to leave  the daily 

functions of food preparation, cleaning, storage to servants and the cook. This shows clear class 

delineation for this space, and it is a lower class, rather than the upper class associated with the 

interior of the utility spaces of the house. 
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 The central component of the kitchen was the cast iron wood-burning stove, on which all 

the cooking would probably have taken place. According to authorities discussing upper class 

houses in Rochester, New York (which was the social milieu of the Augur parents), and the 

kitchen needed to contain: “A strong stout-legged table” often occupied the center of the floor. 

Smaller tables at the sides of the room were sometimes only flaps that hung against the wall when 

not in use. The kitchen would have some kind of a tall cupboard, with open shelves above to half 

plates and cups. The closed shelves may have held crockery, wooden tubs and other kitchen 

equipment. Plain sturdy chairs and stools, often stained, not painted, and were other essential 

pieces of kitchen fixture. The author goes on to say that “many kitchens had stone or metal-lined 

wooden sinks, pumps, and drain pipes for waste water. Most homemakers kept the perishables 

they had in cool cellars” (Ash, 1956, pp. 8-9).   

 The kitchen was a separate section of the house, entered through the far dining room door. 

It contained a cast iron stove, with an ornamented foot found during archaeological 

investigations. This stove, a wood burning style was at the far side of the room, and was likely 

surrounded by tables and some shelving for storage, workspace and preparation of meals for the 

household. It is likely that there was a separate root cellar near the back of the house, entered 

close to the kitchen in the Commander’s House and porch entrance. There would have been a 

pantry section, holding the crockery of staples, condiments, spices and other elements of food 

preparation. The scullery section was for cleaning pots and pans. A separate space for cleaning 

food would have been to one side within the kitchen space. A larder for fresh food storage would 

be either a large cupboard or built into the wall space. Another cupboard or set of shelves would 
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have held the dried goods and the cleaning equipment needed to maintain the house (Flanders, 

2003).  

The recovered utility ceramicware artifacts that would have been in this kitchen, and the 

enlisted men’s mess halls, were white ironstone pitchers and bowls, plates and mugs. These are a 

representative sampling (see Figures 50 and 51) to use with the common utensils in a 19th century 

kitchen. The Commander’s kitchen would have an assortment of knives, wooden and metal 

spoons for stirring and sieves, teakettles and saltboxes, perhaps with a pair of scales for 

measuring for baking, as well as pots and pans. The labor involved in cleaning out the stove, 

scraping out the ash and cinders, the flues, cleaning the parts with scrub brushes with (brick 

particles, decomposed stone powder was used as an abrasive cleaner to polish steel, sand was 

used on pots and pans and on wooden floors) (Flanders, 2003, p. 110). The floor may have had a 

floor canvas, and some chairs or stools under the counters or side tables in addition for storage 

and servants to eat their meals in the kitchen. 
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Figure 51. White ironstone, pitcher early gothic pattern and bowl.  
These were standard military issue ceramicwares.  (Photograph, Kathleen. J. Bryant) 

 

 The ceramic ware for the kitchen would have consisted of the white ironstone with plates, 

bowls, serving platters, mugs and storage pieces. Various crocks and two Redware lids, with no 

matching crock vessels, were recovered during excavation with an unusual iridescent glaze. 

Redware was glazed with lids for storage of foodstuffs, and Mochaware is an earthenware fabric 

with under painted bands in varying widths, and a pearlized glaze. Commonly these bowls were 

banded in blues and greens or browns, yellows, taupe shades. Those found in this house were 

those green and blues. Mochaware banded bowls would have been utility and storage bowl; for 

mixing, storing, serving in the kitchen. However, this class of ceramic ware would not be used for 
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service in the dining room, as it was strictly for kitchen and utility use. Examples of these types of 

artifacts were found at the Commander’s House site during excavation, often in the officers’ 

privies, where many items were traditionally disposed of as this was the customary, the easiest 

way to fill up the privies when a new one was due to be dug.  

Kitchen Wing 

 When the house was moved from the fort site, in 1867, to Peedee Road, the kitchen wing, 

as it had been on the house at Fort Hoskins was turned so it formed an “ell” shape and changes 

were made to some of the elements of the wing. Parts of this were, regrettably, lost during the 

move. (See Appendix E and Appendix F for further details on fort era water lines into the houses 

and where the kitchen wing and back porches were on all the Officer’s houses).  A reconstruction 

plan has been developed to add on the kitchen and the two back porch wings, originally part of 

the extant structure’s fabric (see Figure 52). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 52.  The Porch and back view of the Kitchen Wing. (Photograph by D. Pinyerd) 
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Figure 53. Drawing of the reconstructed kitchen wing and back porches. Drawing by Rusty van 
Rossmann (Scanned and dimensioned by Phil Hays) 
 

 
The Back Porches: Domestic and Military 
 

 The back porches are strategically and domestically significant for the design of this 

structure. At once the side closest to the yard permits servants and children to enter into the 

kitchen and then into the interior of the house through the exterior kitchen door, which leads 

into the dining room. This establishes and maintains social controls for between classes as no 

one but the family and properly received visitors would enter the interior from the front door.  
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 The far porch (see Figure 53) seen on the right side in the drawing, served as the 

family’s private space. This space was the farthest from public view, so the Augur family 

could have outdoor access without being on public display. The back porch design elements 

maximize the use of the space for privacy and sightlines of the ridge. The family gains 

privacy, away from view of the parade ground or walkways of the fort and Captain Augur 

gains visual access to the only road to the Coast Reservation. The combination of both 

military function and domestic function is a significant design execution. 

The Bedroom  

The bedroom is the most private of spaces in the domestic space. It is not used for social 

purposes, and is reserved, in western culture for sleeping, procreation, grooming, dress and 

storage of apparel and adornment objects. Mrs. Augur would have had multiple servants, possibly 

a tutor or day-governess from town to assist with the children and the household tasks. Additional 

servants and cook in the kitchen and support from the Commander’s striker, often to stoke the 

fires, multiple times a day. This is the room considered the most feminine, along with the 

children’s room as it denotes the most domestic of duties to caring for children, and intimate 

spaces. Feminine spaces were considered the bedroom, the children’s room- places of 

socialization and children, where “women were acknowledged to be in charge” (Flanders, 2003, 

p. 234). 

 Mrs. Augur arrived at Fort Hoskins with five young children, the oldest nine and the 

youngest a baby of only several months. Mrs. Augur delivered more children while the family 

lived at Fort Hoskins. The baby would have slept in a wooden cradle in the bedroom, and she 

would have had a large wooden rocking chair in the room as well. This space (see Figure 54) is 
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quite large for bedrooms of the era, especially in a western frontier army fort, which may indicate 

their status or the importance of a larger room for this is their only private space. 

 

/  

Figure 54.  View of the Bedroom towards the parlor  
(Photograph by Phil Hays) 

 

 The spatial arrangement and the side the room is located on tells us that Captain Augur 

clearly planned his quarters and his interior rooms in consideration of his family. Other artifacts 

found at the site are associated with the bedroom, for privacy and function involve grooming and 

hygiene. Multiple examples of artifacts found include wooden toothbrushes, large and small, with 

hair bristles and handles, inlaid with mother-of-pearl. These details speak to their elevated class 

status.  
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The bedroom was located on the southwestern side of the house. It received sun from 

windows on two exterior walls and would have offered a pleasant light into the room even in the 

gray weather of Oregon winters. The bedroom would have included a good carpet, some kind of 

central table, a wardrobe for garments, a “chiffonnier” or a low cupboard with a sideboard top, 

often with a mirror above for storage, a lady’s worktable, washstand with a pier glass, or looking 

glass and a bed. The bed would probably be made of hardwood possibly local to the region, either 

a four-poster, or a wooden framed bed with a scroll pattern carved into the wood back. In the 

Augur’s bedroom we would find a washstand, and white ironstone pitcher in a Gothic pattern, a 

six-sided octagonal shape, with a bowl was found during archaeological excavation of this 

officer’s house site. Washstands generally had a small rack to each side, for towels and often with 

tiles at the back to protect from splashes from the washing bowl. Ceramic holders (see Figure 55) 

in various shapes and designs for soap sponges or toothbrushes were kept here.  
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Figure 55. Flow Blue earthenware vessel with Pearlware glaze probably used as a soap dish on 
the commode holding the washing pitcher and bowl.  
 (Photograph by Kathleen J. Bryant) 
 
  
 Mrs. Augur did own this artifact, which has been identified as a soap holder. She may well 

have kept it on the washstand in the bedroom, the romantic pattern and the color of the flowing 

blue glaze adding color to the room. The artifacts from this house show toothbrushes with handles 

made of incised wood and inlay mother-of-pearl, and of ivory. The hair bristles for the brush 

section still remain. Mrs. Augur likely was the owner of the baleen hair comb tines and the edges 

of comb backs that were found. All are examples of status personal items. A chamber pot, which 

was found on the site, white ironstone with a pearl glaze, would have been in the bedroom and 
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possibly a “hip bath” which was a portable tub large enough for one person, filled with hot water 

from the kitchen (Flanders, 2003; Panton, 1887). 

The bedroom was in earlier centuries more multipurpose, with a sitting area, children 

often sleeping in the parent/s room until quite older, but by the middle of the nineteenth century, 

the upper class bedroom’s function was private, the most private space in the house. In the Augur 

family’s case with seven children, privacy was likely limited due to the children’s needs.  

/ 

Figure 56. Sewing Bird, similar to the “wing” found at Commander’s 
  House site 

 

The single wing of a “sewing bird” was found during excavations at the Commander’s 

House (see Figure 56). This little bird was likely one of Mrs. Augur’s accessories for doing 

needlework, or perhaps used by some of her help to do mending. Sewing clamps or sewing birds 

were devices used by a seamstress to assist with handwork. 
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Mrs. Augur surely had a small “work-desk” that held any “handiwork” or embroidery. 

The Fort Hoskins artifact collection holds a metal thimble, a sewing bird wing, safety and straight 

pins, along with multiple buttons (see Figure 57) in mother-of pearl, ceramic, porcelain, metal, 

leather, bone and rubber. Also found were baleen hair comb pieces, for use in holding up the long 

hair that was the fashion at this time. Small metal closures (“hooks” and “eyes”) used for ladies 

collar closure and occasionally in undergarments were in the artifact finds as well. 
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Figure 57. Assorted buttons from the Commander’s House 
Metal officer dress buttons, shell, mother-of-pearl, ceramic, glass 

 

The Wardrobe  

Lady Augur had a commodious wooden wardrobe. Her social position as the 

Commander’s wife would have required careful presentation of appropriate and high status 

garments.  Although servants would have attended to the cleaning of the garments, Mrs. Augur 

would have needed space in which to store her wardrobe, this storage piece might have been 
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ordered locally, where she could have specified the dimensions and style to suit the configuration 

of the bedroom. The local sawmills and available carpenters might have made this a custom piece 

of furniture over the difficulty of transporting such a large piece of furniture. Mrs. Augur, as did 

all ladies of an upper class status, required a substantial assortment of garments, as her daily 

wardrobe would have had several different kinds of garments for her social and domestic 

activities. Different apparel was required for travel, when she went out to shop or visit away from 

the fort. A bonnet or hat, gloves, boots, and wrap would all accompany her. The various layers 

and kinds of clothing along with of jewelry and particular hair-style are beyond the scope of this 

study. Nonetheless, Mrs. Augur would have had a sizable wardrobe for an upper class woman 

who was married to the Commanding officer. In Figure 59, Mrs. Augur poses in a more formal 

setting for a portrait. It shows her Victorian appearance, holding a fan, with braided hair, a brooch 

at her neckline, in a classic portrayal of an upper class woman. 
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Figure 58. Jane Elizabeth Arnold Augur, age approx. 20, n.d. photograph taken in Boston. 

 (copy of original photograph  courtesy of Newell Augur) 
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She would have had a series of underpinnings, chemises, petticoats, corsets, drawers and 

stockings. Skirt supports and perhaps the cage crinoline that looked like a bell, in the later 1850s, 

to reduce the number of petticoats needed. Nightclothes consisted of nightgowns and wrappers, 

which were like semi-fitted dresses, which women, wore in the morning and evenings over their 

underpinnings. Dresses for ladies of Mrs. Augur’s status were of cotton, wool or silk, and make 

of small geometric or woven designs or solid colors (see Figure 58). Upper class women wore 

white bodices with nice silk or wood skirts. Her garments would have included examples as seen 

in the circulating magazines of Godey’s Lady’s Book, Petersen’s and Harper’s Weekly (Flanders, 

2003). 
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Figure 59. Lady Augur in a formal portrait, c.1867-1877. (copy of original photograph 
 courtesy of Newell Augur) 
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The Jewelry Box 

Jewelry was a significant part of an upper class woman’s daily public and private 

presentation. During this era, women used jewelry to make minor but important distinctions about 

status and hierarchy within their own circles. A gold locket (Figure 60) was found on the site. 

/  

Figure 60. Gold Locket with Hair found behind the second Officer’s House  
at Fort Hoskins (Photograph by Kathleen J. Bryant) 

 

The porcelain hand, at the bottom of Figure 61 was found at the Officer’s House and was 

identified as being a bracelet charm. Although fingers have broken off, the jewelry authority (M. 

Harding, personal communication, Nov 15, 2013) who examined the piece confirmed that this 

was a common shape in Victorian jewelry of this era, and she could tell from what remained of 

the missing finger positions this was most likely the hand position symbolizing “friendship” in 
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Victorian symbolic language of hand positions. 

/ 
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Figure 61.  Collection of Victorian bracelet charms (from top) Vulcanite (vulcanized or hardened 
rubber), tortoise shell, carnelian or coral, porcelain. (Jewelry courtesy of Marge Harding, private 
collection (Photograph by Kathleen J. Bryant)  
 
 These symbolic hand positions, like the “language” of Victorian flower symbolism, were 

an important conveyor of meaning for women of this era. Calling cards were most often used with 

a pictorial hand symbol on them.  Different calling cards were left with particular ladies, 

depending on the relationship, and these hands helped to cement these social exchanges and 

ritual.  

The Dormitory 

There were five children with Captain and Mrs. Augur when they arrived in 1856 and two 

more were born while they were in residence. The upstairs was used, without question as a 

dormitory, which was the custom for families with large numbers children to house (see Figures 

62 and 63). Both genders slept in these spaces. The youngest child would be in a cradle in her 

parent’s room. 

 The space of the upstairs floor was mainly for sleeping. The room had windows at each 

end, east and western views. The ceiling had a deep slanted pitch, so the children’s beds were 

likely tucked into these smaller spaces, to leave more room for storage for clothing, toys, games 

and lesson books and slates for schooling. Each child probably had a trunk of his or her own, 

made of leather and paper lined, to keep clothing, some toys, books, a doll or guns or marbles and 

wooden tops and tin whistles that would be easily lost.  There may have been desks or small 

tables and chairs for doing lessons, as well as bookshelves that could fit along the wall. 

 The children would have been in single and double beds, maybe two to a bed, for warmth 

and best use of floor space. The beds would have been wood, with turned legs and rope ties 
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underneath to hold the mattresses, which were usually stuffed with horsehair. (M. Gallagher, 

personal communication, Benton County Historical Society and Museum collections, 2013, and 

2014) No shortage of blankets, coverlets of quilts would have kept them warm in the winter. 

Some of the quilts may well have been in the family for a long time, perhaps each child has his or 

her own quilt, to take along for security and warmth across the country to each western fort. The 

dormitory also had a brick chimney that would have radiated some small amount of steady heat 

into the space. Warmth from the parlor fireplace would have risen up the staircase opening to 

warm the dormitory spaces. A canvas floor covering may well have been put down the middle of 

the dormitory space to provide a place for warmth and softness when playing upstairs on the 

floor, and during the colder weather. 

 Pegs in the walls held coats and other clothing while shelving and drawers would hold 

smaller items. The types of clothing that the children wore would have been carefully chosen 

given the Commander’s position at the post. While no doubt the children spent some time playing 

in their side yard (with private picket fence) in “play clothes” their public presentation would 

have been noted within the social hierarchy of the military protocols.  
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Figure 62. View of Upper floor dormitory looking toward front of house (east). 
Visible Brick chimney runs height of house. (Photograph by Phil Hays, 2013) 

 
 

/ 

 
Figure 63. View of Upper floor dormitory looking toward the back of the house (west) 
(Photograph by Phil Hays) 

 

 Structurally, the fireplace is built crookedly so that the rain does not come into the 

chimney and douse the fire. Figure 63 shows how the chimney spans the height of the entire 

house, offering warmth to the children’s dormitory. 

 The Benton County Historical Society has several children’s beds from this era, in wood 

with rope cross-tied for the mattresses, with turned pieces, and children’s rope and wooden beds, 

and trunks for storing toys, clothing, books, as well as perhaps some child-scale desks and chairs, 

along with shelving for clothing, shoes and outerwear. Figures 62 and 63 illustrate a space in 

which the sleeping area was in the attic, where the children slept, and dormitory style. Figure 64 

shows what would be visually similar to the Augur children’s space. 
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Figure 64. Common nineteenth-century sleeping spaces for children.  
(Photograph private collection) 
 

 The archaeology at Fort Hoskins has collected children’s toys, pieces of games or toys 

from the site of the Commander’s House. Among these are a metal whistle, domino tile, parts of 

porcelain dolls (see Figure 68), and an earthenware small figure of a doll, large fragments of a 

porcelain cup from a child’s tea set (see Figure 67), and multiple kinds and sizes of marbles.  

 The Augurs had boys and girls, and the artifact assemblage tells us this as well. There is a 

white glazed porcelain doll head, a doll arm (from another size doll), many marbles, a domino 

(see Figure 66), and several slate writing implements. The toys of the nineteenth-century were 

gendered in the sense that generally boys would play with marbles and girls would play with dolls 

(see Figure 68).   
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 Marbles (see Figure 65) were one of the most portable and oldest games children have 

ever played. Marble games, of any era, break down into four types: games of shooting, chasing, 

holes or target games, and obstacles (Bauman, 1999, P. 7). These games and their variations 

could be set up indoors, in the dormitory space as well as outdoors. An assortment of marbles was 

found on the site. 

 

/  
 
Figure 65.  Marbles excavated at the Commander’s House. 
(Photograph by Kathleen J. Bryant) 
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Figure 66.  Domino “tile” made of wood  
(Photograph by Kathleen J. Bryant) 
 
 
 Although dominos was a game played by adults and children alike, the tile excavated at 

the site is quite small and was probably lost from the set made for children. Nineteenth-century 

children knew a number of games that were likely the same as those played by the siblings at Fort 

Hoskins.  

/ 

Figure 67.  Porcelain tea cup fragments from a child’s 
tea set recovered at the Commander’s house 
(Photograph by Kathleen J. Bryant) 
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Figure 68 Porcelain Doll with original clothing, c. 1850,  
lying on a wool paisley shawl, 1855. 
(Courtesy of Benton County Historical Society and Museum) 
(photograph by Kathleen J. Bryant) 

 

 

Upper Porch 

 This porch gives focus to the importance of this second story balcony that Captain Augur 

had built for his private use, and from where he could see and hear the life of the fort. In 1959, an 

article featuring the Condron House [now known to be the Commander’s House] described the 

upper level porch: “The balcony on Condron house was obviously intended for a reviewing stand 

and has seating capacity for a small group. Overall dimensions of the original part of the house 

are approximately 25 by 40 feet” (Maxwell, B. “Group Seeks Hoskins House.” Salem Capital 

Journal, May 1, 1959)  
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 The design of the balcony, or upper story porch, was both military and domestic in 

function and symbol.  

 

 

Figure 69. Drawing of the Reconstruction Plans for the Façade of the Commander’s House,  
Drawing by Rusty van Rossmann in D. Pinyerd. 

 

 Captain and Mrs. Augur likely sat on this porch (see Figure 69) in the warm weather in 

chairs brought outside for that purpose. They might have watched the parade ground activities. 
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More frequently, Captain Augur used this porch as a strategic tool for monitoring the fort’s 

activities. He could stand without being clearly seen, if he so chose, and see the full parade 

grounds and the barracks the adjutant’s house. Most importantly, he could use the space as a giant 

ear. It was constructed in such a way under the gabled eaves that the acoustics permitted sound to 

travel in an unusual manner to the upper porch. This sound was detected from the porch, with 

even from a soft-spoken voice, from the parade ground or the walkway that would have gone by 

the adjutant’s office [where the flag pole is today] from a surprisingly far distance. Dr. Brauner 

tested this phenomenon by standing on the porch and listening to distant conversations. (D. 

Brauner, Personal communication, October 14, 2013).  

The Commander’s House: Consumption and Display  

We have limited but concrete knowledge, based on the science of the archaeology, of the 

material culture the Augur family held at the time of their occupation at Fort Hoskins. The 

specific meaning and symbolism, how these goods came to be, why they were chosen tell us 

about the family’s patterns of consumption and display.  

At the time and throughout the country, the interest of officers’ wives and their civilian 

sisters in home goods and decorations for the interior had begun to grow quickly. In this 

Commander’s house on the Oregon frontier, the material culture remaining after the family left 

for the Civil War indicates that Mrs. Augur had a similar interest in the most current of home 

decorating features. The remains of her material culture choices – what she chose and what she 

purchased – are predominantly high status transfer-printed earthenwares and others of the most 

expensive items available at the time. Interestingly, working at Northeastern sites,  Deborah 

Rotman, an historical archaeologist studying gendered spaces found “By mid-century women 
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were using household furnishings with floral and naturalistic motifs in their efforts to create a 

home environment as a sanctuary that would instill Christian values in their children and provide 

refuge for their husbands form the outside world (Fits 1999, 47, Rotman, 2004 p. 23, 49) Her 

work at Deeerfield, a large several family site across time offered material culture much like 

Mrs. Augur’s patterns in ceramicwares. Rotman also found vessels with Chinese landscapes, 

Neoclassican and romantic floral motifs, shell-edged with molded rims in blue, precisely the 

same as were excavated at the Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins. Mrs. Augur’s tastes were 

the same as those of the women in those households in the East. 

The material culture that Mrs. Augur wielded assisted her in negotiating her own identity 

in the world, particularly in the bounded world of military hierarchy.  The specifics of her 

consumer goods, and the choices that she made, the decorations she ordered sent to the fort, or 

those she selected by visiting local stores, by going to Salem or Dayton to look for furnishings for 

her home represented who she was. These goods were a self-portrait of how she and other 

officer’s wives saw themselves in the world, how they represented their families, how this home 

she created, and the clothing and jewelry she wore, reflected on and elevated her husband’s rank 

and status.  

The fragmentary remains of the whole material culture that once existed in the 

Commander’s House also offer a good picture of the lives lived within its walls, including their 

assignments of gender and status, preferences, and prescriptive activities. These fragmentary 

representations of material culture, the child’s porcelain teacup, with its delicate gilding scroll, 

the shockingly bright cobalt shapes in the early nineteenth century parlor wallpaper. These real 

objects, with known dates, show us something of the interior life and the class status of those who 
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lived here. The science of the archaeological record can act in concert with the historian’s 

archival document, and oral tradition – the ethnohistory method – to strengthen and complete the 

understanding of historic places and events.  

Discussion and Conclusions 

Fort Establishments in Oregon Conclusions 

My research into the interior space of the two extant Commander’s House reveals a 

portrait of antebellum domestic life not dissimilar from the social norms within the larger 

American culture in the mid-nineteenth century. Data I collected show that the elite officer’s 

wife and family, far from their Eastern roots, far from the heart of the military at West Point, far 

from the seat of government in Washington, nevertheless played out in their lives, with some 

adjustments and negotiations of gender and social convention, in the same manner as their 

contemporaries across the country.  

I contend that social and cultural conventions, together with political and military 

mandates and combined with the ideological tenets of American society, to create with intention 

and purpose a replication of the established Eastern ideological society and landscape at mid-

nineteenth century. Western fort sites, not just Fort Hoskins, were designed ideologically, 

strategically, and literally – in drawn plans for the built structure, configuration and siting in the 

geography – to reproduce and replicate, model and espouse the American-European ideal in 

cultural beliefs. These are symbolized by the physical confirmation and layout of the fort 

structure, in the types of buildings, and in their placement. The purpose of the Far Western Fort, 

brought and established by the U.S. Army through direct federal government direction, was to 

create a presence that would both intimidate and inspire the local populations.  
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The cultural rationale was to demonstrate to all those in the uncivilized west, whether 

Indian, settler, miner or visitor, proper American “civilization” – Eastern with its whitewashed 

houses on Officer’s Row and open plan organization of buildings around the New England 

“village green.”  This built symbol of military power and social and cultural authority was 

purposeful, and those who conceived and built those environments were fully sincere in their 

conviction that this was the answer for the Indian and the settler alike.  This was the federal 

government’s overriding plan for acquisition and development of all western landscape. 

 My overarching argument holds that the built environment reflects the cultural and 

political thinking of the time, that this particular style, structure and details of the built 

environment represented the Eastern culture from which it was derived.  

I argue that the physical shifts of the built environment, the geographic changes seen 

through the movement of U. S. Army fort establishment across American landscape, represent 

significant cultural symbolism and a stamp upon the literal and psychic landscape of the 

locations where they were placed. 

I show that each movement of forts westward was part of a larger strategy involving 

decisions from the East operationalized by the United States Army. Yet these were not the 18th 

century coastal fortifications as seen along the eastern seaboard, nor California coastal defensive 

structures. These were village-like designs, with open walks and divisions of class and gender, 

recreating, as much as possible, civilian life. 

 And within the forts, I argue that placement of Officer’s Row at the most prominent 

location, with the remainder of the establishment descending in order of status, embodiment of 
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power, and level of authority, was intentional and consistent, reflecting both class hierarchy, 

gender, rank and purpose.  

 Finally, my research indicates the central issue in establishing the fort sites was to encode 

the layout and built structure with cultural symbols of social and political beliefs. These were 

reinforced by inclusion, unique to each fort, of specific sightlines into the design of the 

Commanding Officer’s House, sightlines that ensured his total authority over everyone and 

everything under his command. 

Discussion of the Bryant Instrument Used in this research study 

Prior to the field portion of this study, I had re-examined the four major scholarly artifact 

models in the literature of material culture studies and art history that involve a close reading of 

objects or artifacts. In the early stages of the research I had imagined that the most helpful vehicle 

would be that which worked most closely with the individual artifact and its discrete elements. I 

found quite the opposite to be true as I researched further into the material. I needed a vehicle 

with a large scope that would take in the complexity of the context I was working to develop, 

something into which I could properly place the primary artifact representation. I created it by 

developing a logical progression of the built structure, a human’s experience walking through the 

Commander’s House. This accommodated the attending artifacts of the interior, specifically and 

in aggregate, as well as the built elements of the structure itself. 

 Having worked with an extant structure I brought with me assumptions about the nature 

of this case study. I was incorrect in this area. I had not anticipated the very different research 

and topic dynamics. The earlier study was a simpler story to tell. The challenge with this study 
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has been working with sheer and omnipresent complexity of the contextual nature of the extant 

structure’s history. What began as an investigation of a single case study, with clear and bounded 

delineations, became something quite larger. The occupants had individual lineages and story 

lines; there was compelling material and social culture associated with two different people. 

While I brought a lens to focus on space, which showcased class and gender, two social and 

cultural systems, one military, and one civilian, in two opposite geographical and cultural 

locations, emerged. East and west required different research attention. This topic became 

increasingly significant, but no easier to wield. The research direction grew deeper, and the links 

more visible, but the vehicle with which to communicate this, to frame out such a wide collection 

of associations and lines of connection needed to be better equal to the task.  

 I found E. McClung Fleming’s model to be relevant and useful for me, given the nature 

of his allowance for focus on the cultural analysis component. He calls this the third operation 

that which “begins where identification and evaluation leave off.” The goal of the research 

included, and this study of the Commanders house came “to seek to examine in depth the 

relations of the artifact to aspects of its own culture.” Certainly it embraces the largest potential 

of artifact study. (Fleming, E. 1974, p 157-158).  

 The topic is at once geographically and culturally eastern, military in nature but also 

situated in the western landscape. The need was for cross-continent, precisely drawn information 

for connection. I needed to understand one locale in order to explain the other. This was complex 

and became difficult in its scale and scope. The western location necessitated an entirely 

different set of point to link; interest in regional consumption, routes of distribution and civilian 

over military in this aspect.  “One important form of cultural analysis deals with the functions 
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performed by the artifact of its culture. Unlike the other artifact properties of material, 

construction and design, function involves the concrete and abstract aspects of the artifact, the 

reasons for its initial manufacture, its various intended uses and its intended roles. Functional 

analysis reveals the essential importance and meaning of the things made. Fleming goes on to 

state that cultural analysis can “carry artifact study beyond description toward explanation by the 

“explication of those critical links that exist between human behavior and its material products.’ 

(Fleming quotes James Deetz in “Ceramics from Plymouth 1620-1835: The Archaeological 

Evidence” in Ceramics in America, Quimby, I (Ed). p. 15). 

 The Instrument I developed for Artifact Collection and Analysis during the time of 

research with the Frantz-Dunn House in 2004 (“Talking Back:  Voices from an Empty House:  

the Interior Space of the Frantz-Dunn House as Artifact”) to assist with the bulk of details that 

surrounded a much simpler research project was still most useful to me. While a journal or a 

notebook is always helpful for extra thoughts and recording details, the particular way I 

configured the artifact collection sheets was done to intentionally tweak my mind, in the field, 

most particularly, while busy with details, senses and new thoughts. The purpose of this 

instrument is to target the research focus in the moment, so the observations and specific data 

may be captured, and then later put into form and used to craft the larger picture of research 

concern.  

 In response to my own research needs, I have amended some of this instrument’s parts as 

I went through the process of collection. I found that I needed a more substantial vehicle to move 

these data about. This would be useful for me, and other researchers might find it helpful to rest 

seemingly disparate pieces of research during the active part of the study. I think a framework or 
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model that supports very abstract and very concrete concepts at the same time, without 

privileging either, would be helpful. This enables the researcher to continue in an active phase 

without losing the saturation of the idea or the clear description, the concrete example while not 

immediately doing anything with them yet. And the critical word is “yet.” There is a point, 

during the research, during any creative process, when the concrete and the abstract just begin to 

link together in ways that cannot be foreseen. Unless these earlier “small pieces” about a 

concrete object, a particular architectural detail, get put into a good holding place, they can easily 

get lost or overlooked. A net to capture and hold these smaller elements would be in order. 

 Future research from this study is my efforts to develop a framework or model to do this 

work. The image of the net as a holder of ideas, photographs, threads of ideas that pertain to 

different ideas, localities, literally, would be a useful element of research methodology and 

conception. The idea of wielding abstraction and concrete is one rooted in material culture 

studies. Although there is good understanding how these link, there is little help with the process 

of managing the data en route. This refinement, as every project becomes, has been most 

instructional and the changes from instrument into model will be a good yield from this study.  

Reflections of the research and the methodology 

 I had anticipated difficulty in finding information about the details of the interior 

furnishings and lifestyle specifics of the occupants at Fort Hoskins. I did not anticipate, in any 

way, the absence of Jane Elizabeth Arnold Augur from the historic record. I assumed that as an 

upper class woman of a well-documented and high rank officer in the U.S. Army, there would be 

some record of her as well. Aside from her membership in the Daughters of the American 
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Revolution (her grandfathers were leaders in the New Jersey militia), there is nothing, even after 

combing her hometown newspapers during her early years, not one photograph, no social 

mention of her as a member of prominent family.  

 Had I relied on historic or archaeological record alone, I would not have images of Jane 

Augur in this research. It was through the third piece of the methodology of ethnohistory that I 

was able to locate these images, and other information about this historic woman. I am fortunate 

that the living direct descendant of Captain Augur, his great-grandson, whose grandfather was 

born at Fort Hoskins, Newell Augur, is an interested and willing participant in the research 

process. For without his successful efforts, through his brother’s line, there would be no public 

record of Lady Augur whatsoever. 

 This part of the research piece came late in the process, which as an academic product, 

has a limit in time, so much of what can and will be analyzed is yet unfinished, with the 

photographs and what they tell us about Jane Augur. However, this speaks to the strength of this 

method. Without the three pieces, the narrative would not be nearly as complete as it is, even in 

its incomplete form.  

 Finally, the early western history of women is scant. There is little documentation of the 

Oregon rural areas, or the women who moved through them, en route elsewhere or present 

without record. While some family oral traditions have been recorded, the overall portrait is 

simply not visible of women in the west, particularly in Oregon, possible the entire Pacific 

Northwest. 
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Relevance of the Research and Future Research 

 The Commander’s House at Fort Hoskins is one of the most intact and oldest houses, 

certainly of the pre-Civil War era in Western Oregon. This alone underscores its value in the 

historic record. This research study offers an unusual framework for the study of an historic 

house. Generally, a study of any historic domestic dwelling includes a social history built from 

archival documents of the occupants and/or their descendants. My research with the Fort Hoskins 

Commander’s house includes a social history of the family and focuses on the larger cultural 

forces in the mid-nineteenth century East and West in framing not only a portrait of this 

particular house, but strives to place the house and the family within the far more significant 

settlement patterns of the Army Western frontier forts. This links the case study western officer’s 

house to far more significant trajectory of political, commercial and ideological policy and 

pattern of growth and settlement in nineteenth century America.  

 This research is applicable to heritage culture and public history education at all levels. 

The importance of a single house in Oregon lies in its relevance to the larger American patterns 

of its era. Poised just before the outbreak of the Civil War, the family occupying the house was 

of high status with significant ties to the upper levels of social and military cultures. This portrait 

offers a bookend for additional interpretive discussion of other elements of the fort culture, such 

as enlisted men and the laundresses, a long-neglected subject of research. 

 Future research could be readily undertaken with additional analysis of the artifacts of the 

entirety of Fort Hoskins, and that of Fort Yamhill, to look for correlations and patterns yet 

covered. Additionally, a full and detailed House Furnishings plan should be developed from the 
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various databases I have compiled during this extensive research period. These databases have 

targeted samples of regional and national furniture, decorative arts, with full provenance, that 

were intentionally selected for the house, and would further interpret the Commander’s House, 

particularly for public education.  Further study, with a budget in place, is needed to determine 

the material content and further date the interior finishes of the house. Professional laboratory 

analysis, involving spectomographic analysis of samples of paint, varnish, wood finishes, 

wallpaper adherents, and other finishes is necessary to understand more fully the original interior 

fabric finishes, as there are none, save the extant wallpaper.  

 Additional research should include a full study of the morphology of the house, as my 

research extended only through the Augur occupation. There are former occupants and 

descendants of occupants of the Commander’s house, still living in the local area. These 

individuals hold family history and oral traditions concerning the house, through its life once it 

was moved to Peedee Road. Some oral history already has been recorded, and the wallpaper 

samples from these later years is quite substantial. 

 This case study could also serve as a comparative model for other fort Commander’s 

Houses during the same historic or different time period, producing potential patterns yet unseen.  
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APPENDIX A:  

Artifact Analysis Instrument for Exteriors 

 
 

ARTIFACT ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT FOR EXTERIORS  
 
Object Location Code______________  
(Keyed to floor plan)  
 
I. Artifact /document_____________________________  
____________________________________________  
____________________________________________  
 
 
II. Visual analysis and physical description of artifact/document  
 
A. Function (Roof, wall, structural support, doorway, porch, etc.)  
___________________________________________  
___________________________________________  
 
 
B. Approximate dimensions (Diagram plan/elevation/doors/windows)  
___________________________________________  
___________________________________________  
 
 
C. Architectural features (Doorways, windows, moldings, columns,  
etc.) 
______________________________________________  
___________________________________________ 
D. Material________________________________________  
___________________________________________  
E. Construction (technology) __________________________  
___________________________________________  
F. Ornamentation___________________________________  
___________________________________________  
Other_____________________________________________  
____________________________________________  
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APPENDIX A 

 Artifact Analysis Instrument for Exteriors (continued) 

 
 
III. External Evidence/documentation (attach photographs, sketches and  
other documentation__________________________________________  
 
___________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________  
 
IV. Cultural Analysis__________________________________ 
___________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________  
 
V. Interpretation______________________________________ 
___________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________  
 
Other Remarks:  
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APPENDIX B:  

Artifact Analysis Instrument for Interiors 

 
ARTIFACT ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT FOR INTERIORS  
 
Location Code______________  
(Keyed to floor plan)  
 
I. Artifact /document (Name of area within the structure, etc.)  
________________________________________________  
________________________________________________  
 
II. Visual analysis and physical description of artifact/document  
 
A. Approximate dimensions  
 
(Diagram plan/elevation/doors/windows_____________  
__________________________________________  
 
B. Architectural features of the area  
 
(Doorways, windows, millwork, woodwork, columns, etc.)___________  
___________________________________________  
___________________________________________  
 
C. Interior Fittings, mantels, lighting features_____________  
___________________________________________  
___________________________________________  
 
D. Wall treatment___________________________________  
___________________________________________  
___________________________________________  
 
E. Floor treatment (materials, color, patterns, etc.)__________  
____________________________________________  
____________________________________________  
 
F. Windows (type, color, ornamentation, etc.)__  
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____________________________________________  

_________  
 
G. Ceiling treatment___________________________________  
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APPENDIX B: 
 

 Artifact Analysis Instrument for Interiors (Continued) 
 
 

 
III. Function of space (current and historical) ____________________  
_____________________________________________________  
 
 
IV. External Evidence/documentation (attach photographs, sketches and  
other documentation__________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
 
V. Cultural Analysis________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
 
VI. Interpretation____________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
 
Other Remarks:  
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APPENDIX C: 

 Artifact Analysis Instrument for Objects 

ARTIFACT ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT FOR OBJECTS  
Object Location Code______________  
(Keyed to floor plan)  
I. Artifact /document_____________________________  
____________________________________________  
____________________________________________  
 
II. Visual analysis and physical  
description of artifact/document  
 
A. Material________________________________________  
_____________________________________  
B. Construction_____________________________________  
______________________________________  
 
C. Approximate Measurements_________________________  
______________________________________  
 
D. Design Properties:  
 
Shape_______________________________________  
______________________________________  
 
Color_______________________________________  
______________________________________  
 
Line________________________________________  
_____________________________________  
Ornamentation________________________________  
______________________________________  
 
Pattern______________________________________  
______________________________________  
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APPENDIX C:  
 

Artifact Analysis Instrument for Objects (Continued) 
 

Other_______________________________________  
______________________________________  

 
 
III. Function (current and historical) ___________________________  
____________________________________________  
____________________________________________  
 
IV. External Evidence/documentation (attach photographs, sketches  
and other documentation) ________________________  
_____________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
 
V. Cultural Analysis________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
 
VI. Interpretation___________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
_____________________________________________  
 
Other Remarks:  
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APPENDIX D: Fort Hoskins Officers’ Quarters Floor plans, showing waterline 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The officers' quarters from the 1864 plat map by E.Y. Chase showing the water line highlighted 
in red (Pinyerd, D. 2013) 
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APPENDIX E:  
 

Fort Hoskins Officers’ Quarters Floor plans, with kitchen wing, back porches 
 

 
 
 

The officers' quarters from the 1864 plat map by E.Y. Chase showing a kitchen 
wing at the rear of the house approximately 16 feet deep with open porches on the 
east and west sides. Scanned and dimensioned by Phil Hays. (Pinyerd, D. 2013) 
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APPENDIX F: 

 Map Showing Reservation Forts and Coast Reservation 

From Brauner, D. & N. Striker, Fort Hoskins in (Pinyerd, D, 2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




